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Easy-to-use, lightning-fast /
II
\ \\\.\\~"
ROM chips save valuable Portable Plus memory
"
and eliminate the need for a disk drive.
\ \ '\ \, \
\

The most powerful and unique
feature of your Portable Plus is
that it lets you store programs on
ROM (Read-Only Memory) chips
for instant access.
Almost all other portable computers require a disk drive in
order to function. A disk driveeven a portable one-is a bulky
piece of equipment, easily breakable, and slow in loading programs.
By contrast, a ROM chip weighs
next to nothing, is virtually indestructible, and lets you load programs instantly. (Programs on
ROM chips don't take up any
space on your Edisc.)
All of which means that your
9-pound Portable Plus is the fastest, most portable, and most reliable computer you can ownprovided, of course, you take full
advantage of its ROM technology.
YOUR SOFTWARE
DRAWER WAS MEANT
TO BE FULL
The engineers at HewlettPackard designed the Portable
Plus so it could accommodate an
optional "software drawer" containing 12 ROM sockets. Clearly,
their intention was that those
sockets be filled with useful
programs.
But if you're like most Portable
Plus users, you probably are using

just a few of the sockets for ROMbased programs like Lotus 1-2-3
or MemoMaker.
That's fine as far as it goes, but
if you aren't using all the ROM
sockets-or if you have to carry
around an HP9114 disk drive
wherever you go-then you are
not using your Portable Plus to
full advantage.
Th start using thefull potential
of your Portable Plus, look over
the chart at the far right. It contains more than 50 programs and
utilities available on ROM chips
from Personalized Software.
Taken together, these ROMs
cover every application you're
likely to need-;;;-from word processing to spreadsheets to data

OUR EXCLUSIVE
DOUBLE GUARANTEE
ON ROMS
50-DAY GUARANTEE
OF SATISFACTION

If, within 60 days, you are dissatisfied
with a ROM product for any reason,
you may return it for a full refund.

2-YEAR GUARANTEE
AGAINST DEFECTS:

If aROM proves defective at any time
within 2years, we will replace it at no
charge.

communications, graphics, programming languages, and more.
Which means once you install
these ROMs, you'll have everything you need right inside your
Portable Plus. You'll never have to
carry a disk drive again.
We invite you to browse through
the chart, read the information at
the right, and then order one or
more ROMs today. You'll find
them to be fast, reliable, and an
incredible boost to your productivity.
Whatever your reason: to free
up valuable memory space ... to
eliminate the need for an external disk drive ... or just for the
convenience of lightning-fast program loading, fill your software
drawer with ROMs and you'll
turn your Portable Plus into the
powerhouse its designers intended it to be.
With our exclusive Double
Guarantee, the risk is all ours.
Why not order right now?
P.S. If you have questions about
any of the ROMs, give us a call.
Brian or David will be happy to
make some recommendations as
to which ROMs might best meet
your needs for word processing,
spreadsheets, or whatever applications you're interested in.

EASY TO INSTALL

\

(~)

We supply clear instructions and
diagrams with every ROM orde[ If you
prefer, send us your software drawer and
we will install your ROMs for you-and
test them-at no charge.
To remove your software drawer, first
back up your A drive (so you won't lose
your data), then use an ordinary screwdriver to remove the two outside screws
on the drawe~
You won't be able to use your Portable
Plus without the software drawer, so we
recommend you call us first to make sure
the ROMs you want are in stock, and to
set an appointment for installation.
That way, we can install and test your
new ROMs the day we receive your software drawer, then ship your drawer back
that same evening. Return shipping within the Continental U.S. via UPS SecondDay Air is free for all orders over $200.
Please add $15 to your order if you want
overnight return shipping.
.
(In most cases, if you set an. appointment in advance and use overnight shipping both ways, you'll only be without
your software drawer for less than two
business days. We'll ship the manuals
and other materials in advance by surface carrier so you'll have them by the
time you receive back your software
drawe[j

')

-----.".~
HOW TO ORDER ROMS
To order, use the postage-paid order
form in the center of this issue. For even
faster service-or if you have questions
about any of our ROMs-give us a call.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR ROMS

--
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We offer two kinds of ROM chips. One
kind we produce ourselves; these are
offered as part of our "ROM Backup
Packages" (see below). The other kind
are manufactured by Hewlett-Packard;
we call these simply "HP ROMs."
ROM Backup Packages
A ROM Backup Package includes both
the disk version of a program and the
ROM version-plus the standard User's
Manual and additional instructions for
installing and using the ROM. (In the
chart, prices of products marked "PS"
are for entire ROM Backup Package.)
According to the agreements we have
with the original software vendors, our
ROM version is considered a backup
copy of the disk version. Unless you
already own the disk version, we cannot
sell you the ROM Backup by itself.
Please note:
1. If you purchased the disk version of
a program from us, we have that in our
records. If you purchased the disk
version elsewhere, you will need to
show us proof of purchase before we
can sell you just the ROM Backup.
2. Prices for ROM Backups alone are as
follows:
Best of DOS Tools .
. $129.
The Editor.
. ... $95.
HPDuette .
. ... $95.
HPrint .
. ........ $95.
Shelp.
. ........ $55.
SideWinder .
. ... $55.
Shelp + SideWinder.
. .. $95.
Sketch..
;;;0..-_ _ . . . . . $95.
SuperROM.
TermPlus .
Turbo Pascal .
Typing Whiz.
Webster's Spelling Checker.
. . $179.

3. It is important that you read and
adhere to the licensing agreement that
comes with the disk version of any software you buy, because the same agreement applies to the corresponding ROM
Backup. In most cases, this means you
can use only one version of the software
at a time on only one computer system
at a time. Remember, the ROM is a
backup copy of the software, not an
independent second copy.
HPROMs
The HP ROMs that we sell do not
include (or require) the corresponding
disk versions. They are the same ROMs
that HP sells, except ours are usedwhich tums out to be better than buying
them new. Here's why:
Unlike other used products you can
buy, there are no moving parts on a
ROM, and nothing that can wear out.
Because of this, our two-year guarantee
against defects applies to used HP ROMs
as well as to our own ROM Backups.
(Two years is twice the guarantee against
defects that Hewlett-Packard offers.)
Our used HP ROMs are also covered
by our unique 60-day guarantee of satisfaction.
Best of all, our used HP ROMs are
priced as much as 50% below retail.
Look at the chart at the right and compare! (I n the chart, "Retail price" of HP
ROMs is HP's price new. "Subscriber
price" is our price used.)

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON ROM
For product details, see individual ads elsewhere in this issue or in our catalog, or refer to articles in past issues. In this
chart, "Type" refers to either HP (used HP ROM) or PS (Personalized Software ROM Backup package-price includes both
ROM and disk versions.
Product

No. of
chips

Retail
Price

Subscriber
Price

Product
Number

Notes

Type

The Editor version 1 is available as part of
our SuperROM chip (see "Combined ROMs,"
below).
For The Editor ROM and SuperROM owners
only.
Comes on same chip as Time Manager (see
"Combined ROMs," below).

PS

$224.00

$194.95 4

ED12PP

PS

$58.00

$58.00

ED15NR

$375.00
$495.00

$199.00
$275.00

MS20UR
MM20UR

PS

$174.95

$164.95 4

FP13PP

PS
PS
PS

$58.00
$175.00

$58.00
$170.95

FP14NS
HP12PP

WORD PROCESSORS
The Editor II'

The Editor II Upgrade
MemoMaker

HP
HP
HP

MS Word
Multimate

WORD PROCESSING UTILITIES
Format110

Comes as part of SuperROM (see "Combined
ROMS," below).
ROM includes driver for Softword extra memory
drawers.
.~
For SuperROM owners only.

FormatPlus1
FormatPlus Upgrade
HPrint
Mini Printenalk

Comes as part of SuperROM (see "Combined
ROMs," below).

Webster's Spelling Checker

PS

PS

2

$258.95

$248.95

WB13PP

HP
HP

2

$495.00
$495.00

$295.00
$399.00

LT12UR
LT15UR

SPREADSHEETS
Lotus 1-2-3, Version 1A
Lotus 1-2-3, Version 2.01

SPREADSHEET UTILITY
SideWinder

Also available on a ROM with Shelp, and on
our SuperROM chip (see "Combined ROMs,"
below).

PS

$134.95

$124.95

SW12PP

(Lotus 1-2-3 can also be used as a database
manager).

HP

$295.00

$259.00

EC11UR

VT100 and HP Terminal emulator.
Minor upgrade of PC2622.
Also includes FormIBM, Jetctrl, and other great
utilities.

HP
HP
PS

$395.00
$395.00
$194.95

$239.00
$295.00
$174.95

PC13UR
RF11UR
TE13PP

Contains selected utilities from Portable Utilities
Disk, Vol. 1: DOS Tools 3.
Includes SoftWord RAM Disk.
From our 1987 Subscriber Disk.
Contains Portable Plus half of software.
Includes note extraction program. Shelp is also
available on a ROM with SideWinder, and as part
of our SuperROM chip (see "Combined ROMs,"
below).
Comes on same ROM as MemoMaker (see
"Combined ROMs," below).

PS

$178.95

$168.95

DT12PP

$164.95
$95.00
$194.95
$110.00

$154.95
$95.00
$184.95
$104.95

FE12NS
CL 11PP
DU13PP
SH12PP

PS

$144.95

$134.95

TW12PP

PS

$175.00

$170.95

SK12PP

HP
PS

$300.00
$194.95

$150.00
$184.95

MS21UR
TP13PP

HP
PS

$195.00

$119.00

MM21UR
SH13PP

DATABASE PROGRAMS
Executive Card Manager
(ECM)

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
PC2622
Reflection
TermPlus

PRODUCTIVITY BOOSTERS
Best of DOS Tools
FilePlus
HP Calculator
HP Duette
Shelp

Time Manager
Typing Whiz

2

PS
PS
PS
PS

HP

GRAPHICS
Sketch

(Lotus 1-2-3 can also be used for graphics).

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
MS BASIC
Turbo PASCAL

This is not GWBASIC.
Includes RUN.COM, which can save you 10K of
disk space from any program you compile with
Turbo.

COMBINED ROMS
MemoMaker +
Time Manager
Shelp + SideWinder
SuperROM
(5 programs on one chip);
The Editor, Format110
Mini Printenalk
Shelp, SideWinder

Also includes SideWinder enhancement utility.
Mini PrinterTalk is the abbreviated version
included on the Printenalk disk; it is functionally
equivalent to Printenalk for most applications.
Shelp and SideWinder are the same versions as
on the individual ROMs described above.

PS

The Editor II, Webster's Spelling Checker,
FormatPlus, FilePlus.
The Editor II, Webster's Spelling Checker,
FormatPlus.

PS

5

$823.00

$599.00

FM17PP

PS

4

$658.00

$499.00

FM16PP

SU11PP

BUNDLES
Editor Pack with FilePlus
Editor Pack without FilePlus
1 Available

by November 30
'Two of the three ROM chips for Lotus 2.01 are required. The third contains the "Help" screens, and can be omitted.
3 Utilities included in the Best of DOS Tools ROM Backup Package are as follows. For program details, see Portable Utilities ad in this issue.
PACK
CLEAN
COPYNEW

DUMP
D1RALL
VOL

TY
ARCE
TMA

CYPHER
MOVE
TJETA

RENOIR
OFF
FCOPY

WHEREIS
CHANGE
ASK

TEE
ARC520
PRNCONF

SOL
MOVEALL
WAIT

FDATE
TRIM
FGREP

LABEL

~E6~y

OIRS

~g~~p

TRANS LIT
SM

Note: ARC520 is shareware; the author normally requests a $35 contribution. However, you do not need to send any money. We've already paid your user fee.

THE EDITOR U gives you all these
gr.mt text-editing features and more:
• Search and replace.
Just tell THE EDITOR II what word or
phrase to look for, and it will display each
occurrence and/or replace the occurences
either selectively or globally.
• Edit two files at once.
THE EDITOR II will display two separate
portions of text at the same time, one above
the other. You can view and edit two parts
of the same file-or even two different
files-simultaneously.
'l,.t\S aOd
•
Backspace delete.
.
,~ bas ''-"r.fI)s,
iOn I.
You can erase the last character with a
* (only $99.95 for Portable Paper subscrIbers)
ttoVl~II' ",bl\l ro lI8fS
single keystroke.
~teflJt~~~f8dS tro
• Block and line centering.
By Hal Goldstein
eaS'l
THE EDITOR II lets you center blocks and
Let's face it: MemoMaker is an adequate
4. THE EDITOR II takes up less than 40K of
lines of text with a few simple keystrokes.
word-processor, but it has its limits. No search
memory.
• Powerful macros.
and replace. No simple way to merge files. No
5. THE EDITOR II loads and saves files and exStore any sequence of keystrokes and play
ecutes commands exceptionally fast.
destructive backspace key. (Th delete the last
it back at the touch of a single key. Macros
character you have to use the left arrow key and
6. THE EDITOR II comes
can be edited, deleted, stored in files-even
the deletion key[s].) No compressed or expandwith a well-written refautoloaded on startup. THE EDITOR II
"
HP110 Portable
comes with over two dozen macros to get
ed printing. No . .. -but why go on? If you use
erence manual and a
Portable Plus
you started.
MemoMaker, you probably have your own list of
step-by-step tutorial.
Portable V8Ctra
things you wish it could do.
Even in the desktop
• No limit on file size.
HP150
If you're an HPllO Portable user, you're no
Well we have good news! Now there's an easymarket, it is difficult to
IBM PC and compa!.
longer confined by MemoMaker's 819-line
to-use text editor that runs on the Portable and
find a word processor
Available on ROM Backup
limit. You can have as large a file as interPortable Plus that will satisfy almost every item
with this many useful
for the Portable Plus
nal memory allows.
on your wish list. And the program comes with
features at this low a
a built-in bonus: It also runs on the HP 150, IBM
price. For the Portables, THE EDITOR II simply
• File merge.
You can merge two or more files together
PC, and HP Vectra, which means that now you
can't be beat. See for yourself: Order your copy,
with ease.
can use the same program and files on your
risk-free, today.
desktop that you use on your Portable.
• Compressed and expanded.
The program is called THE EDITOR II. It does
THE EDITOR II on disk ......... $129.00
You're no longer restricted to bold and
everything MemoMaker does plus a heck of a lot
Portable Paper subscriber price ... $99.95
underline. You can imbed control charmore. And you don't have to go to the expense
PRODUCT NO. EDlINS
acters in your text to tell your printer to
of buying WordStar (for the Portable) or MS
ROM BACKUP version ......... $194.95
print all or part of your text compressed,
Word (for the Plus) to go beyond MemoMaker's
(THE EDITOR II on ROM and disks)
expanded, bold, underlined, or whatever else your printer can handle.
capabilities.
PRODUCT NO. EDl21'P
THE EDITOR II's most valuable features are
For users of Version I or SuperROM:
• Unlimited line length.
listed on the chart to the right. It's quite a list,
EDITOR II Upgrade Kit on disk ... $35.00
Your files are no longer limited to 80
isn't it? Th me, THE EDITOR II is a real blessing.
PRODUCT NO. EDl4NS
characters per line. This means, for example, you can print 132-character lines
I use it daily instead of MemoMaker, and I've
Upgrade Kit on ROM and disk .... $58.00
on your ThinkJet in compressed mode.
silently given thanks to its author, Ed Gilbert,
PRODUCT NO. EDl5NR
many, many times. Just a few minutes with THE
• Lines per page.
EDITOR II (that's all it takes to be up and runYou can specify the number of lines per
PV users: Be sure to indicate "PORTABLE VECTRA"' on your
ning) and I think you'll be a fan of his too.
page, using the control codes required by
order
so
we
can
send
you
proper
disk
format.
In addition to the great features listed to the
your printer.
right, there are six more I especially want to
• Easy in, easy out.
emphasize:
60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
You can exit from THE EDITOR II, run
another program, then type a one-word
1. THE EDITOR II's Lotus-like menus make it inSee order form for details.
command and be back in THE EDITOR II
credibly easy to use.
exactly where you left off. This includes
2. THE EDITOR II creates ASCII files, which
TO ORDER
exiting DOS-which means you can
lOst' eneiosed postage-paid order form
means you can send your files to and from
delete, copy, and rename files while runlll" send eh('ck or tredit card information
almost any other program or computer without
(#. expo date, signature) to:
ning THE EDITOR II.
special formats or codes.
Personalized Software
• Right justification and automatic
3. THE EDITOR II will automatically back up
P.o. Box SIH·I, Fairfil'ld, [A ;")2:j;j() 01:') 472-ll:]:j()
paragraph indent.
your files to protect you against mistakes: When
A simple command right-justifies your
you save a file, THE EDITOR II saves not just the
text and automatically indents your
current version, but the previous one as well.
paragraphs however many spaces you
wish.
• Undelete.
1-----1 A simple command will undelete the last
THE EDITOR and THE FORMATTER togetherline or block of text deleted.
Only $119.95 total (Portable Paper subscribers only)
• Upper/lower case conversion.
Another simple command lets you
Note: The user manual itself is a challenge, and no
THE FORMATTER gives you advanced formatting
change between upper case and lower
technical support is available. We therefore recomcapabilities that even THE EDITOR II can't handlecase without having to retype anything.
mend THE FORMA'ITER for strong computer users or
like: multi-line headers and footers. automatic hythose already familiar with text formatters.
phenation (you can even add your own words to the
In terms of useful features per dollar,
If you need any of the features listed above, and if
built-in dictionary). user-specified page length and
THE EDITOR II is a truly exceptional buy.
you're willing to spend the time it takes to learn the
line length. automatic page numbering. tables and
I urge you to try it. Order yours today.

The EditorH

It's way beyond
MemoMaker!

You won't believe all the word-processing
features this $129* program contains-and it ESS\ON'kcetl18fi09.
takes up less than 40K of memory!
"'E""
~~ ~

,
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•
•
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•
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Special combined offer-

SAVE $30:

The Formatter

charts· table of contents generation. and more.
THE FORMATIER works by imbedding special formatting codes into your EDITOR II, MemoMaker, or
other ASCII text files. You can customize THE FORMATIER for almost any printer.

commands, THE FORMATIER is for you. Order your
copy, risk-free today.
THE FORMATTER ........... , ...... $59.95
Portable Paper Subscriber price ....... $49.95

II PV users: Be sure to indicate "PORTABLE VECTRA" on your order so we can send you the proper disk format.
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PUBLISHER'S MESSAGE
In this issue we look into
the future of portable
computing.
First we examine HP's
new Vectra LS/12 Laptop
PC.
The LS/12 Laptop
represents the best of the
minia turize-a-desktoppersonal-computer-with-asrew-compromises-as-possihle
approach
to
portable
computing.
The fast
12MHz, 286 LS/12 portable
Hal Goldstein
holds a 20 or 40 Megabyte
hard drive, weighs 16
pounds, runs on battery for up to four hours, uses a
most readable backlit display, and has several ports and
slots for peripherals and expansion.
For another look into the future we need only to
look at the HP110 and Portable Plus laptops. These
computers represent the light-weight-Iong-battery-liferugged-RAM!ROM approach to portable computing.
Despite the advances in portable computing, these HP
five and three year old machines in many ways still
represent the state-of-the-art. In this issue we'll ~ke a

¥
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On The Road With My
Portable
Since retiring from Hughes Aircraft's
Ground Systems Division in January,
1988, my wife and I have been
travelling full time in our 23-foot travel
trailer, enjoying the sights of the U.S.A.
This is a wonderfully satisfying life style
which I recommend wholeheartedly, but
like
anything,
it's
not without
challenges; one of which is getting mail
in a timely fashion. We use our son's
Berkeley address, and he will forward
first-class mail to destinations that we
periodically select. We have limited 2nd
& 3rd class mail for only the essentials,
which naturally include The Portable
Paper.
Our Portable system (portable Plus,
9114B and ThinkJet) is central to our
lifestyle.
We use Lotus 123 for
expenses, investment tracking and
vehicle mileages, Memomaker for all of
our text processing, Time Manager for
addresses and our daily log, and
Executive Card Manager as a catalog for
locating items stored in our truck.
Past Subscriber Disks have provided
us with fun (via Yahtzee, Memory,
Hangman and Landmine) plus more

FOR HANDY REFERENCE: Items directly relevant to the three
HP Portables are denoted in this issue as follows:
II1II110 Portable • Portable Plus • Portable Vectra
Vectra LSI12
When items are partly or indirectly relevant they are denoted as:
@!I110 Portable [!!] Portable Plus [!!] Portable Vectra ~ Vectra LS/12

III

look at the new RAM!ROM-disk based NEC UltraLite,
heralded by the popular press as a new breakthrough
in portable computing.
You'll recognize many
characteristics of the HP110 and Portable Plus in the
UltraLite. The good news is that the UltraLite weighs
only 4.4 pounds, the bad news is the battery life is only
two hours.
Also in this issue, you'll stroll down the COMDEX
aisles with me and see the many new add-on products
for portable computers.
(COMDEX is the largest
microcomputer trade show of the year.) We'll look at
cellular phone and modem systems, portable fax
machines, e:yernal disk and tape drives, and much
more. Portable computing has finally come into its
own.
We welcome new HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop users to
our family of HP Portable readers of The Portable Paper.
Reader input has made The Portable Paper a success in
its first three years. We welcome all HP Portable users
to share their knowledge and experience in these pages.
We also welcome Tom Page who joins the ranks of
regular columnists.
You will find all sorts of
information for pushing your HP Portable to its limits in
his new "The Savvy User" column.

tid

useful applications than we have been
able to exploit.
Norton Utilities
(purchased from Personalized Software
last year) has already "saved our bacon"
when a floppy developed some bad
sectors and started giving Lotus 123 a
bad name. We use Sidewinder for our
spreadsheets and it works great. In
short, we're heavily involved with the
Portable Plus and the software you have
supplied us.
Travel Trailers and the Plus have
something in common... they're both
"self-contained", meaning that they can
perform their function without any
connection to the outside world. A
trailer typically has a large (100-200
amphere-hour) battery to supply power
when it is without "hook-ups".
I
searched for the same characteristic in a
computer. I chose the Plus because its
rated time between recharges was
longer than other portables, largely
because of the non-backlit screen.
Somewhat naively, I expected the
Plus system to perform as well as my
trailer while in the boondocks: that is,
work off the battery for two or three
days until I could get to a 110-volt
outlet. Earlier this year, while backing
up my disks in the Illinois outback, my
9114B let me know this was not to be.
My frustration led me to develop a
charger for my Plus components which
runs off the 12-volt trailer battery.

Because it's so simple I call it my "25cent charger".
Now, my system
components get a full charge regardless
of where we camp.
The system,
including the 9114B, has worked well
under all loads since June, when the
charger was installed. Also, I can now
prevent charging of the ThinkJet with
just the flip of a switch.
If you would like, I could expand our
use of the Portable system into an
article for the "Profiles" section of the
Paper. Also, I could provide design
details on the "25-cent" charger. While
I'm not entirely familiar with current
chargers, I do know that the principle
behind the "25-cent" charger would
allow it to be used on computers other
than HP, and could yield a charger
which would consist of little more than
an automotive cigarette lighter plug and
wire!

Dr. Joe Butterworth, Somewhere, U.S.A
[We'll look forward to your "Profiles"
contribution. - Hal]
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Statistics For Portable
Users
First I want to thank you for the
excellent Portable Paper, which has
been of great value to me in my work
with my HP Portable. Without the many
tips and useful programs provided, my
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computing effectiveness would have
been much lower.
In my work as a surgeon I often have
to perform statistical analyses. For that
purpose, I have used my HP41 and
HP97. So, when you announced the
availability of the program called
Statistix, I ordered it immediately. It is
a great program and can do everything
I need, but I was bothered by the
changing menus and by the need to
import files in a certain order
(otherwise parts of files may be lost).
Since I mainly use only a handful of
statistical methods, the program was
simply too big and impractical to use in
a daily routine. After a few more weeks
of using it, I could not stand it any
longer and started to make my own
program.
A few weekends later it
worked, and the thought struck me that
maybe other Portable users are in my
situation and might benefit from it.
Thus I spent another couple of
weekends "streamlining" the program
and making it faster and more userfriendly with the side-effect that it
became bigger and bigger. Now it
cannot grow any more without
rupturing, so I guess it is finished. I
have a screenful worth of formulae, and
accompanying documentation.
The program I've written consists of
the most widely-used statistical methods,
and I am sending it to you for your
evaluation. If the program meets your
requirements I hope that it could be
included in one of your disk offers.
The program performs: the Chisquare test, the Fisher exact probability
test, the parametric and nonparametric
calculation of (a) the coefficient of
correlation and (b) test of significance
in two related or unrelated samples, a
xy-plot and the calculation and display
of tests of normality.

which I hope you can answer. First of
all, at home I use a monochrome
monitor. I am using the monitor in
CGA mode, but I wonder if I should be
using MDA mode instead. What are the
benefits and drawbacks of each? Will I
get better text quality in MDA mode?
Also, there are two items I am
considering purchasing for my Portable
Vectra. One is an external 5 1/4" drive.
I know that most other portables have
a special port for the external drive, but
the Vectra does not. Should I connect
a drive to the serial port and use lAPliNK to transfer data, or is there a
better method? The other item is a
math co-processor. Where can I get a
CMOS 8087 chip for the Portable Vectra,
and how much will it cost? I've never
seen one advertised for a portable.
Thanks for all your help and keep
up the good work !

Thomas A Spangler, Charlottesville, VA
[I'm afraid I'm not going to be much
help. At this point there is no way to
connect a 5 1/4" drive, a tape drive, or
a hard drive to a Portable Vectra.
We've explored the possibility with
several manufacturers of creating an
extender card that will fit inside the
Portable Vectra and talk to the rest of
the world of IBM Peripherals. However,
although not difficult, such an effort
will cost about $10,000.
This is a
small amount in the world of
hardware development, but there has
to be some guaranteed order before we
or a manufacturer can make the effort.
In the absence of that, either Lap-l{nk
or other similar products such as Direct
Link that we sell and which can
transfer files through the parallel or
serial port is your best bet.
There is no 8087 chip available for
the Portable Vectra.
I am not familiar with MDA
Hopefully, another reader can answer
your question. I do know that text is
much readable when my Goldstar EGA
monitor is set in EGA rather than CGA
mode. - Hal]

Bertil Poppen, MD, Karolinska Hospital,
Stockholm, Sweden
[To obtain this statistics disk, send
$9.50 to Personalized Software, PO Box
869, Fairfield, 1A 52556, (515) 472-6330.
Request "Poppen Stats".]
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~on't Renew Subscription
Sorry, but I will not renew my
subscription.
You are talking too much about
discounts, free gifts and bonuses, and I
read too much about Vectras and
Zeniths.
My computers are still and will be
for some time a PLUS and a 110.
I cannot use half of your programs
because of my non-U.S. keyboard.
Many Thanks for the past years.
Please tell me, when you are back
to the original HP Portables.
Matthias Kern, Hamburg, W. Germany

Portable Vectra CS
Frustrations, Questions
Last spring I purchased a Portable
Vectra CS Model 20, and I am glad now
that I did not throwaway your flyer
included in the box.
The Portable
Paper has been my only source of
information for the Portable Vectra,
since the machine has been written off
by the leading computer magazines and
ignored by the add-on manufacturers.
I look forward to each issue, hoping
that I will find a new tip that was left
out of the skimpy set-up manual. I still
like my Portable Vectra, but I just don't
like being left out in the cold.
I still have a couple of questions
4
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subscription to the Portable Paper for
the next two years.
While I remain enthusiastic about the
Portable Plus I fear that time is passing
users of the Plus by faster than ever.
Realistically, new software will not be
developed for the Plus other than the
limited amount which you continue to
encourage and support. From my point
of view, HP seems to have written off
the Plus, and I would not be surprised
to see it discontinued.
The new and exciting programs
available in the market place such as
Lotus' Agenda cannot and probably will
not be able to be used with the
Portable.
What are users of the Plus going to
do to keep our favorite machine usable
in the 1990's? I see two fundamental
things that must be accomplished so
that users of the Plus will continue to
stay abreast of software change and
improvements.
1) I.B.M. Compatibility. Some time
ago, I spoke with you by telephone
concerning another matter. During the
course of that conversation I brought
up the issue of I.B.M. compatibility.
You indicated that compatibility might
be technically possible with a minor
programming effort resulting in a new
Plus system ROM. Has there been any

(continued on p.42)

For users of MemoMaker and The Editor

An integrated word processing command center
you
format your text*
run your
for the Portable Plus Now
word processor, spelling checker,
other
can

and
and
applications from a single easy-to-use program .

• Headers, footers, lines per page, automatic page numbering, and more!
,~

FormatPlus is two valuable programs in
one. Each is a great addition to MemoMaker
or The Editor.
First, FormatPlus is an easy-to-use text
formatter that lets you create headers and
footers, specify the number of lines per page,
number your pages automatically, convert
MemoMaker files to ASCII format, and more.
Second, it's a time-saving Command Center that allows you to move back and forth
between your text editor, spelling checker,
and other applications without having to use
P.A.M ..
Add FormatPlus, FilePlus, and Webster's
Spelling Checker to MemoMaker or The
Editor, and you'll have virtually every word
processing capability you could ever needright at your fingertips.

TEXT FORMATTING MADE EASY
In its text-formatting mode, FormatPlus
gives you numerous features that are simply
WORD PROCESSING SPECIALS
If you use MemoMaker or The Editor and do any amount
of writing at all. we recommend not only FormatPlus, but
Webster's Spelling Checker as well. (Even if you're a good
speller, Webster's will save you from those hard·to·spot
typos that can cause embarrassment or worse.)
Here are our special package prices. (Note: The Editor
does everything MemoMaker does, plus: search and
replace, easy file merging, editing two files at once, and
more For details about The Editor and Webster's Spelling Checker with its 115,000 word dictionary, see ads
elsewhere in this issue.)
If sold separatelv
Suggested
Retail
Our
Price of
~

~

PaCkage

Editor II Pack
The Editor II

$129.00
FormatPlus
79.95
Webster's Spelling 79.95
Checker
$288.90

MemoMaker Pack
FormatPlus
$79.95
Webster's Spelling 79.95
Checker
$159.90

$99.95
69.95
69.95
$239.85 $195.00

PRODUCT NO
fM15PP

$69.95
69.95
$139.90 $125.00

PRODUCT NO
FM14PP

BONUS!

Buy our FilePlus file management pro·
gram along with either of the above specials, and save
$20 on FilePlus ($39.95 instead of $59.95). For details,
see FilePlus ad in this issue.
Word Processing ROM Bundle (Portable Plus Only)
-The following programs on ROMs and disks:
The Editor II
$185.00
$174.95
Webster's Spelling 259.00
248.95
Checker
FormatPlus
175.00
164.95
FilePlus
165.00
154.95
$784.00

$743.80 $599.00
PROOUCT NO
FM17PP

(without FilePlus)

$499.00

PRODUCT NO
FM16PP

unavailable with either MemoMaker or 'The
Editor. These features make excellent use of
your Portable Plus's function keys.
For example, let's say you've created a document with MemoMaker or The Editor and
you want to print a header on top of each
page.
AU you have to do is press the function key
labelled "header" in the FormatPlus main
menu, then type the wording of your header.
When you print your document, the header
will get printed along with it.
Almost all of FormatPlus's text formatting
features can be accessed in this same way using your Plus's function keys. (See list of
features at the right.)
If you prefer, instead of using the function
keys to specify your formatting options, you
can imbed simple FormatPlus commands
directly into your text (using MemoMaker or
The Editor), then use FormatPlus to print
your document. The commands will cause
your printer to produce the desired formatting automatically.

HOW THE COMMAND CENTER WORKS
'!ext formatting, however, is only part of
what FormatPlus offers.
In its Command Center mode, FormatPlus
lets you run MemoMaker, The Editor, FilePlus, or Webster's Spelling Checker at the
touch of a function key. (You can also
customize the Command Center so you can
run RightWriter or any other program you
wish without leaving FormatPlus.)
Being able to run word processing programs from within FormatPlus is a great
time-saver, because you can move back and
forth between text editing, text formatting,
spell-checking, etc. without having to bother
with P.A.M ..
For example, let's say that you've written
a document using MemoMaker, and have
used FormatPlus's Preview feature to see
how the document will look when you print
it. Suppose you discover that there's a widow
line.
With FormatPlus, you simply press the
function key labelled "MemoMaker." instantly, you're in MemoMaker, where you can edit
your text to compensate for the widow line.
When you leave MemoMaker, you're back in
FormatPlus automatically!
COMPLETE WORD-PROCESSING
ENVIRONMENT
There is no better way to expand the capabilities of MemoMaker or The Editor than
with FormatPlus. It turns your Portable Plus
into a complete, easy-to-use word processing

FORMATPLUS AT A GLANCE
• One-line headers and footers. Headers
and footers can be centered, or shifted
left or right on the page, or shifted left
and right alternately for even and odd
pages respectively.
• Automatic page numbering.
• User-specified line spacing, lines per
page, and number 01 copies.
• Chaining and merging 01 documents.
You can even create a file containing
nothing but merge commands, and use it
to print a series of documents while your
computer is unattended.
• Change attributes within document. You
can insert simple WordStar-like "dot"
commands in your text to change print
attributes (e.g., normal to bold to
underline) at any point in your document.
• Save document on disk. You can send
your formatted document to a disk file.
Useful if you want to print your document
in the "background" (using the DOS Print
command) while you're using your computer for something else.
• FlIrmat saving. FormatPlus lets you store
frequently used formats (e.g., for halfpage memos or legal-size reports). Once
you've created these formats, you never
have to enter them again.
• On-screen preview - lets you quickly see
what your documents will look like before
you print them.
e

Works with any printer.

• Accepts any ASCII files.
• Word processing Command Center - lets
you run MemoMaker, FilePlus, The Editor,
or Webster's Spelling Checker at the press
of a function key (and run other programs
using simple DOS commands) without
leaving FormatPlus.

environment. Order FormatPlus at our risk
today.
Better yet, order one of our Word Processing Specials and save. (See prices in box at
left.)
FormatPlus on disk ........... $79.95
Portable Paper subscriber price. $69.95
PRODUCT NO. FP11NS

ROM Backup version ........ $164.95
PRODUCT NO. FP12NR
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UP Ships Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC
machine.
SPEED
With a 12-MHz 80L286 (L for low power consumption)
the HP Vectra LS/12 provides exceptional performance
for a laptop computer. Computation-intensive users can
add an optional numeric coprocessor, which also runs
at 12 MHz.

The New Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC
On January 1, HP began shipping its new Vectra LS/12
Laptop Pc.
According to HP, the HP Vectra LS/12
Laptop PC laptop is designed for the user who requires
desktop performance and laptop flexibility at a
competitive price.
The HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC uses the Zenith 286
SuperSport computer as its underlying engine. In the
process of putting its name on this new laptop offering,
HP improved an already excellent machine. The HP
Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC distinguishes itself through
software enhancements, improved keyboard ergonomics,
and an HP-style appearance.
The HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC looks like an HP
machine. The function keys are shaded in groups of
four, in line with HP applications. The cursor keys are
also shaded and the keyboard colors are an HP
burgundy.
HP also ships some of its own software with the
Vectra LS/12 Laptop Pc. HP users familiar with PAM and
HP terminal emulation software will feel at home with
this same software available for the LS/12. The HP
Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC comes with an HP version of
Traveling Software's Battery Watch wQ.i~h lets you
monitor the charge of the LS/12 battery. The LS/12 also
ships with HPCache, disk cache software that speeds up
hard disk operations. Finally, the Vectra LS/12 comes
with additional utilities, including one that allows the
Vectra LS/12 to read HP Portable and HP150 doublesided disks.
HP added something else when it decided to market
this new portable. It added HP service and quality
standards.
For example, a worldwide network is in place to
support and service the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC.
Finally, by putting the HP logo on the HP Vectra
LS/12 Laptop PC an intangible quality gets added. That
special
HP
combination of quality,
integrity,
conservativeness, and accountability became part of the
6
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MEMORY AND STORAGE
The HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC comes standard with 1
Megabyte of RAM memory, expandable to 2 Megabytes.
Users may choose between a 20 and a 40 Mbyte hard
disk, each disk with a rapid access time of 28
milliseconds. To optimize disk access performance, HP
adds its HP Disc-Cache software (standard also with the
Portable Vectra CS 20). HP Disc-Cache automatically
stores frequently accessed data in RAM, thus speeding
performance.
The 3.5 inch floppy drive reads 1.44MB disks. It will
read standard IBM disks. With an included utility,
INDDSKIO.SYS, it will read double sided HP Portable
and HP150 disks. (If you need to read HP150 single
sided disks, use READHP from Personalized Software -$79.95, $69.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.)
BATTERY LIFE
The HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC weighs 14.6 lbs. when
equipped with a battery and 10.5 pounds without
attachable battery. The battery lasts up to four hours.
To extend and manage battery life HP offers two
battery management tools. The Battery Watch Utility
allows the user to check the remaining battery power at
any time by holding down the Shift and Alt keys and
typing h. The Power Management Utility allows the
user to conserve power and extend battery life. With
the Power Management Utility the HP Vectra LS/12
Laptop PC user can automatically tum off the hard disk
drive or screen backlighting when not in use, switch the
processor from 12 to 6 MHz, or power off the internal
modem, all reduce power consumption.
THE SCREEN
The HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC's full-size,
electroluminescent, backlit, supertwist LCD display offers
excellent readability under a variety of lighting
conditions. The screen conveniently tilts to any angle.
The unit includes adjustments for contrast and
brightness to ensure optimum clarity and to reduce eye
fatigue.
AVAIIABILI1Y
Both the 20 MB and 40 MB versions started shipping
January 1, 1989 in the U.S. (Option ABA). Option ABK
can be shipped to select European countries and all of
the far east (except Japan and Australia). Option ABB
can be shipped to certain countries in Europe.
Localized language and keyboard versions for Europe
are planned for the second quarter of 1989.

Erased your files?
Get them back with
The Norton Utilities!
HOW TO RESTORE DELETED FILES

It happens to the best of us. One slip of
a finger and a whole week's worth of
text or data is past history. But not if
you have THE NORTON UTILITIES!
Just type qu (for quick unerase), give
the first letter of the name of the file
you erased, and thefile gets restored. Miraculous as it sounds, in many cases
that's all there is to it!
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS

How can a deleted file get unerased?
Simple. The file isn't really deleted in
~
the first place. When
c,'lfJ er or.YQ
you delete a file, all
.~~~ that actually gets
~
<:G erased is part of the
<r::
Ei file's directory entry.
~
~
(That's why it only
~
~ takes an instant to
'-011 u,~
delete an entire file.)
Without a directory
entry, DOS can't find the file, but THE
NORTON UTILITIES can.
Now, what about those cases where
you can't possibly recover a file because
you've already partially overwritten it
with other files? Surely THE NORTON
UTILITIES can't help you then?

,fa

<',.

VERSION 4.0 OR ADVANCED EDITION
-WHICH ONE SHOULD YOU BUY?
If you have an HPllO, The Advanced
Edition does not work. If you have a Portable Plus or HP150, The Advanced Edition of The Norton Utilities includes all
of Version 4.0, plus many additional features. Among these are:
1. Speed Disk: Packs the files on a floppy, electronic, or hard disk more efficiently. This reduces disk head wear and
significantly reduces the time it takes to
save or retrieve a file.
2. Advanced "NU" Program: Undeletes
blocks of text from disks that have
become "corrupted" (unreadable by
DOS). Also lets you access and modify the
DOS directory and F.A.T. table.
3. Format/recover: Restores all the files
on a hard disk if you have accidentally
reformatted it. (Note: this feature does
not work on the HP150 or Portable Plus.)
Our recommendation: If you have a
hard disk, or want to be able to manipulate directories, or need to access
ASCII data from non-HP formatted disks,
use the Advanced Edition.

Wrong-they can! THE NORTON
UTILITIES won't recover the entire file,
of course, but they can help you restore
the portions of the file that still rem!!in
on the disk.
•
It's done with a powerful utility called
nu that lets you display, change, and
capture to a file any information on any
disk. In complex cases you may need to
"Indispensible."
-PC Magazine
"You'll bless this disk."
-Peter McWilliams
(The Personal Computer Book)
"Oon't compute without it."
-The New York Times

do some detective work, but nu will
help you find whatever remains on the
disk, thereby saving you from countless
hours of retyping lost data.
POWERFUL FILE MANAGEMENT
COMMANDS

In my opinion, the ability to recover
lost files alone makes THE NORTON
UTILITIES well worth the price. But
there's even more to the package: THE
NORTON UTILITIES are also an excellent disk management system. Here are
some examples of what you can do:
Let's say you want to sort directories
and files physically on disk-either by
name, extension, size, date, time, or by
any combination of these. Just use the
ds (disk sort) command. I use this one to
sort my electronic disk files by size all
the time. Then when I display the directory, the larger files come at the end of
the list, and I can see at a glance which
ones to move elsewhere to free up any
needed amount of disk space.
Or let's say you remember putting the
phrase "a penny saved is a penny
earned" into a text file on your floppy or
hard disk but you can't remember which
file it was-or even which directory.
How to find it? No problem. Just type ts
(for text search), specify the phrase, and
the program will display every occurrence of the phrase, identifying each occurrence by directory and file.
Or let's say you can't remember which
subdirectory you put a given file into.
Instead of hunting for the file manually,

"THE NORTON UTll.JTIES are
among the most helpful
utilities I've run across. I use
them myself every day, and in
my opinion, they're a must.
Here's why."
Hal Goldstein, Publisher
The Portable Paper

just type ff (find file) and specify the
name of the file and the directories to
search through. The program does the
rest.
Other useful features include the fa
command, which lets you change file attributes (for example, to convert HP150
read-only files into erasable files), and
the fs command, which tells you the
total file size of a group of files (I often
use it to find out the total disk space occupied by my Lotus worksheet "WKS"
files or by all my text files from a given
project).
CUSTOMIZED TO YOUR COMPUTER

Because of their great helpfulness and
ease of use, THE NORTON UTILITIES
are a best-seller in the IBM PC market.
Personalized Software is authorized to
distribute them on 31fz " disk for users of
the HP150, HPllO and Portable Plus. (All
it takes is a few keystrokes to customize
THE NORTON UTILITIES to your machine; just follow the simple customization instructions included on the disk.)
Also included in our package are the
standard 5I,4" disk sold by Peter Norton
for IBM PCs.
THE NORTON UTILITIES are a timesaver for you and a life-saver for your
data. Use them just
once and you'll
wonder how you ever
did without them.
Order your copy at no
risk today.

:4 ~
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DATA RECOVERY
DISK MANAGEMENT

THE NORTON UTILITIES 4.0 .. $99.95
Portable Paper Subscriber Price ... $89.95
PRODUCT NO. NUllNS

THE NORTON UTILITIES
ADVANCED EDITION ....... $150.00

(includes Version 4.0)
Portable Paper Subscriber Price .. $129.00
PRODUCT NO. NUl2NS
HPll0 Portable
I. I Portable Vectfa
Portable Plus
I • I HP150
IBM PC and compatibles

I• I
I• I
I• I
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mM COMPATIBIU1Y
The lIP Vectra 18/12 Laptop is a true mM PC/AT
compatible. The expandable one megabyte of memory
supports the latest UM EMS 4.0 specification, which
breaks the 640K barrier imposed by MS-DOS.
A USER PROFILE
The power, readability, and light weight of the lIP Vectra
LS/12 Laptop PC make it suitable for the professional
who needs to take a PC home or on trips. Sales
representatives and engineers as well as executives,
attorneys, consultants, financial advisors, accountants,
and real estate professionals are all excellent candidates
for this machine.

HP Accessories for the HP Vedra LS/12
Laptop PC
MEMORY
The lIP Vectra 18/12 Laptop PC comes with 1 MB of
memory.
HP sells an additional 1 MB Memory
Expansion Card that also supports UM EMS 4.0. The
extra Megabyte of RAM is for users who need to
manipulate large mes or who use software requiring up
to 2 MB of memory such as Microsoft Windows.

* RGB monitor connector
* External numeric keypad connector
* External flexible disk/tape drive connector
* AC adapter!battery connector
* Real time clock and calendar
* Internal slots for modem and memory expansion
* Socket for optional 12-MHz Intel 80C287 numeric
coprocessor

Internal memory
* 1 Mbyte of RAM expandable to 2 Mbytes, expanded
(LIM EMS 4.0) or extended memory
* 64 Kbytes of video RAM
* 64 Kbytes of ROM BIOS
* ROM BIOS loaded into Shadow RAM at power up
Keyboard
* Full-function 79-key keyboard
* 101-key mM PC/AT enhanced keyboard emulation
* 12 programmable function keys
* Embedded numeric keypad
* Separate cursor control keys
* Full-travel with tactile feedback
* LED indicators for CAPS LOCK, NUM LOCK, PAD
LOCK and SCROLL LOCK
* Connector for separate numeric keypad

80C287 NUMERIC COPROCESSOR
Intensive numeric and CAD users may choose an 80C287
coprocessor to speed up operations. Its operating speed
of 12MHz is faster than the numeric coprocessors
currently available.

Data Storage
* 3.5-inch, 1.44 Mbytes flexible disk drive
* Choice of 20 Mbyte or 40 Mbyte hard disk with 28 ms
access time

2400 BPS MODEM
Users can add a 2400 BPS internal modem to facilitate
data transfer to and from the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop
PC. The modem operates at 300, 1200, or 2400 BPS.
Its auto-dial and auto-answer features allow the user to
send or receive information any time, even when the
machine is unattended. The modem can be installed by
the user in seconds.

Display
*
10-inch diagonal,
Electroluminescent backlit
Supertwist LCD
* Resolution: 640 x 400 text, 640 x 200 double-scan
CGA graphics
* 25 lines x 80 characters
* Adjustable contrast and brightness
* 180-degree adjustable LCD tilt

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
Users who require more than 3 to 4 hours of battery
power may carry an extra Battery Pack. A second battery
charger/AC adapter can also be ordered to charge extra
batteries.
• HP will sell a custom, padded, carrying case with
pockets for an extra battery or disks. lIP will also sell
a monitor stand that elevates an external.,ni'onitor above
the LS/12. The case and monitor can only be ordered
directly from DMK, 800-538-8787 and apparently are
quite nice.

System Software
* Microsoft MS-DOS 3.3 for the HP Vectra. Includes
PAM (personal Applications Manager), File Manager,
Multiple Character Set Utilities, and Multi-Voluming
Utility (45951E)
* Microsoft Windows/286, Version 2.1 (D1318B)
* System utilities, HP Disc Cache, HP terminal emulation
program, and Battery Watch included

SPECIFICATIONS
System processing unit
* 80L286 (low-power NMOS) 16-bit microprocessor
running at 12MHz clock rate switchable to 6-MHz from
the keyboard
* 1 Mbyte of RAM memory
* 16-bit memory bus
* Flexible and hard disk controller
* One 9-pin RS232C serial port
* One 25-pin Centronics parallel port

8
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Documentation
* HP Vectra 18/12 Laptop PC Technical Reference
Manual (Dl024-90010)
Physical characteristics
* Weight: 10.5 lbs (4.8 kg) without battery pack, 14.6
lbs (6.7 kg) with battery pack
*Dimensions without battery: 12.2" x 12.2'"' x 3.1"
(310mm x 310mm x 78mm)
*Dimensions with battery: 12.2" x 15.4" x 3.1" (310mm
x 382mm x 78mm)
ORDERING INFORMATION
You can order an HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC through

THE HP9114
EMPOWERER
If you've been frustrated trying to use
your HP9114 external disk drive only to
have the battery quit before you've
finished your work, then you know the
problem. Now you need the solution.

THE PROBLEM:
The charge on your HP9114 battery
doesn't last long enough for you to do all
you'd like to. For that matter, in some
cases it doesn't last long enough to do
half of what you'd like to.
According to Hewlett-Packard, you
get up to 40 minutes of continuous
usage before the battery dies. We've
never gotten more than 20. Just formatting disks, transferring files, or running
disk-intensive software and getting it to
work can be a major triumph.

Plugging in the HP9114 doesn't help,
either. That only recharges the batteryit doesn't let you keep working.

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION:
The official HP suggestion is to buy
another battery pack and keep both
plugged in. When one loses power,
replace it with the other. This seems"
clumsy to us. What if you want to do
several hours of disk intensive work I At
Personalized Software we have a better
solution-the HP9114 Empowerer.
The Empowerer is
. , I I I'
special power supply
that will allow your
HPll0 Portable
••
Portable Plus
HP9114 disk drive to ~v~-=
run forever. Just re- ~___ _
move the battery pack, J.Ilr>! PC and compaL - _

and plug The Empowerer into the open
slot and into your wall outlet. It's that
easy!
To run your HP9114 to your heart's
content, order your HP9114 Empowerer
today.
HP9114 Empowerer ......... $99.95
$89.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.
PI,(ODUCT NO. PHl2NM

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.

TO ORDER
t":-.C' l'ndospd po:-)tagC'-paid orcll'r form

1)1' "'PHd ChpCK or credit card infurmatlOn
(Ii, C'xp. date, signature) to:

Personalized Software
P(), Box snn, Fairfit'ld. IA

.)~.i.)li .')1.) 47~"1i:1:311

How many times have you wished you had a second external disk drive?
The Portable Equipment Exchange, a division of Personalized Software, is selling HP9114A units including power supply at a substantial
discount. See enclosed four-page brochure for details.

your local HP dealer, your HP sales representative, or
through us, Personalized Software.
(Our version of the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC comes
bundled with proprietary Personalized Software
products: ReadHP to read both single-sided and doublcsided lIP Portable/HP150 formatted disks, FilePlus for
me management, and The Editor II for easy text editing.
See a Portable Equipment Exchange brochure or call
(515) 472-6330 for pricing. We can take your current
HP Portable in trade.)
RETAIL
HP PART #
OESCRIPTION
PRICE
Vectra LS/12, v20 MB
$4879
01024.Model 24
Vectra LS/12. 40 MB
5479
01024,ModeL 44
1 MB Memory Expansion Card
799
01054A
8Oc287 NlIJIeric Coprocessor
799
01053A
2400 bps I nterna l Modem
449
01052A
289
Nicad Battery Pack
01057A
External Battery Charger
109
01058A
LS/12 Carrying Case
99
35178F
Mont tor Stand
59
92166K
MSDOS 3.3, PAM
120
45951E
Microsoft Windows/286, 2_1
149
013188
Tech. Ref. Manual (Pricing unavailable)
01024-90010
~

A Comparison: Portable Plus vs. HP
Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC

~ By David Hughes

[David Hughes, author of TermPlus for the Portable
Plus and frequent Portable Paper contributor, has been
using the Zenith 286 SuperSport (lIP Vectra L'i/12 Laptop
PC) for the past few montbs. Since David is a strong

Portable Plus user and enthusiast, I thought it would
be interesting for David to compare the two machines.
I have taken the liberty to substitute most mentions of
the "Zenith 286" with the "HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC'
since they are essentially the same machine. As of this
writing, we have not yet received our HP Vectra LS/12
Laptop Pc, so we cannot be certain that all that David
says in fact does apply to the LS/l2. However, based
on the specifications discussed above, the article
should be accurate. - Hal]
The HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC is both sleek and
awesome, and is quite capable of replacing your
AT-compatible desktop. This article focuses on some of
the benefits of the Vectra LS/12 Laptop, and compares
them with those benefits currently offered by the HP
Portable Plus.
HOT TO TROT
Travelling with the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop is like
packing a desktop HP Vectra ES/12 in your briefcase.
The HP Vectra LS/12 sports a speedy 80L286 processor
that operates at either 12 or 6 MHz, and has the
provision for a 12 MHz 80C287 math co-processor.
Processor speed can be conveniently switched from the
keyboard.
The HP Vectra LS/12 (in the form of the Zenith 286
SuperSport) was the first laptop computer to offer
battery operation with a 80L286 CPU. Other companies
such as Toshiba and Mitsubishi offer AC-only powered
286-based laptops.
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While some skeptics claim that laptop computers
don't offer the power and performance of desktop
computers, the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC is sure to
win some new converts. The HP Vectra LS/12 is no
performance
slouch.
The
casual
performance
measurements that follow should illustrate this.
I attempted to measure the relative computing
performance of the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC, HP
Vectra ES/12, and HP Portable Plus using the Norton
System Information (SI) program and the more widely
accepted Dhrystone (v1.1) benchmark. The Dhrystone
benchmark test was compiled using Microsoft C 5.1,
small memory model, with maximum optimizations and
stack checking disabled. Bear in mind that the Portable
Plus uses an 80C86 processor running at 5.33 MHz.
None of the machines tested were benchmarked with a
math co-processor.
Dhrystones/Sec Time
Environment
Clock
SI
HP Vectra LS/12
HP Vectra ES/12
HP Portable Plus

12 MHz
12 MHz
5_33 MHz

12.9

3571

10.3
1.2

3175

15 sec.
16 sec.

735

68 sec.

If we were to base our speed measurements strictly on
the Norton SI index, we would conclude that the HP
Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC is at least ten times faster than
the Portable Plus. It is my opinion that the Dhrystone
benchmark is a more realistic measurement of relative
computing performance, making the HP Vectra LS/12
only 4.5 faster than the Portable Plus, and marginally
faster than the HP Vectra ES/12.
PLEN1Y OF MEMORY
In order to run today's business applications and
embrace future operating systems like OS/2 or Xenix,
computers will require in excess of 640KB main memory.
The HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC comes with 1MB of
memory as a standard feature, and is expandable (at
present) to 2Mb. An expanded memory driver (LIM 4.0
standard) is included with DOS so your application
programs can take advantage of the extra memory while
running under DOS. Many popular programs such as
WordPerfect and Lotus 1-2-3 check for EMS memory and
use it, if available.
In addition to the EMS 4.0 software driver, disc cache
and RAM disk drivers are provided, which may also be
installed to take advantage of expanded memOlY, thereby
reducing the overhead from 640K main memory.
128K of the 1 Megabyte of RAM is used for Shadow
RAM.
System ROM-based software gets "copied into
Shadow RAM thus further improving performance.
SMART POWER MANAGEMENT
A "true" portable is capable of both battery and AC
operation. It separates the men from the boys; the
portables from the totables. Leaning heavily towards the
portable side, the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC allows you
to efficiently configure your portable system for either
battery or AC operation.
You also have the option of selectively powering
down unused hardware, controlling the display backlight
timeout, and changing CPU speed. The internal modem
can be turned off and the hard disk powered down after
a period of no activity. This means that you can operate
very efficiently as a battery-operated portable.
10
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The HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC is like a chameleon,
because it can be configured in so many different ways
to suit the user. If you must have battery operation,
snap on the battery pack and go. If you don't require
battery operation and really wish to travel light, you can
easily disconnect the 4.5 pound battery, bringing the
weight of the HP Vectra LS/12 down to a trim 10.5
pounds.
WATCH miSt
Some skepticS will complain that a laptop will never
replace their desktop computer because the LCD display
is inferior to their EGA or VGA. The HP Vectra LS/12's
LCD is a double-scanned CGA, and display boasts a
crisp 64Ox400 resolution in text mode, and normal CGA
(64Ox200) resolution in graphics mode.
It is
conSiderably better than the eye-popping displays
featured in the earlier Zenith computers. If this doesn't
impress you, you can attach a color CGA or EGA
monitor directly to the nine-pin RGB port. You can
even move the LCD display back a full 180 degrees and
hide it underneath a monitor stand, if you wish.
EXPANDING HORIZONS
The HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC is a computer with a
future. In addition to the co·processor socket, and slot
for extra memory, there is an additional slot on the side
of the machine that can be used for a 2400 baud
modem. One manufacturer (Holmes Microsystems as
discussed in this issue's Comdex review) even plans to
offer an internal fax card!
Currently, the built·in LCD and the 2 Megabyte upper
limit on expansion memory make the HP Vectra LS/12
Laptop PC unsuitable for use with the Presentation
Manager and tpe OS/2 Extended Edition. However,
don't be surprised if HP, Zenith, or some third party
eventually provides a solution to overcome these
limitations.
PORTABILI1Y
There are three classes of portable computers: "laptop",
"portable", and "totable". The HP Portable Plus is a
classic example of the "laptop" design. The Toshiba
T5100 and the Compaq Portable III represent "totables".
The HP Vectra LS/12 is a battery-operated clamshell like
the Portable Plus and Portable Vectra CS, although it is
too long with the battery pack attached to rest
comfortably on your lap. An external charger/power
supply is required for AC operation.
I have travelled with the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC
for several months, and find the size and weight
acceptable, considering the power and conveniences
I'm carrying. However, I find it too long to comfortably
use on an airplane, except in first class seating. Besides,
I've learned to relax when I fly, and leave the computer
under my seat. Who needs to live like a workaholic
anyway?
For everyday use I leave the battery at home, taking
just the charger and the computer to work. This
configuration means less weight and less space.
The only disadvantage to the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop
PC design is with the protected ports on the back of
the case. If you require the printer while operating on
battery and have left the rear door closed, you'll have to
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shutdown the unit, detach the battery, open the rear
access door, re-attach the battery and restart the
computer. In addition, only the parallel and serial ports
are available when the battery is connected. The external
monitor, floppy disk controller, and expansion ports are
only available with AC operation. It's a minor annoyance
since the LS/12 will probably join a monitor or external
drive running off of AC.
mE HP VECTRA LS/12 LAPTOP PC AND mE
PORTABLE PLUS
It's difficult to compare the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC
with the HP Portable Plus, since they are so radically
different. Each machine is designed to support a different
style of portable computing, and has its own set of
strengths and weaknesses. I enjoy using both machines
regularly, and try to maximize the strengths of each
machine. Here are my observations:
SPEED
The HP Vectra LS/12 is obviously faster than the Portable
Plus. It's unfair, though, to compare apples with oranges.
The Portable Plus does not have an 80L286, nor does it
run at 12 MHz. I have found that in the office I need
the speed of the HP Vectra LS/12. Although the HP
Portable Plus is slower, it is fast enough for my field
work. The HP Portable Plus is a very comfortable
computer to work with. I actually like the slower speed
while working in the field; it helps me relax while away
from the office.
DISPlAY
Even though the display is not backlit, I like the yellow
LCD display of the Portable Plus. I find it to be the most
versatile display for my field of work. The HP Vectra
15/12 display is nearly perfect for all lighting conditions
except in very bright light, and is the best backlit LCD
screen I've seen. The character fonts of both machines
are pleasing to the eye and easy to read.
MEMORY/STORAGE CAPACI1Y
Without a doubt the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC is far
superior to the Portable Plus when it comes to memory
size and storage capacity. The HP Vectra LS/12 comes
with either a 20Mb or 40Mb winchester drive, a 3.5"
1.44Mb flexible disk drive, and 1Mb of memory. The
Portable Plus is RAM-only, available is a variety of
configurations ranging from 128Kb to 4.5Mb.
The large memory and storage capabilities of the HP
Vectra LS/12 make it perfect as a portable office system.
The applications I use consume 7 - 8 Mb of disk space.
The fixed disk drive and expanded memory give
applications like WordPerfect 5.0 and Microsoft C 5.1
plenty of room. My Portable Plus has only 1.5Mb of
memory. Even though this is considered very small by
today's standards, it is large enough for at least two
week's worth of work, and a complete C++/Assembly
development suite, with all the source code. What other
computer do you know of that can compile and link
C++ or assembly programs for twenty hours on battery
power without spinning a disk?
The Portable Plus compensates for the needed RAM by
offering software in ROM. One software drawer can hold
up to 1.5Mb of applications on ROM.

Portable Vectra users:

Make your floppy drives
work 10 times faster!
(Save battery life too!)
FloppyDRIVER speeds up your 8% 11 disk drive(s); it
saves you time loading, copying, and backing up flles;
and it even formats your blank disks automatically.
Impatient wth slow floppy disk access on your Portable Vectra?
F10ppyDRIVER makes a big difference.
It's a software program that speeds up movement of the disk drive's
read-write heads, allowing yaur programs to load 30% to 50% faster.
Other disk access operations (copy, save, backup, etc.) are as much as
10 times faster.
And since diSk access is the biggest drain on your Portable Vectra's
batteries, F10ppyDRIVER also extends battery life significantly.
Installing F10ppyDRIVER is easy, and once installed it works automatically-you don't have to do a thing.
Bonus feature: Whenever you access a floppy disk, F10ppyDRIVER
will format the disk automatically, but ONlX if it isn't already formatted. No need to type the DOS "Format" command ever again!
If you use a dual-floppy Portable Vectra, F10ppyDRIVER will save
time with almost every program you run.
If you use the hard disk system, you'll be grateful for F10ppyDRIVER
whenever you back up your files.
Either way, F10ppyDRIVER is an absolute must for every Portable
Vectra owner. Order a copy at our risk today.
FloppyDRIVER ......................................... $79.00
Portable Paper subscriber price ............................ $69.95
For ordering information, see inside back cover. PRODUCT NO. FDllNS

©

Copyright 1988 Personalized Software

PORTABILI1Y
The Portable Plus is still the ideal size and weight for
a laptop computer system. It is relatively easy to use on
an airplane, even while flying coach class. Its long
battery life far exceeds that offered by the HP Vectra
LS/12 Laptop PC. However, if you don't need the
battery, the HP Vectra LS/12 and the HP Portable Plus
are about equal. Both computers adhere to the classic
clamshell design, although the Portable Plus is smaller
and lighter.
Since the HP Portable Plus has no moving parts, it
has the greatest chance of surviving a tumble. I've never
seen a shock specification published for the HP Vectra
LS/12 Laptop PC, although the Portable Plus has been
designed to withstand 6g's on all six sides. Like any
other portable computer with moving parts, you need
to be careful while handling the HP Vectra 15/12.
mEY WORK TOGEmER
I have found that the HP Vectra 15/12 Laptop PC is a
perfect complement to the Portable Plus. I now have
the option of travelling with an AT-class workstation for
short trips within the US. For longer journeys abroad I
prefer the Plus, since it travels like a small briefcase. All
of the ROM software I use on my Portable is available
for the HP Vectra LS/12, like Lotus 1-2-3, and MultiMate.

(continued on p.42)
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Keep Those Disks And Letters Coming
Many of you send us excellent material through letters,
disk, or CompuServe EMail. I sometimes do not have
the time to properly acknowledge your contribution, but
it is much appreciated. You may not see your article
published right away; however, don't be surprised to see
it show up in The Portable Paper as much as a year or
more after you submitted it.
There are many factors that determine what we
publish in an issue. We try to balance the issues so that
there is enough material appropriate for novice,
intermediate, and advanced readers. Also, deadlines play
a role. It may take someone as much as two or three
days to properly edit and verify an article with "how to"
information (for example, batch or Reflection files).
Special thanks to Fred Lipschultz, Tom Page, Jonathan
Feinstein, Brian Kim, Rod Richard, David Hughes, and
many others for their articles, which we have not yet
published.
One solution to facilitate the exchange of information
and software about HP portables is an electronic bulletin
board. I have been talking about such a possibility in
The Portable Paper for the past two years. However, I
think 1989 is the year. Ed Keefe has sent me some good
bulletin board software. Also, Joseph Gervace, who
recently joined Brian Teitzman and David Seagull as part
of our phone support/sales team, is an expert on
electronic bulletin boards. He is looking forward to
setting up a system.

Desktop Publishing The Portable Paper
You may have noticed that this issue looks a bit different
than past Portable Papers. It was output on a LaserJet
printer ·rather than on a typesetting machine.
1YPESETTING THE PORTABLE PAPER
For the past three years we have handed unformatted
ASCII files (produced from The Editor or MemoMaker),
containing the contents of The Portable~'Paper, to our
typesetter. These files contained previously agreed upon
codes to print bold, italic and so forth. For example, if
"f6" appeared in an article then we would give it to the
typesetter as 'rf6'g, so that "f6" would be printed in bold.
The typesetter and our graphic artist laid out the Paper
and put it in its final form.
The main advantage of typesetting The Portable Paper
has been the quality of the output. We felt that a high
quality, easy-to-read, professionally designed Portable
Paper would be important to our audience of Hewlett
Packard users.
However, not even considering the expense, there
have been a number of problems with typesetting The
Portable Paper.
Most importantly, mistakes in the
translation process caused typesetting the Paper to
12
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require many days of extra proofreading of typeset
output (after we had already done the "final" proofing
of the files we gave the typesetter). Despite our care,
mistakes remained in the final output. Furthermore,
because the typesetting equipment was not geared for
a technical publication, we always had to check and
recheck batch file or program listings, and we still
would find mistakes or ambiguities in the published
Portable Paper.
Using the typesetter also meant an additional delay of
almost two weeks. Consequently, articles written even
at the last minute would be at least six weeks old by
the time you received the Paper.
Many of you are aware of the desktop publishing
revolution. Individuals with a Vectra, IBM PC, or Apple
MacIntosh with a Laser printer can produce professional
quality publications. We delayed desktop publishing the
Portable Paper because we wanted typeset rather than
LaserJet quality for The Portable Paper. The time and
expense to produce typeset quality directly from our
Vectra never seemed worth the investment. However,
recent products have finally made "desktop typesetting"
a reality. For a while, it looked like our HP Portable
computers wquld accomplish the task. However, we
ended up using HP Portable computers to print The
Portable Paper. using the HP LaserJet Plus printer.
What I will do is give you an overview of how we
almost typeset this Portable Paper and what we did to
print it on the LaserJet. In a future issue, as we refine
the process, we'll talk more about it.
DESKTOP 1YPESETTING THE PORTABLE PAPER
Here's how we attempted to typeset The Portable Paper
ourselves.
We used our Portable Vectra with
WordPerfect and specified the Postscript Apple
LaserWriter as our printer (even though we had a nonPostscript HP LaserJet printer). We then printed the
WordPerfect output to a disk file rather than to our
Laser printer.
We then used a S195 Postscript interpreter software
package called GoScript to print the WordPerfect output
file to our 512K LaserJet Plus printer (at 150 rather than
300 dots per inch). The same software would have
worked with an HP DeskJet printer and a RAM cartridge
at full resolution.
(Another Fairfield company, Laser's. Edge, markets
GoScript. If you are interested, you may order GoScript
through us.)
The LaserJet output served as our final draft for the
typeset output. When the LaserJet output satisfied us,
we copied the (ASCII) WordPerfect output file to a
Portable Plus. We walked two blocks to our printing
company where they have a PostScript Linotronic
typesetting machine.

NEW-ON VIDEOTAPE!

How to Use the HP Portables
• For new and intermediate users
• Cuts training time for new users (employees, spouse, children, friends)
• Teaches you how to get the most out of your HPll0 or Portable Plus
Now you can learn how to use the full
potential of your HP Portable computer
directly from Hal Goldstein, president of
Personalized Software and leading HP Portable expert. (Even HP engineers call him for
advice on using their Portables.)
HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES is
based on Hal's more than five years of experience using the HP Portables and
publishIng The Portable Paper.

FOR EVERY TYPE OF USER
This 5-hour set of three VHS video tapes
gives all the fundamentals of using both the
HP 110 Portable and the Portable Plus. HOW
TO USE THE HP PORTABLES will save you
countless hours of learning on your own. It
will also save time and effort in training an
employee, spouse, child, or friend.
HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES is not
just for beginners, however. Intermediate
HP Portable users will find many new topics
and many important tips and tricks for using the HP Portables to full advantage.

Part 1: Overview
• Brief demonstration of what an HP
Portable can do: word processing,
spreadsheet, database management,
communications, time management
Part 2: Fundamentals of Using the HP110
and Portable Plus
• Understanding the value of the HP
Portables' RAM and ROM technology
-Includes demonstration of how to
install ROM chips in the Portable Plus
• Maximizing screen readability
• Maximizing battery life
• Making full use of the HP Portable
keyboard
• The back of the HP Portables: inter·
facing with other devices
• PAM, the home screen
-Managing files and starting
programs
-Using PAM's System Config to

Even experienced computer users who
are new to the HP Portables will find the
tapes to be of immense value in learning
to use the many special features of these
unique machines.

LEARNING MADE EASY
In this set of videotapes, Hal doesn'tjtist
tell you how to use the HP Portables. He
actually shows you, step-by-step, what keys
to press, while the camera shows you what
appears on the computer display.
Watching Hal demonstrate everything
in a logical sequence right on your TV
screen is a far better way to learn than
wading through the HP Portable user's
manuals-especially since the tapes include many important details that are either
obscure or simply not covered in the
manuals.
(Once you've seen the tapes, you'll find
that the user's manuals make excellent
reference sources.)

best meet your needs
-Partitioning RAM into main
memory and "Edisc" storage

Part 3: Using ROM· based software
• Tutorials on DOS, MemoMaker, Lotus
1-2-3 as a spreadsheet, Lotus 1-2-3
as a database, and data communications using the Terminal or TERM
program.
-These tutorials get you started and
give you most of what you need to
know about using these programs.
Part 4: Connecting the HP Portables to
Peripherals
• Connecting to ThinkJet printer,
HP9114 disk drive
• Connecting to IBM compatible computers with HPLink
• Connecting to HP DeskJet and other
serial printers

We connected the Plus to the Linotronic using the
standard HP Portable serial HP92221P printer cable. We
issued a DOS PRINT command to print the file and-slowly--out came parts of The Portable Paper. We
actually came close. However, to really perfect the
process, we would have needed several days of dedicated
use of the Linotronic. The typesetting machine could
not be tied up that long_
PRINTING THE PORTABLE PAPER ON THE IASERJET
When we realized that we were not going to be able to
typeset this Portable Paper on the Linotronic, we decided

HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES is a
highly cost-effective way to learn how to
use an HP Portable to full advantage. It
saves time and effort in getting up to
speed and it saves time and effort in
training others.
Order HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES
at our risk today.
HOW TO USE
THE HP PORTABLES videotape .......... $150.
Portable Paper subscriber price ......... $119.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

The regular price of HOW TO USE THE HP
PORTABLES is $150, or $119 if you subscribe
to The Portable Paper.
However, HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES
is only $45 if purchased along with any used
HP110 or Portable Plus system from The Portable Equipment Exchange (a division of Personalized Software).
Used HP Portables make great gifts.
HOW TO USE THE HP PORTABLES
makes them even greater-because
the tapes eliminate much of the struggle and time spent in learning how to
Part 5: Demonstrations 01 Products
use the machines.
That Enhance the HP Portables
See the latest Portable Equipment
• SideWinder (prints speadsheets
Exchange brochure for current prices
sideways)
on used Portables. Or call (515)
• Shelp (pop-up notepad, calculator,
472-6330. We'll help you select a used
etc.)
HP Portable system that best meets
• Webster's Spelling Checker
your needs.
• The Editor (word processor)
• The Norton Utilities (quick unerase,
disk sort)

• Portable modems
All this and more in an informationpacked 5-hour presentation by Hal
Goldstein, president of Personalized
Software and leading expert on the HP
Portables.
Hal has packed these tapes with useful
informatio!,. You'll save hours of poring
over manuals and trying to figure
things out for yourself.

6O-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.

TO ORDER
Use enclosed postage-paid order form
or send check or credit card information
(N, expo date, signature) to:

Personalized Software

P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 515/472-6330

to take the plunge and print this issue on the LaserJet.

The difference between the LaserJet output and
typeset output is the number of dots per square inch.
The more dense the dots, the more readable and crisp
the output. The LaserJet prints at 300 x 300 dots per
square inch, while a typesetting machine prints at 1200
x 1200 dots per square inch.
The actual design of the fonts themselves also
determines readability. The BitStream Garamond and
Charter fonts (used to create this issue) were designed
for LaserJet output. There are so many advantages of
laying out and printing The Portable Paper ourselves
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that we wanted to give it a try.
We used WordPerfect 5 to create this issue.
WordPerfect can be used to create layouts like the one
used in The Portable Paper and the Portable Equipment
Exchange brochure. Articles were prepared and edited
using WordPerfect on the Portable Plus and the Portable
Vectra.
WordPerfect 5.0 styles were a real blessing in creating
this issue. When we wrote and edited articles for this
Paper, we created "styles". For example, Portable Paper
headlines have their own styles. In this issue, all first
level headlines are printed in a BitStream 11 point
Charter Black: typeface. When we decided to print The
Portable Paper on the LaserJet, all the Postscript fonts
had to be changed to LaserJet fonts. Rather than have
to reedit every first level headline in The Portable Paper,
we simply changed the font definition in our first level
headline style. The type style of level 1 headlines
changed globally, all at once.

machines have been at a premium this past few weeks
at our office, so I went back to writing The Portable
Paper on the Portable Plus.
Thanks to new products for the Plus, the Portable
Plus has become an excellent environment to write The
Portable Paper. Furthermore, it is much easier to port
the Plus around the office and home than the heavier
Portable Vectra.
I really like our new file manager, FilePlus. FilePlus
lets me look at two subdirectories at the same time.
This feature is useful, given the way I organize my work.
For this issue I put all articles, potential articles, notes,
letters, and so forth in subdirectory \pp 19 on my A
drive. As material for the Paper grew, I set up another
subdirectory named \pp20 for material I couldn't use
this issue but I might want to use next issue. I use
FilePlus to move files back and forth between
subdirectories \pp 19 and \pp20 by simply "tagging"
them and using the FilePlus move command. I also use
FilePlus to periodically back up my work to the C drive.
FilePlus is configured to work with The Editor II
(although it can work with MemoMaker, WordPerfect, or
any word processor of your choosing). To edit a file,
I simply move my cursor to the name of the file and
type e (for edit). In a second I am editing the file
within The Editor II.
Most of the raw material for The Portable Paper
comes from my own notes as well as from articles sent
from readers on disks, paper, and through CompuServe
electronic mail. In this issue, for example, several
letters as well as articles from Paul Grimmer, Cliff
Looyenga, and David Hughes were sent via EMail. From
my home I used TermPlus on my Portable Plus to
download my EMail.
These CompuServe files and disk files are perfect for
The Editor II, which edits straight ASCII files. Moving
text, deleting words, justifying text, and so forth, are a
breeze in The Editor II thanks to its macro capability.
With my macros, for example, f1 starts a block, f2 ends
and deletes the block, and CTRL i inserts the block in
its new place.
When the articles have taken shape, they need to be
transferred to WordPerfect. Using WordPerfect styles,
we dress up an article with appropriate headlines,
bolding, and italics. Having WordPerfect 5.0 in my Plus
has been a definite boon for productivity. (See the
article about using WordPerfect for the Portable Plus in
"News From Personalized Software".)

WHAT DO YOU TIIINK?
I would love to continue printing The Portable Paper
on the LaserJet. Please, give us feedback. Do you notice
the difference between this issue's LaserJet output versus
past issues' typeset output? Does it matter to you? How
much?

ID

Increasing The Plus Capacity
Sorry to keep teasing you all with possible but nonexistent products. However, possibilities keep coming
to my attention and if we can get a commitment of a
large (over 100) order these possibilities could become
a reality.
David Birch of England (author of the 2 Meg RAM
card and 1 Meg RAM/ROM card) told me of one of his
latest designs. He is designing a ROM drawer that can
hold 8 or 10 128K (and probably 256K) EPROMs. As
EPROM capacity increases and prices fall, perhaps even
512Kand 1024KEPROMswill be possible. Furthermore,
David tells me that he can design accompanying software
to solve the 256K file size limit.
After talking to David, I finally understand the current
limitation of ROM file size. Right now no Portable Plus
ROM subdirectory can hold more than 256K of data.
This means that programs like WordPerfect 5.0 with
300K files are not currently ROMable.
If David can produce a drawer that uses 256K chips,
then we could put WordPerfect 5.q in ROM.
Furthermore, according to the developet of our Lotus
1-2-3 RAM drivers, Lotus 3 could then be made to work
on the Plus. A Portable Plus with WordPerfect 5 and
Lotus 3.0 in ROM with a 1 Meg RAM drawer would be
quite a nice machine.
Give Brian Teitzman or me a call if your company
would be interested in ordering 50 or more ROM
drawers. At this point the price could range from
roughly $300 to $700 a drawer depending on the
volume.
Unfortunately, the first drawer is the expensive one
to produce. The rest are relatively inexpensive.

ID

ID

Save Edisk Space When Using Webster
Tom Page tells me that the auxiliary Webster dictionary,
WSP AUX, should only contain additions to the main
dictionary. All of the words in the WSP AUX supplied
with Webster's are also in the main dictionary. Since
the auxiliary dictionary is checked first, common words
were placed here to speed checking.
Since the
Portable's RAM or ROM disk is so fast, the slow down
that results from not having common words in the
auxiliary dictionary is not noticeable.

Lotus Expense Template
Writing The Portable Paper On The Plus
This past year I have been using the Portable Vectra to
write The Portable Paper. However, IBM compatible
14
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Frank Keresztes-Fischer sent me XPNSES, a LotuS
template that Frank has been refining for several years.
According to Frank, XPNSES was developed for the
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recording and reporting of expenses of a business person
on the move in the familiar environment of Lotus 1-2-3,
version 1A or 2.
Frank says, "it was targeted for the laptop PC, thus it
is as small as I could make it ... while considering the
need for automated and transparent requirements of this
full featured application."
XPNSES is designed for
domestic, international, or a mixed business expense
reporting requirement. It provides the user a seven day
reporting week, and an attractive, one page, formatted
hardcopy. Several reports are possible.
If you would like to test Frank's product and report
on your findings, give me a call and I'll put you in touch
with Frank.

know of any division at HP working on such a project.
He told me the major challenge in shrinking the DeskJet
would be the shrinking of the power supply.

III!] HP Portable Automatic Timeout

ID

One of the great features of the HP110 and Portable
Plus is that by default, the Portable turns itself off to
minimize the drain on the battery. Pressing any key puts
you back exactly where you left off.
There are certain cases where this timeout feature
will not work. You need to be aware of those cases,
because you do not want your battery to drain if not
necessary.
First of all, you can enter PAM f6 System Config and
change parameter labeled Power Save Mode from on
to off. Doing so means the system will not shut itself
off. You can also lengthen the time between timeouts
but pressing Next Choice at the Display Timeout
(min) parameter.
Secondly, the system will not shut itself off if you are
using data communications software like Terminal and
Term 11 0 on the HP110 or TermPlus, Reflection, or
TERM on the Portable Plus. The reason is that if you
were in the middle of a communications session,
perhaps even transferring a me, you would not want the
system to shut itself off.
Similarly, your Portable will not shut itself off if you
run the HPUNK program. As you may recall, when you
type hplink from PAM or DOS, a screen comes up
reminding you that you are running HPUNK. When
running HPUNK, you can easily transfer mes between
the Portable and an IBM PC compatible with an HP-IL
card or another Portable. (See Vo1.3 No.4 P.27)
Again, you would not want the system to shut itself
in the middle of a me transfer.

III!] Serial Port Not Originally Designed Into

ID

The HP110
At Comdex I was talking to one of the original design
engineers for the HP110 and Portable Plus.
I was
surprised to learn that the HP110 did not have the nine
pin serial port as part of its original design. Fortunately,
the engineer convinced the powers-that-were to add a
serial port.

How About A Letter Quality ThinkJet?
With all the portables being shown and used at Comdex
I was surprised that no one has designed a portable
letter quality printer. How would you like DeskJet
quality output from a ThinkJet-sized printer? I think it
would be a real winner.
I talked to an HP engineer who told me he didn't

Introduction: Comdex 1988
by Hal Goldstein
For the third year in a row, my wife Rita and I spent a
week in November in Las Vegas at COMDEX, the
microcomputer show of the year. We joined 110,000
others at this Las Vegas pilgrimage to see 1700 exhibits,
to hear industry leaders talk about the future, to renew
old contacts and form new ones, and to do all the
other things that Las Vegas and major conventions are
famous for.
I spent four exhausting yet exhilarating days walking
the Las Vegas Convention Center and a half a dozen
hotels to see all the exhibits. For me the most dramatic
change was the proliferation of portable computers.
It seemed that the majority of vendors had portable
computers of one brand or another to demonstrate
their hardware or software. I saw mostly Zenith and
Toshiba portables, including many Zenitti 286
SuperS ports (alias HP Vectra LS/12). I don't think I am
exaggerating when I say there were between 5 and 10
times as many portable computers at the show this year
than last year.
In addition, major portable computer vendors such
as Toshiba, Zenith, NEC, Sharp, and a host of smaller
vendors showed off their latest portable offerings. I'll
talk about two new NEC offerings that should be of
special interest to our readers at the end of this article.
Nothing I saw at the show convinced me that the
HP110 and Portable Plus aren't still superior machines
in terms of true portability (long battery life,
ruggedness, and power). I would rather carry my 9
pound Portable Plus with WordPerfect 5 in RAM and
Lotus 2.01 in ROM than travel with any of the other
machines I saw at the show. The new NEC UltraUte
(discussed below) could have been an exception.
However, the 2 hour battery life of the UltraUte in my
opinion is its fatal flaw.
As I wandered the aisles I looked for products that
would enhance HP Portables. As you will see below, I
saw a number of products that will be of interest to HP
Vectra LS/12 , HP Portable Vectra CS, HP110, and HP
Portable Plus users. As the portable market booms,
more and more portable accessories and add-ons will
become available. We will focus on these products in
future issues of Tbe Portable Paper.
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ORDERING INFORMATION
The information. in this article comes from data sheets
the vendors supplied and my subjective impressions. We
have neither tested nor used any of the products.
Whenever possible, we list the vendor and the retail
price of the item.
If you are patient and would like to order the item
through us, we can offer subscribers a 10% discount.
However, we will not stock any of the items until we
have tested them ourselves, so you will need to wait
between two and four weeks before we can ship you the
product.
One thing you will notice is that some of the items
are not yet being shipped and are slated for "First
Quarter, 1989" shipment. Practically, that means many
of these products won't be available in large supply until
late summer.
Many of these products are truly exciting and pave
the way to the future of portable computing. I would
like you to view this special feature section as an outline
of possible 1989 Portable Paper subjects. Tell us what
most interests you so that we can properly cover it.

The WorldPort 2496: Portable FaX/Data
Modem
One of the things I like most about COMDEX is the
opportunity to talk in some depth to the principals of
small to medium-sized companies (and key decisionmakers in larger companies). Sincere, intelligent, and
enthusiastic entrepreneurs can be found throughout the
show floor.
I met Touchbase Systems founders, Chris Coffin and
Michael Bernard, at my first 1986 Comdex where they
showed off a prototype of their revolutionary WordPort
1200 portable modem. Last year they showed off their
2400 Baud modem in a same-sized box no larger than a
cigarette case.
When I get frustrated trying to get my mail or
download files from CompuServe using my internal
Portable Plus or Portable Vectra modem I use a
WorldPort. When I use the WorldPort,
have less
trouble receiving and transmitting data through the
phone lines. (See WorldPort ad in this issue.)

i

DESCRIPTION
This year the WorldPort people showed off their
WorldPort 2496 Portable Fax/Data Modem, just slightly
larger than the WorldPort 2400. The small, batterypowered device combines a 9600 bps Gro~up II facsimile
modem with a full-featured 2400 bps data modem, in a
single package. Designed for use with PC-compatible
portable and laptop computers, the external unit may
also be used with desktop computers.
The WordPort 2496 has a variety of features that make
it particularly well-suited to portable use. It not only
has two standard RJll telephone jacks for direct
connection, but also has a unique interface for acoustic
coupler operation. This allows the unit to be used in
many situations where direct connection to the phone
line is not possible, such as phone booths, hotel rooms,
digital PBX systems, and internationally. Other key
features for portability include a self-contained battery,
light weight, and extremely compact size (4.81" x 2.75"
xl").
16
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NEW! VERSION

2.1~..-!~

THE Intelligent
Grammar and Style Checker
RightWriter is a new tool to help you produce lean, powerful BUSINESS
WRITING. RightWriter uses advanced artificial intelligence technology
to flag errors in GRAfv\MAR, SlYLE, USAGE, and PUNCTUATION.
RightWriter is the first office automation package aimed at
producing better writing,
not more writing.
• Messages are Inserted
directly into text to point
out possible errors and
problem areas.

• Easy to Use - only one
command to learn, your
word processor does the
rest.
• Works with Leading
Word Processors including MemoMaker,
The Editor, MS Word,
WordPerfect, MultiMate,
and WordStar.
• Readability Index measures the reading
grade level of the document using the D.O.D.
standard Flesch-Kincaid
formula.
• Uncommon Word Ust
- lists misspelled, slang,
and uncommon words.
• Recommends - never
decides. RightWriter is a
writing aid. The final
decision is always left
to you.

:: .. RightWriter is a;;;::·:d::-:----;------IS long o[Jerdue." n I ea Whose time
'R' h

Phil Wiswell

PC M

19 tWriter is an exc
agazine
eye-Opening ~~ortw---fj-,g,--nj;, lOw-cost.
are package. ... "
'Th d
InsJde Word Ma
ocumentation"
nagement
b este/ have.
seen. .,
IS among the

Jim Pile, Soft Sector

RighlWriler ........ $89.00

Suggested retail price: $9500 PRODi~~~ m~

Also

available-

RightWords

DIUiofldry extf'miofl 1I11/"'r' {or
• II has 7 ,ll1Xl1lilry rl'CtID[1,lrlC'<'
bu',II1(''>'>. cnmputrl\ ,mel
let. y~:IlJ add woreh oj your
budt·,n dl(110nclry
Product No RW12NS

RightWords dictionary extension. .. $29.95
Note: The version of RightWriter that works with WordPerfect 5.0 will
not fit on single-sided HP disks. Therefore. if you intend to use
RightWriter with WordPertect 5.0. specify "RIGHTWRITER. DOUBLE·
SIDED DISKS" on the order form
Righ~Writer is a trade.mark of RightSoft, Inc.. WordStar is a trademark
of M!cropro International Corporation. MultiMate is a trademark of
MultlMate International. MS Word is a trademark of Microsoft Cor·
poration. WordPerfect is a trademark of WordPerlect Corporation.

The unit can automatically detect and route an
incoming fax: or data call. Proprietary PC software
allows unattended background operation for sending
or receiving fax tranSmissions, sending group broadcasts,
and this software integrates full data communications
features for the data modem. With the software, fax
users can print to any Epson or HP LaserJet compatible
printer.
The data modem portion retains all the features of
the WorldPort 2400 Portable Modem. These include
"AT" command set compatibility, auto-diaVautoanswer/auto-rate select, Bell and CAD compatibility, a
speaker, and LED indicators.
COMPATIBILI1Y WITH HP PORTABLES
We recently tested the popular portable Quadram JT
Fax with the Portable Plus. Unfortunately, the software
that comes with the unit did not work. I talked with
Chris Coffin and Michael Bernard about the WorldPort
2496 software. Based on our conversation I suspect the
software will not run on the HPllO and Plus.

Shelp
Recommended by Hewlett-Packard,
and used by more than 1,000 of their
employees.
It's a program called Shelp (shell + help), and it runs
on the Portable Plus from within any nort-graphics program. Here's all you do:
Press [Ctrl] [Shift] [Extend char] and up pops the Shelp
menu, right in the middle of your application (Lotus in
this example):

JfI~

FEB

$e.2
$51

$31

Instant Access Pop-ups for the Portable Plus:
Calculator • notepad • macros • and more
"A great, easy-to-use productivity booster. If there's one program every Portable Plus owner
should have, it's Shelp."-Hal Goldstein, Publisher, The Portable Paper
The menu gives you 4 choices: Calculator, Notepad, Key
Macros, and Off.
Choose Calculator and get a 4-function calculator that
works just like a pocket calculator with memory. You can:
• save results in ten
• "paste" results at the
different storage
cursor location in
registers and retrieve
whatever application you
them again with two
were using when yotJ
quick keystrokes
invoked Shelp. •
Choose Notepad and a "scratch pad" pops up on your
screen. Type whatever you want into it, exit to your application, and then recall the notepad whenever you want.
No more having to scribble notes on paper to remind
you of phone numbers, things to do, or bright ideas!
Choose Key Macros and you can assign "strips" of up
to 31 typewriter characters to any of the 26 letters in the
alphabet. This saves you having to type the same
phrase over and over again.
Example: If you type "United States" a lot, you could
assign the entire phrase to the "u" key. Just move the

cursor to "U!' in the Keyboard Macros menu and type
"United States."
To recall "United States," simply press [Ctrl] [Extend
char], then [U]. Presto...!'United States" appears at the
cursor location in your application!
Choose Off and your Portable Plus turns off without
having to return to PAM., and without having to save
your application file. When you turn your computer back
on, you'll be in the same place in the same application,
with no data lost.
All the capabilities of IBM-PC programs like Borland's
SideKick and SuperKey? Certainly not, but Shelp's the
only such program for the Portable Plus. It's a clean,
easy-to-use, and highly useful helper you'll want at your
fingertips always.
Shelp runs on the Portable Plus only. It works with
Time-Manager, MemoMaker, Reflection 1, Lotus, and
any other non-graphics program. (Shelp does not run
with MS Word.)
Shelp was written by Randy Salo, the former HP
engineer who authored MemoMaker on the original HP
Portable.
PRODUCT NO. SHUNS

Shelp ............. $55 ($49.95
SideKick and SuperKey are registered trademarks of Borland International, Inc.

for Portable Paper subscribers)

60-day no-risk trial: If, after 60 days you are dissatisfied with this product for any reason, you may return it for a
full refund. To order, use the postage-paid form at the back of this issue, or send check or credit card number to:
Personalized Software, P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 515/472-6330
© Copyright 1987 Personalized Software

Columnist Tom Page worked closely with the
WorldPort technical people several years ago to make
sure the WorldPort 1200 modem would work with the
HP110. Chris and Bernard both expressed a willingness
to work with us again to see if we could not get the
software running properly on the HP110 and Portable
Plus. We'll keep you informed.
The WordPort 2496 should work fine with both HP
Portable Vectras via the serial port.

~

Portable Expansion

backup or a 5 1/4" disk drive controller card. You
could put in a hard (disk) card or a LAN interface card
and join your network. Fax boards, HP-IL cards, and
optical scanner cards should all work with the
WonUnder II. Steve told me that since it is impossible
to check every card made for the PC, they will refund
the money of any customer who cannot use their
product because a card won't work.
The WonUnder II's small size and low profile make
it readily portable. However, most users will probably
want to leave it on their desk: connecting and
disconnecting takes seconds. The WonUnder II includes
an expansion chassis, an external power supply, and
cabling or a bus extender card depending on the
portable.
The WonUnder will connect to the LS/12 through
cabling. As of this writing, it is not clear whether the
HP LS/12 chassis will have to be removed or not to
make the connection. As we learn more, we'll share it
with you in future Portable Papers.

r;;;Jl

I ran into Connect Computer president Tom Kieffer and
Product manager Steve Clarke at the Zenith booth. They
overheard a conversation I was having with the Zenith
people and introduced themselves.
They manufacture the WonUnder II, 2-slot portable
expansion unit for the Toshiba line. They expect to be
shipping the WonUnder II for the Zenith 286 SuperS port
and hence the Vectra LS/12 by March, 1989.
You can put up to two full sized cards in the
WonUnder II. For example, you could put in a tape

EXPANSION FOR THE PLUS, PORTABLE VECTRA CS?
I talked with Tom and Steve about building an interface
card for the Portable Vectra and the Portable Plus. The
card could fit in one of the four Portable Vectra slots or
in one of the two Portable Plus compartments normally
used for RAM and ROM drawers. The whole world of
PC compatible peripherals would then open up to these
two computers.
Tom and Steve were definitely interested. However,

ORDERING INFORMATION
The WorldPort 2496 is priced at $699. Touchbase
expects to be shipping in First Quarter, 1989. If the
2496 can be made to work with all the HP Portables,
Personalized Software will definitely carry this product.
Touchbase Systems, Inc. may be reached at: 160
Laurel Ave., Northport, NY 11768, (516) 261-0423. FAX:
(516) 754-3491

L!!J
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It transfers files both ways between your Portable Plus
and your desktop computer without an HP-IL card!
An HP-IL card inside your IBM PC or compatible computer lets you transfer files to
and from your Portable Plus.
It's a good solution to the data transfer
problem, provided you only use one desktop
computer. But if you ever need to transfer
data between your Portable Plus and someone else's desktop computer, you're stuck~
or at least you were until now.
Because now there's a way to do it with
software.
It's a program called HPDuette. Together
with a special serial connecting cable that
it comes with, HPDuette is all you need to
transfer files at high speed both ways between your Portable Plus and any IBM PC
compatible desktop.

HPDuette performs complete error checking during the transfer process to ensure
data integrity. It handles multiple-file
transfers, subdirectory transfers, and DOS
"wild card" usage. It lets you use DOS commands such as type, list, rename, and erase
without having to exit the program. And it
transfers datajaster than you can with an
HP-IL card.
HPDuette is easy to use too. Simple menus
and easy-to-understand help screens are
available at all times.
For true convenience in file transfer to
and from your Portable Plus, order
HPDuette today.
HPDuette with cable for Portable Plus ... $99.95
$89.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.

•

I

I

I

"

HP110 Portable
Portable Veclra
Portable Plus
• HP150
ISM PC and com tibles

PRODUCT NO. DUllNM
HPDuette is a registered trademark of Platte River Associates, Inc.

Hpduett0

comes with aserial cable
and two disks; you load one disk into your Portable Plus
and the other into the desktop.
HPDuette transfers data at 57,600 baud. To use
HPDuette, you connect the 9-pin serial port on your
Portable Plus to the serial port on your desktop computer using the serial cable that comes with the
program.

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.

TO ORDER
l'se enclosed postage-paid order form
or send cheek or credit earn information
(#. expo date. signature) to:

Personalized Software
P.o. BtlX HnO. Fairfield. IA 02:1iJ11 :)1:) .172-11:3:30

©

they asked me the obvious question. How many units
could they sell? I couldn't honestly say. They would
need a sale of at least 300 of each unit for it to be
wonh their while.
If your company could make a substantial order for
either a Portable Vectra or Portable Plus, give me a call.
Maybe we can get things mOving with a few significant
orders.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Connect Computer is located at 9855 West 78th St, Suite
270, Minneapolis, MN 55344 at (612) 944-0181, Fax:
612-944-9298.
The price of the WonUnder will be in the.·$%OO to $500
range.
~

&1

Portable Modems
There were a number of internal modems for portable
computers at the show.
In particular, Holmes
Microsystems is a major manufacturer of internal
modems for a number of different laptops.
Holmes at one point was seriously considering
developing a 2400 baud modem for the Portable Plus.
Unfonunately, they want to be guaranteed that they will
sell 1000 such modems before they stan manufacturing
them.
I stopped at the Holmes booth where I talked to
Dave Anderson. He told me about their new internal
Fax/modem card called "FAX'EM". They have developed
18
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the card for Toshiba and NEC portables. They are
currently designing a similar Fax/modem card that will
fit in the relatively small SuperSport/Vectra LS/12
internal modem slot. With FAX'EM you'd be able to
send information stored in your laptop to a FAX
machine that will produce hard (printed) copy.
Likewise, you could receive long distance information on
your laptop screen from another computer or FAX
machine and then tum that information into hard copy
on any Epson compatible printer.
FAX'EM features include low power consumption,
multiple fonts, separate fonts for letterhead and text,
CCCITT V.21 V.27 V.30 compatible, auto send and
receive. FAX PERFECT, the software included with the
FAX'EM card, enables the user to create and send FAX
documents. FAX PERFECT is menu driven and has
multiple window options including a window for
monitoring the progress of your call. The Fax sends
data at 4800 baud, the modem at 1200 or 2400 baud.
Holmes also sells the Correspondent Z-2400 and Z·
1200 internal 2400 and 1200 baud modems for the HP
Vectra LS/12.
After visiting the Holmes Microsystems booth, I
stopped at the Computer Peripherals booth. I asked my
favorite question, "why are you better than your
competition?" The response was that their 1200 and
2400 baud modems consume much less power than
their competition. Like almost all most all modems
built for portables, their modems are Hayes compatible
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and support CAD and Bell protocols. The modems
feature a software selectable power switch to extend
battery life. They come with a two year warranty.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Holmes Microsystems, Inc. is located at 2620 South 900
West, Salt Lake City, Utah 84119, (801) 975-9929. Fax:
801-975-9726.
Computer Peripherals, Inc. also manufactures LaserJet
and DeskJet font cartridges and memory cards. Their
home office: 667 Rancho Conejo Blvd., Newbury Park,
CA 91320, 800-854-7600. Fax: 805-498-8848.

LS/12 Computing, Portable Plus Style
One of my more enjoyable and interesting stops was to
the American Cryptronics Inc booth where I talked with
Gary Kakert, Director of Marketing, and Tony Fung,
Director of Engineering. American Cryptonics is finishing
up the development of 1 and 2 Megabyte non-volatile
memory RAM cards (with modem) that will fit into the
LS/12 modem slot.
These cards have their own battery that keeps the
non-volatile RAM disk alive. That battery gets recharged
from the LS/12 battery.
Those of you not familiar with the HP110 or Portable
Plus may not recognize the advantages of such a card.
The major advantages of a non-volatile RAM disk card
include fast disk access, prolonged battery life,
ruggedness, and light weight. In other words, for almost
no additional weight, you get 1 or 2 extra megabytes of
very fast disk. Data base, word processing, and other
programs that require a lot of disk access run a lot faster
when information is accessed electronically rather than
mechanically. In addition, if your LS/12 takes a good
tumble, there is a good chance you've lost your hard
disk data, but the data on your non-volatile RAM disk
will still be ok.
Furthermore, suppose you are away from a power
source for a while.
You can run your favorite
spreadsheet or word processor for hours off the RAM
disk without draining your LS/12 battery.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Depending on memory prices the non-volatile memory
cards should go for between 5500 and $800 once the
cards are actually introduced First Quarter, 1989.
American Cryptronics, Inc, is located at 1580 Corporate
Drive, Suite 123, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, (714) 540-1174.

LS/12 Peripherals
I very much enjoyed talking with Kenneth Smith,
President of KRES. Ken has built a company around
supplying Zenith laptops with peripherals. Ken was most
interested to learn that the new HP Vectra LS/12 was
similar to the Zenith 286 SuperS port.
Two KRES products of interest to LS/12 users are an
external 5 1/4" floppy drive and an external Streaming
Tape Backup drives.The FDD-120 is a compact 5 1/4"
disk drive that can read from and write to 360K and 1.2
Meg floppy disks. The STB-400 is an external Streaming
Tape Backup drive.
It provides 40 Megabytes of
formatted data backup on standard DC 2000 cartridge
using the QIC 40 format.
Both the floppy drive and
the tape backup unit sit on the desk next to the

computer. Both can be quickly detached for computer
use away from the desk. The small size of the units
makes them convenient to transport with the portable
if necessary. According to Ken, the disk and tape backup
drives are the smallest, lightest, least power-hungry of
any such drives in the marketplace.
Both units are simple to install. A single cable
fastens to the LS/12 external drive connector and
connects to the drive. The drivt:'s are powered from
either the LS/12's battery or from an optional low-power
wall adaptor. Once connected either unit can be placed
either vertically or horizontally next to the computer.
In order to run either drive off the LS/12 for any
sustained period, the LS/12 should be fully charged.
Alternatively, KRES provides a clever solution so that
both the I,S/12 and the tape or disk drive can be
powered bff the LS/12 recharger. KRES sells a power
splitter, a Y-connector. The LS/12 recharger plugs into
the wall and the power splitter, which in tum plugs
into both the LS/12 and the external drive.
ORDERING INFORMATION
The FDD-120 retails for 5359, the STB-400 for 5899.
The optional power splitter, DPA-200 sells for $19.95,
and the D.C. power adapter for external drives is
522.95. KRES Engineering is located at PO Box 1268,
La Canada, CA 91011, (818)-957-6322.

Modem Communications Using A Cellular
Phone System
Portable users on the road often may not have easy
access to a phone line. Yet easy communication with
the office computer may be required.
The solution:
use cellular phone technology. If voice can be sent
through the air, why not data?
I visited the Spectrum Cellular booth at COMDEX
where they displayed such technology.
From my
discussion with sales representative DuVal King, there is
a good chance their cellular phone products will work
with all four HP Portables. We will be testing Spectrum
Cellular products and report our findings in future
issues.
THE BASICS: BRIDGE AND SPAN MODEMS
The various Spectrum Cellular solutions are based on
two serial (RS232C) 300/1200 baud modems named
The Bridge and The Span.
The Bridge is a
microprocessor driven modem that connects to a
cellular phone. It transmits data to computer equipped
with The Span modem. Therefore, you would use The
Bridge with a cellular phone and your portable on the
road, sending your data to a Span modem attached to
your office computer. The Bridge modem can also
communicate with another Bridge modem for mobileto-mobile transmission.
Spectrum Cellular claims: "The Bridge and The Span
modems are the first and only modems to deliver true,
error-free cellular data transmission."
The Bridge
utilizes a Spectrum-developed protocol (language) called
SPCL, which is decoded by The Span to complete the
transmission. Spectrum Cellular goes on to say that
"SPCL is the only protocol capable of effectively
compensating for temporary signal loss, and it is rapidly
becoming the industry standard."
JANUARY / FEBRUARY 1989
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FilePlus:

Also WO'kS:P1~:'

The Portable Plus file
manager. Fast, sophisticated,
easy-to-use!
•
•
•
•
•

list files in two directories simultaneously
Copy, move, and delete multiple files
Sort directories
Create protected ("Read-Only") files
Back up only those files that have changed
since last backup
• And much more!
When Hewlett-Packard introduced the P.A.M. file manager in 1983, the program
was ahead of its time. With P.A.M., users could copy; rename, and delete files
by pressing function keys instead of having to enter DOS commands.
Today, however, users are more sophisticated-and so are the file
management programs that have come on the IBM PC market. These programs
go way beyond P.A.M. in their abilities and in the convenience they offer the user.
Most of these file managers won't run on the Portable Plus, but we've
developed one that does. It's called FilePlus, and here are its benefits:
1. Display two directories
This is a feature that even some of the most popular IBM compatible file
management programs don't have! FilePlus lets you list two directories (from
the same or different disks) simultaneously on screen. This makes it especially
easy to move files back and forth between the two directories.
2. "Point and Shoot"
You don't have to wade through PAM:s function key menus to perform a
simple operation like copying a file.
Instead, you simply display the contents of the source and destination
directories side-by-side, tag the file you want to copy, then use a simple Lotuslike menu to enter the "Copy" command with a single keystroke.
You use the same "Point and Shoot" method to run programs and to move,
delete, view, etc. any files you wish.
3. Tag multiple files
You can tag any number of files in a directory, then perform the same action
(copy, rename, delete, protect, etc.) on all of them in a single step.
4. Sort files
FilePlus can list the files in a directory by name, extension, size, or date. (An
alphabetical listing by name helps you locate files in a hurry. A listing by size
is useful in determining which files to erase in order to free up any needed
amount of disk space.)
5. Single-step "Move" command
To move a file from one directory to another, you no longer have to copy the
file first then delete the original. FilePlus lets you do it with a single "Move"
command-and you enter the command with one keystroke I
6. Protect your files
You can protect your files (make them "Read-Only") to guard against
accidental deletion. FilePlus even lets you do this with entire directories! You
can unprotect the files whenever you wish.
7. Show attributes (Read-Only, Hidden, Archive)
._
FilePlus displays the attributes of all the files in a directory so you can view
them at a glance or change them in a flash.
8. Backup only if changed
FilePlus allows you back up just those files that have been changed since
the last backup.
FilePlus will save you time and effort, boost your productivity, and increase your
enjoyment of your Portable Plus. Once you try FilePlus, you won't want to be
without it.
Order FilePlus at our risk todayl
FilePlus ................................................ $69.95
Portable Paper Subscriber's Price ........................... $59.95
OHDEH NO. FEllNS

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.

TO ORDER
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HP11D Portable
Portable Vectra
Portable Plus
•
HP150
IBM PC and compatibles
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Such a system would be useful for field service and
sales personnel, real estate and insurance agents,
medical, police and fire emergency workers,
journalists, and remote data collection by engineers
and researchers. Both modems work with the various
communications packages and can function as
standard, fully "AT" compatible, land-line modems.
SPANNET: CALL ANY COMPUTER
With SpanN et you can link up with virtually any landline connected computer system or commercial
database. Use your Bridge modem to call SpailNet
located at your home office. SpanNet in turns relays
the connection to the desired computer. SpanNet
consists of two rack-mounted modems: a Span modem
directly connected to any "AT" compatible standard
land-line modem.
These two modems act as
intermediaries between the remote cellular modem
(The Bridge) and a host computer's modem.
SpanNet can be placed at a business or any location
capable of providing two dedicated phone lines. It
easily installs using two standard wall connectors, and
is equipped with the necessary software to route a call
to its destination.
DATAPAK: LIGHTWEIGHT CELLUlAR PHONE AND
MODEM
With a portable computer and another product called
the DataPak, error-free remote information access is
available from virtually any location in the United
States: drilling site, hotel suite, courtroom, or car.
Self-contained in a lightweight, padded shoulder pack,
DataPak is designed for portability, compatibility and
flexibility. Weighing less than 8 pounds, DataPak
includes a full featured cellular telephone, the Bridge
modem, battery pack, and adapters.
It is also
equipped with an RS232C serial interface to connect
to a terminal or portable computer. When connected
to a portable computer, DataPak functions the same as
a land-line telephone system and delivers complete
data integrity.
A Span modem or a SpanNet is needed at a home
computer for the DataPak to be able to transmit data.
The DataPak can sustain one hour of continuous use
and 8 hours on standby. The battery pack recharges
to 92% in less than an hour. DataPak can also
operate from either an AC power source or a 12VDC
lighter. The dimensions are 11" x 9" x 6".
GOFAX 88: CELLUlAR FAX MACHINE
The Gofax 88 is a Group-III facsimile machine that
can transmit and receive documents from virtually any
phone in any location: Cellular or land-line, hotel
room or office, car or phone booth.
It weighs 9 pounds and is designed for complete
portability. It operates on AC or DC power and in 40
seconds can transmit documents up to 8.5 x 11 inch
letter size (80 seconds if acoustically connected). It
includes an acoustic coupler, modular telephone cord,
cables, battery charger, and paper. The modem speed
is 4800/2400 bps switchable when directly connected
and 2400 when acoustically connected.
The GoFax 80 is a complete stand-alone unit. It does
not work with a portable computer.

Personalized Software
Products and Services in Brief:
(SEE PRICE LIST OPPOSITE ORDER FORM)
SYMBOLS:

ml

= HP110

WORD PROCESSING

mllDlI

The Editor II
Many features not in MemoMaker, including
search/replace, editing 2 files at once,
embedded printer codes, up to 255 columns per line and block centering and
macros. Also does word wrap, right justify.
Easy to use. Uses less than 40K. Versions
for HP110, Plus, HP150, Vectra, and IBM PC
all on master disk.

IDII

WordPerfect 4.2
Disk-based Portable Plus, Portable Vectra,
and HP150 version of the best-selling word
processor. Includes spelling checker and
thesaurus.

WORD PROCESSING
UTILITIES

mllDll
The FormaHer
Sophisticated text formatter for large reports, program
documentation, etc. Multiline headers, footers, page
numbers, table of contents, glossary capabilities, and
more. Works with almost all printers. (Note: Manual
is in draft form: no technical support available.)

ID

= Portable Plus

mllDlI

RightWriter
Flags errors in grammar, style, usage, and
punctuation, inserting comments directly
into your document. Also produces overall
critique. Works with most word processors.
Also available: RightWords dictionary extension utility: it has 7 auxiliary dictionaries
(business, computers, engineering, etc.),
and also lets you add words of your own to
RightWriter's built-in dictionary.

IDII

Webster's Spelling Checker
Rated Editor's Choice by PC Magazine,
Webster's packs a 110,000-word dictionary
into 207K of disk memory. Webster's shows
you incorrect spellings in context and suggests corrections, lets you preview questionable words before you edit.
Exceptionally easy to use. Customized for
the Plus and HP150.

ml
The Word Plus
An excellent spelling checker with a choice
of two dictionaries-45,000 words and
35,000 words-plus the ability to input additional words and abbreviations of your
own. Also does word counts. Customized
to the HP Portables.

ID

FormatPlus
An integrated word processing command
center for the Portable Plus. Let's you run
your word processor, spelling checker, and
other applications from a single, easy-to-use
program. Also lets you do headers, footers,
lines per page, automatic page numbering,
and more.

mllD

HPrint
Takes text (ASCII) files you've created with
MemoMaker, The Editor, or other word processors and prints them on an HP printer.
Comes with italic type font for Think-Jet.
Also allows bold, underline, compressed,
expanded, subscripts, superscripts,
headers, footers, page numbering, double
space, and much more-all of which you
specify from a simple menu or by means of
sensible control codes. HPrint also does
mail merging, and it lets you create your
own graphic characters.

mllD

PrinterTalk and Format110:
MemoMaker Enhancers
Prinleifalk lets you change type styles in the
middle of a document, change number of
copies and lines per page, do automatic
page numbering, and much more.
Format110 lets you format headers, footers
and page numbers; chain or merge documents; compensate for "widow" and
"orphan" lines and much more.

II = Portable Vectra

UTILITIES TO BOOST
YOUR PRODUCTIVITY

ID

8acToois Disk
Contains a wide range of utilities to help you
back up files from a 1 Megabyte or larger
Edisk onto floppy disks. Lets you back up
selected files, automate the entire backup
process, and more.

mllDll

DOS Tools: Portable Utilities Disk, Vol 1
Well over 50 excellent public domain programs that enhance DOS, all tested on The
Portables. Documentation has been rewritten for clarity and ease of use, and
includes examples, index, and table of
contents.

IDII

FilePlus: File Management Software
Lists the files in two directories simultaneously. You can tag multiple files and perform actions (such as copy, delete, move,
etc.) on all the tagged files at once, without
having to use P.A.M. or DOS.

mllDlI

LINK Hp·IL Connector Sullware
A software program that lets you transfer
data from ~ HP-IL device to any other
HP-IL device. Now you can access your
main computer (HP Portable, HP150, or IBM

PC), its unlimited storage capability, and all
its peripherals from your HP41, 71, 75, or
series 80 hand-held!

mllDlI

The Norton Utilities-Customized
For The Portables
Allow you to recover deleted Portable files
and organize your electronic and external
disks. Peter Norton .has authorized us to
include an extra 31,'2 "disk (formerly available
only on 5%" disk). The disk includes The
Norton Utilities, and instructions for running
them on the Portables and the HP150. Version 4.0 and Advanced Edition are now
available.

mllDlI

1987 Portable Paper Subscriber's Disk
Includes (1) DISKPACK, a disk-packing utility whose commercial equivalent sells for
$50. (2) Time Manager's Calendar Utility.
(3) HP Calculator program. (4) CDrive Copy
Utility. (5)Game and Lotus templates. Clear
instructions are included right on the disk.

mllDlI

1988 Portable Paper Subscriber's Disk
Contains: (1) New utilities for Time Manager,
including an expanded Calendar program
and an automatic mail-merge utility. (2)
Some of the best public domain software
and "shareware" for the Portable Vectra.
(3) A password program to protect usage of
the HP110. (4) TERM xmodem program for
the Portable Plus. (5) Lotus templates.
(6) Games. (7) New DOS tools. (8) A file to
toggle HP and Alternate mode from DOS.
(9) Lots more. Clear instructions included
on the disk.

mllDlI

1989 Portable Paper Subscriber's Disk
Features: (1)File manager utility that lets you
tag files for mass copying and deleting.
(2) Lightning fast file compressor utility.
(3) New RAM-based Time Manager program with Week-at-a-Glance screen.
(4) CompuServe automation program.
(5) A menu program easier to use than
P.A.M. (6) Superfast file finder program.
(7) Directory lister. (8) And much more.
Clear instructions are included right on the
disk.

mllDlI

Private File
Protects your letters, documents, and data
files by scrambling your file so only you can
understand it.

ml
Time Manager
The highly acclaimed Portable Plus ROMbased Time Manager program in a 3112 "disk
version for the HP110 Portable. Does not run
on Portable Plus. (Available to Portable
Paper subscribers only.)

mllD

Typing Whiz
Better than almost any typing tutor program
on the market-designed specifically for
The Portables and the HP150. Immediate
numeric and graphic feedback of your
progress.

FILE TRANSFER MADE EASY

II

Direc·Link
A software program for high-speed transfer
of files between your Portable Vectra and
IBM PC or compatible. Versatile (works with
parallel and serial ports), easy to use (simple manual file-tagging or automatic unattended file transfer), and very affordable
price.

mllDlI

Disk Conversion Service
We will convert your data to and from
single-sided, double-sided, high-density,
3112 inch and 5% inch formats at a reasonable cost.

ID

HPDuelle
A software program that lets you transfer
files back and forth at high speed between
your Portable Plus and an IBM PC or compatible desktop computer-without the
need for an HP-IL card. Comes with proper
serial cable.

mllDlI

Manazana disk drives
These are high-quality drives for IBM compatibles. They allow a5114 " IBM PC compatible system to access 31/2" HP or IBM
formatted disks.

mllDlI

ReadHP
This software program allows an IBM compatible computer with a 31/2" disk drive to
read and write to HP formatted disks
directly.

ID

Shelp
From within almost any program, Shelp
gives you immediate access to a notepad
and calculator and lets you define up to 26
keyboard macros-that is, assign up to 31
characters to a single keystroke. Written exclusively for the Portable Plus.

IIIllIDII

Tiger Fox
A great video game of changing mazes and
double pursuit. First video game designed
for the Portables.

SPREADSHEET ENHANCERS

mllDlI

101 Macros for lotus 1·2·3
Useful in themselves and also as learning
tools for novices and experts alike. Includes:
recalculating ranges, double spacing
spreadsheet prior to printout, hiding notes
next to data cells, addressing form letters,
and printing labels automatically. Customized for Lotus 1A and 2.01.

III!IIIIII
SideWinder
This program allows you to print your
spreadsheets (or any other text file) sideways on your ThinkJet. This means you can
print your 60 column by 53 row spreadsheet
from your Portable as one long printout
without cutting and pasting.

III

Software Driver for Lotus on RAM
A utility program that allows you to run
Lotus 1-2-3 and Lotus Symphony from RAM
or disk rather than ROM.

III!IIIIII
Statistix
A comprehensive statistical package that's
easy to learn and use. Runs on the HP110,
Portable Plus, HP150, and IBM PC compatibles. Data can be entered from keyboard
or imported from spreadsheet or database
files. Includes multiple regression, most
standard parametric and non-parametric
tests, p-values, plots, histograms, and
much, much more.

COMMUNICATIONS
III!IIIIII
CompuServe Starter Kit
Gets you started on the Electronic Information Service, CompuServe (which includes
the HP Forum). Includes $25 worth of free
time, and CompuServe's monthly magazine,
Online Today.
III!IIII
Term110 and TermPlus communications
software
Exceptionally easy-to-use alternatives to
Terminal for the HP110 and
PC2622/Reflection for the Portable Plus.
Both Term110 and TermPlus allow you to
send and capture ASCII information. Both
offer fast XMODEM transfer of programs,
Lotus worksheets, and archive files. Both offer auto log-on, dialing directories, on-line
help, and the ability to run other programs
without severing the phone connnection.
III!IIIIII
World Port Portable Modems
The World Port 2400 is a battery-powered,
highly compact (4"x2"x1"), lightweight
(6.5 oz.), full-featured external modem that
transmits data at 300, 1200, and 2400 baud.
Faster than HP's internal modems, the
World Port 2400 is fully compatible with the
industry-standard Hayes AT Command Set,
and with both the CCID and Bell communications standards. The WorldPort 1200
modem transmits at 300 and 1200 baud.

DATA BASE
III!IIIIII
Condor 3 and Condor, Jr.
Database programs customized for the
HP Portables. Enter data, sort, search,
manage files, and print address labels with
ease. Condor, Jr. runs on the HP110 and
Portable Vectra. It allows limited report
writing, and is highly memory-efficient.
Condor 3, runs on the Plus, Portable Vectra, and HP150. It is a fully "relational"
system, allowing you to combine data from
two or more files. It includes advanced
report generating capabilities, data transfer
to and from Lotus 1-2-3, and more.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
III!IIIIII
2 Project Management Packages
All 2 work on the HP110, Plus, Vectra,
HP150, and IBM PC. Milestone is also for
small to medium projects. (On HP110, you
need to scroll to see entire Milestone
screen.) Pertmaster is for medium to large
projects (specify which machine).

PROGRAMMING
III!IIII
Turbo Optimizer
Saves run time and storage space by making your Turbo Pascal programs 10-30%
faster and 15-500/0 smaller. Works with
Turbo Pascal Version 3.0. Customized to
HP110, Portable Plus, and HP150.
III!IIIIII
Borland Turbo Pascal 3.0-Customized
For The Portables
Turbo Pascal, the HP Portable programming
language of choice, outstrips others in price,
performance, compatibility, memory consumption, and programmer environment.
The WordStar-type editor alone is worth the
price. Borland has authorized us to include
an extra disk customizing the Turbo editor
to the HP110 and Portable Plus's editing
keys. The Turbo Pascal Starter Kit includes
Turbo Pascal, and Portable Pascal Pro·
grams (a double-sided disk with more than
50 program examples for the Portables).

GRAPHICS

11111

Flowcharting 11+
This program creates professional-looking
flowcharts and organizational charts using
26 flowchart symbols in 95 sizes. Wide
variety of text fonts for creating labels. Easy
to add and delete lines without disturbing
the rest of the flowchart. "Shrink Screen"
feature lets you view up to 14"x11" chart
on 25-line screen. (Portable Plus only.)

11111

Logitech Mouse for the Portable Plus
A 3-button mouse for the Portable Plus,
bundled with our proprietary Portable
Mouse Software and special connecting
cable. Using the mouse to move the screen
cursor makes using your Plus easier and
more fun. The Logitech mouse was rated
Editor's Choice by e.C Magazine.

III!IIII
Sketch
A graphics program for the HP Portables.
Lets you draw free-form using cursor keys.
Also draw lines, boxes, circles by pressing
a single key. Five character sets can be
displayed normally, sideways, or even
upside·down. Entire screen can be printed
on ThinkJet at virtually any enlargement.
Screens can be saved for future use.
Screens can also be imported into Sketch
from Lotus and other programs. Only uses
44K of memory.

III

External Numeric Keypad
Allows fast numerical entry for Lotus and
other applications. Attaches to Portable Plus
via serial port.

III!IIII
HP9114 Empowerer
A hardware product that prevents the
HP9114 disk drive from running out of juice
in the middle of your work. Plug Empowerer
into your HP9114 and a normal wall outlet,
and you can run your HP9114 forever.
III!IIII
Mobile Recharger
Lets you recharge your HP110, Portable
Plus, ThinkJet, HP9114, HP hand-held etc.
from your car's cigarette lighter.

III

2-Megabyte RAM card
A giant leap in memory size for the Portable
Plus. Simply remove your existing RAM
drawer and replace it with this card. Works
with any Portable Plus with 512K of builtin memory. We will accept your old RAM
drawer and any extra memory as a trade·in
towards purchase.

III
RAMIROM Card
A megabyte of RAM Q]!!§. four pairs of ROM
slots. Add the RAM/ROM card to your Portable Plus and you have a megabyte of extra
RAM in addition to space for Lotus, Reflection, Webster's Spelling Checker, MemoMaker/Time Manager, and SuperROM
(5 products on one ROM chip). We will
accept your old RAM or ROM drawer and
any extra memory as a trade-in towards
purchase.

III!IIIIII
3-Ring Binders for Back Issues
Handsome unprinted 3-ring binders for
back issues of The Portable Paper. Specify
Volume Number (1-4).

INTEGRATED PACKAGE
III!IIIIII
TlMaster and TlMaker
TlMaster is a fully integrated word pro·
cessor, speller, relational database manager,
spreadsheet, file manager, and communications package. Also includes graph making. Runs on Portable Plus and Portable
Vectra without modification, and on HP150
with a PC emulator. TIMaker is an earlier
version; it runs on the HP110 Portable with
an external disk drive, and does not include
the communications module. Both programs are more integrated than any other
package. Our reviewer says, "... there is no
other application I know of that matches the
power, thoroughness, and simple elegance
of T/Master."

PORTABLE VECTRA ONLY
PRODUCTS
II

Direc·Link
See description in File Transfer section.

II
FloppyDRIVER
ACCESSORIES
III!IIII
Cases for Portables and Peripherals
Roomy. rugged, high-quality, highly padded
cases to protect our ThinkJet, HP9114, and
HP Portable when traveling.

A software program for the Portable Vectra
that makes all floppy disk access operations
(loading and running programs, accessing
and copying files, etc.) up to 10 times faster.

II

Monitors for The Portable Vectra
Convert your Portable Vectra to a desktop
computer-and back to a portable-in
seconds. Excellent values in monochrome
and high-resolution EGA color monitors
from GoldStar.

III!IIIIII
Hp·IL Card for Portable Vectra
Fits in Portable Vectra adapter slot. Functions exactly like IBM PC Hp·IL card, allowing transfer of data to HP-IL devices like the
HP9114, HP110, and Portable Plus.

MISCELLANEOUS
III

Software on ROM
Many of our best-selling programs are
available on ROM chips via our ROM Backup service. (Portable Plus only.) Saves
valuable electronic disk space, minimizes
need for disk drive. Custom ROMs also
available.

III!IIIIII
Used HP Portable Equipment
The Portable Equipment Exchange, adivision of Personalized Software, buys and
sells used HP110s, Portable Pluses,
HP9114s, HP ROMs, and RAM drawers for
the Plus. Because of HP quality, used HP
products are a great buy. 30·day return
policy on all used equipment, plus one·year
guarantee (parts and labor).
III!IIIIII
Volume Discounts
Corporate buyers, users groups, and HP
dealers: Order products and subscriptions
from us in quantity and save.
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Price List

HP.IL Cant-Portable Vectra ..•• 245.00 •.... 235.00

SoHwont 2 meg RAM-drawer C•....••....... CALL

Used Lotus lA on ROM .••••............••. 250.00

Product No. HP/6NM

Product No. SD14NM

Product No. u/2UR

SoHwont 2 meg RAM-drawer A/C ••••••.....• CALL

Used MMITM ROM .....•...•....••••••... 119.00

Retail Subscriber
Price
Price
1 Yr Portable Paper Subscription ...•......•• $55.00
NEW Product No. PPNIPU
RENEWAL Product No. PPRIPU
2 Yr Portable Paper Subscription •••••...•...• 99.00
NEW Product No. PPN2PU
RENEWAL Product No. PPR2PU
1 Yr Back Issues 1988 ............•......••. 39.00

Product No. CL11NR

Product No. SD15NM

Product No. MMl1UR

HPDueHe-Plus ....•..•••...•. 99.95 ...... 89.95

Statistlx ......••.•....•...... 169.00 ..... 159.00

Used MlcrosoH Wont on ROM ............... 199.00

Product No. DUllNM

Product No. ST/INS

Product No. Mw/IUR

Product No. HP/2NR

Product No. SB/4NS

Product No. PP/2PB

Kennlt DiskeHas ••...••....•... 19.00 ...•.• 19.00

Super ROM •...•.....•....••. .49.00 .....• 49.00

3 Yrs Back Issues 198&-88 .•........•.•...... 99.00

Product No. KE/INS

Product No. SUl1NR

Product No. TJ11UM

Symphony 2.0 with Plus driver .. 765.00 .•... 595.00

Used Video Interlace ••...•••.•••.......... 195.00

HPCalculator-ROM ....•.....•• 95.00 ...... 95.00

Subscribers' Disk 1987 •.•...... 115.00 •...••• 9.50
Product No. SB12NS

Product No. PP//uC

HPrlnt ..•••.•.•........•••.•• 80.00 ••.... 75.95

Subscribers' Disk 1988 ......... 115.00 ....... 9.50

Used Portable Plus-512K·modem ....•..••. 1595.00

Product No. HP/INS

Product No. SB/3NS

Product No. PP/5UC

HP~nt-ROM

Subscribers' Disk 1989 ......... 115.00 ..••... 9.50

Used Software Drawer ......•..•.•........•. 99.00

•••....•......••• 95.00 ••.... 95.00

Product No. PP/3PB

Link Plus .......••••..••...... 90.00 ...... 85.95

Individual Back Issues .•••......••....•.•.•. 9.20

Product No. LKllNS

Product No. SYl1NS

Product No. ppggPB

Logltech Mouse ............•• 119.00 ...... 99.95

T/Maker-HP110 ............... 99.95 ...... 95.00

3-Rlng Binder lor \be Portable Paper Vol. I ....•. 5.00

Product No. MS14NM

Product No. TMl1NS

Product No. PBl1NM

Logltech Mouse System-Plus •• 219.00 ..... 179.95

T/Master .............••....• 159.00 ..... 149.00

3-Rlng Binder lor the Portable Paper Vol. II ....•. 5.00

Product No. MS15NM

Product No. TM12NS

Product No. PB12NM

3-Rlng Binder lor the Portable Paper Vol III ...•. 5.00
Product No. PB13NM

Mouse Software lor Plus •••..... 70.00 ...... 60.00

Tech. Rei. Manual lor Plus •••.••..........• 105.00

Prodnct No. MSl1NM

Product No. HS146

3-Rlng Binder lor the Portable Paper Vol. IV ..... 5.00

Mouse cable .............••..• 30.00 ...... 20.00

Term110 ••.................•.. 99.95 ...... 79.95

Product NO. MS13NM

Product No. TE/INS

Product No. PB14NM

Lotus 123, HAL wi Plus driver ... 715.00 ..... 545.00

TennPlus ......•............•. 99.95 •..... 79.95

Product No. LT/3NS

Product No. TE/2NS

3·Rlng Binder lor the Portable Paper Vol. I·IV ... 18.00
Product No. PB15NM

BacTools ...•.•.......••..•... 49.95 .••..• 39.95
Product No. BCl1NS

Catalog, HP Portables .••••......•........... 0.00
Product No. CATPOR

Catalog, HP150 .......•.......•••.........• 0.00
Product No. CAT/50

Compuserve Starter Kit ......... 39.95 •..... 35.95
Product No. CMl1NM

Condor 3-Plus HP150 ......... 495.00 ..... 379.00
Product No. CRl1NS

Condor Jr.-HP110 •............ 99.95 ...... 89.95
Product No. CR13NS

Direct Link Pack .............. 134.90 ..•.. 115.00
Total includes:
Software
Serial Cable
Parallel Cable
Parallel C. Adaptor
Product No. DL/3NM

Direct Llnkll Parallel Adaptor .... 82.00 ...... 71.95
Product No. DL/4NM

Direct Link, Parallel Cable,
Parallel Adaptor ••......•... 102.00 ....•. 91.90
Product No. DL15NM

Standant Parallel Cable ......... 29.95 ...... 19.95
Product No. PLl1NM

10 disks" case-11011 Plus ..... 64.90 ...... 29.95
Product No. DSl1NM

10 disks-high density .......... 99.95 ...... 69.95
Product No. DS12NM

Dos Tools .••••....••.•........ 44.95 ...... 39.95
Product No. DT/INS

Dos Tools-ROM ...•.......... 129.00 ••... 129.00
Product No. DT/2NR

Editor II ..................••. 129.00 ....•. 99.95
Product No. EDl1NS

Editor Disk Upgrade .•.......... 35.00 ...... 35.00

TermPlus

Product No. LT/4NS

Product No. TE13NR

101 Macros for Lotus 123 ........ 69.95 •....• 62.95

Tiger Fox ••••••••••••••...••.• 32.95 ...... 29.95

Product No. MCl1NS

Product No. TF/INS

Manzana 1.44M external ...•.•. 385.00 ....• 345.00

Time Manager Pack ............. 9.50 ....... 9.50
Product No. SBl1NS

Manzana l.44M Internal ........ 200.00 ..... 189.00

Touchstone Numeric Keypad .••• 139.00 ..... 135.00

Product No. MZ11NM

Product No. TSl1NM

High Density Controller ......... 95.00 ...... 89.00

Turbo Optimizer .............. 125.00 ..... 119.00

Product No. MZ13NM

Product No. TP17NS

Milestone .................•.. 99.95 ...... 89.95

Turbo Pascal 3.0 ...•..••....... 99.95 ...... 89.95

Product No. ML11NS

Product No. TP12NS

Mobile Recharger .............. 59.95 ...... 49.95

Turbo Pascal-ROM ..........•. 95.00 .•.... 95.00

Product No. PRI/NM

Product No. TP/3NR

Norton Utilities 4.0 ..........•.. 99.95 ...... 89.95

TUrbo Pascal Programs ........•. 49.95 •..... 44.95

Product No. NUl1NS

Product No. TP16NS

Norton UmlUes Advanced ....•• 150.00 ..... 129.00

TUrbo Pascal Starter Kit ........ 149.90 ..... 129.95

Product No. NU12NS

Product No. TPl1NS

PC·Emulator lor HP150 ....•..... 19.95 ...... 19.95

Typing Whiz ••..•............• 49.95 ...... 39.95

Product No. PCl1NS

Product No. TWl1NS

Padded Case-HP Plus .....•... 99.95 ...... 89.95

Typing Whiz ROM •......••....• 95.00 ...... 95.00

Product No. CS12NM

Product No. TW12NR

Product No. FL11NS

Fonnatll0 .................... 39.95 ...... 35.95
Product No. FM12NS

Fonnat Plus ................... 79.95 ...... 69.95
Product No. FP/INS

Fonnat Plus Upgrade ........... 35.00 ...... 35.00
Product No. FP/4NS

Format Plus ROM .............. 95.00 .....• 95.00
Product No. FP/2NR

MemoMaker Pack ............. 159.90 ..... 125.00
Fonnat Plus,
Webster Spelling
Checker

Product No. LT/2UR
Lotus 1·2·3, Version 2.01 .
Product No. LT/5UR

Product No. SWl2PP

OATABASE PROGRAMS
Executive Card Manager.
(ECM)

Product No. PR13Nl

Product No. WD13NS

Product No. RF11UR

Pertmaster-P. Vectro ...•..•... 695.00 ....• 499.00

WontPertect 4.2, HPl50 ....... 435.00 ..... 339.00
OS disks

Pertmaster Demo-HP150 ..•.... 50.00 ...... 50.00
Pertmaster Demo-HP Plus ...... 50.00 ...... 50.00
Product No. PR16Nl

PrinterTalk .........•.....•.... 49.95 ...... 44.95
Product No. PT12NS

Private File ................... 39.95 ...... 34.95
Product No. PFllNS

ReadHP .•.................... 79.95 .•.••. 69.95
Product No. RDl1NS

RightWonts Dictionary Extension .29.95 ...... 29.95
Product No. RW/2NS

Product No. WDl1NS

WontPertect4.2, HPl50 ...••... 435.00 ..... 339.00
SS disks

Shelp ........................ 55.00 ...••. 49.95
Product No. SHI/NS

Shelp" SideWinder-ROM .....• 95.00 ...... 95.00
Product No. SH13NR

Shelp-ROM .................. 55.00 ...... 55.00
Product No. SH12NR

SideWinder ................... 69.95 ...... 59.95
Product No. SWI/NS

SideWinder

+ Utilities ....•.••. 79.95 ...... 69.95

Product No. SW13NS

SideWinder-ROM ............. 55.00 ...... 55.00
Product No. SW12NR

Sketch ....................... 80.00 ...... 75.95
Product No. SKI/NS

Sketch-ROM ................. 95.00 ...... 95.00
Product No. SKl2NR

Sketch HalHone Disk ............ 9.50 ....... 9.50
SoHwontl meg RAM/ROM-A ............... CALL

Product No. FMl1NS

Product No. SDl1NM

Goldstar EGA Monitor .......... 649.00 ..... 495.00

SoHword 1 meg RAM/ROM-C ............... CALL
Product No. SD12NM

SoHword 2 meg RAM-drawer A .............. CALL
Product No. SD13NM

. .. 295.00 ..... 259.00

Product No. ECl1UR

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
PC2622 .
. ..... 395.00 ..... 239.00
Reflection.
TermPlus.

. .395.00 ..... 295.00
. ........ 194.95 ..... 174.95

Product No. TE/3PP

PROOUCTIVITY BOOSTERS
Best of DOS Tools.

. .179.00 .... 16B.95

Product No. DT/2PP

Product No. WD12NS

FilePlus ...........

WontPertect4.2, Plus ...•...... 435.00 ..... 299.00

Product No. FE14PP

Product No. WDI3N1

HP Calculator .... . ........... 95.00.

Wont Plus •.............•.... 150.00 ...... 99.00

Product No. CL11PP

Product No. WPl1NS

HP Ouette .

WorldPort 1200 Upgrade KIt. .... 199.00 ..... 179.00

Shelp.............

WorldPort Modem-1200 baud .. 199.00 ..... 179.00

Product No. SH12PP

Product No. WMl1NM
Wo~dPort

Modem-2400 baud .. 359.00 ..... 319.00

. .164.95 .... 154.95
. .95.00

. .. 194.95 ..... 1B4.95

Product No. DU13PP

Product No. WM13NM

. .. 110.00 ..... 104.95

Typing Whiz ................. 144.95.

. .134.95

Product No. TW12PP

WorldPort cable ............... 30.00 ...... 20.00

GRAPHICS
Sketch ........ " ...

Product No. WM14NM

Product No. SKl2PP

Acoustic Couplers ....•.......•. 79.95 ...... 79.95

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
MS BASiC........
. ...... 300.00 ..... 150.00

Product No. WM12NM

Product No. WM16NM

. .175.00

.170.95

Product No. MS2/uR

RightWriler ................... 95.00 ...... 89.00
Product No. RWl1NS

.495.00 ..... 399.00

SPREADSHEET UTILITY
SideWinder ................. 134.95 ..... 124.95

Product No. PC13UR

Product No. SDl1NS

Product No. GL/2NM

Webster's Spelling Checker ..... 258.95 ..... 248.95
Product No. WB13PP

WontPertect 5.0, HP150 ........ 495.00 ..... 395.00

Product No. PR17Nl

. ...... 175.00 ..... 170.95

SPREADSHEETS
Lotus 1·2·3, Version 1A ......... 495.00 . . .. 295.00

Product No. WB12NR

Product No. FM14PP

Product No. GL11NM

HPrint ............
Product 110. HP/2PP

Pertmaster-HP150 .....•..... 695.00 ..... 499.00

Formaner ....•............... 59.95 ...... 49.95

Goldstar Monochrome Monitor .. 129.00 ..... 119.00

WORD PROCESSING UTILITIES
Format Plus.....
'" ... 174.95 ..... 164.95
Product No. FP/3PP

Product No. PR12Nl

Product No. PT/INS

Flowcharting II-Plus,Vectra .... 232.00 ..... 209.00

Product No. MM20UR

Webster Spelling Checker-ROM 179.00 ..... 179.00

Product No. PR14Nl

. .. 375.00 ..... 199.00

Mutimate. . . . .. . ........... .495.00 ..... 275.00

Product No. WBl1NS

PrlntelfalkIFormat110 ........... 89.90 ...... 59.95

Product No. FDl1NS

MS Word........
Product No. MS20UR

Pertmaster-HP Plus ......•.•. 695.00 ..... 499.00

Product No. ED13PP

FloppyDRIVER-Vectra .......... 79.00 ...... 69.95

MemoMakerlTime Manager .... 195.00 ..... 119.00
Product No. MM21UR

Webster Spelling Checker ....... 79.95 ...... 69.95

EdltorlTbe Fonnaller ...•....... 149.95 ..... 119.95

Prodnct No. FE13NR

WORD PROCESSORS
The Editor II ................ $224.00 .... $194.95
Product No. ED12PP

Product No. PRl1Nl

Product No. PR18Nl

FllePlus ROM ................. 95.00 ...... 95.00

Pricing lor used HP ROMS and Personalized Software disk
and ROM backup.

PertMaster-HP110 ...•........ 695.00 ..... 499.00

Editor DlskIRDM Upgrade ....... 58.00 ...... 58.00

Product No. FE12NS

COMPLETE ROM PACKAGES

Video Tape-HP Portables •..... 150.00 ..... 119.00

Pertmaster Demo-P. Vectra ..... 50.00 ...... 50.00

9114 Empowerer Supply ......... 99.95 ..•... 89.95

Product No. Vn4NM

Product No. VP/INM

Product No. PR15Nl

FllePlus ...................... 69.95 ...... 59.95

Used ThlnkJet Printer HPIL •••••••......... 295.00

Padded Case·Prlnter/Drlve ....... 39.95 ...... 37.95

Editor-ROM ......•........... 95.00 ...... 95.00

Product No. PR12NM

Product No. SWI/uM

Product No. CSl1NM

Product No. ED12NR

Product No. FM15PP

•

Product No. MZ12NM

Pertmaster Demo-HP110 ....... 50.00 .....• 50.00

Editor II Pack .....•......•.•. 288.90 ..... 195.00
The Editor II, Format
Plus, Webster
Spelling Checker

+ utilities-RoM .~.... 95.00 ...... 95.00

Lotus 1231Symphony Drivers ..... 69.95 •..... 59.95

Product No. ED14NS

Product No. EDI5NR

Used Portable Plus-128K·modem •.........• 995.00

HPDueHa-ROM .......•....••. 95.00 ...... 95.00
Product No. DU13NR

USED EQUIPMENT
For complete pricing 01 used equipment see Porlable
Equipment Exchange brochure.
Used HP 128K Memory Drawer ............. $150.00
Product No. MM13UM

Used HP 128K Memory Card ................ 125.00
Product No. MM14UM

Used HP 348K Memory Drawer .............. 295.00
Prodnct No. MM12UM

Used HP Computer Case-large .............. 59.00
Product No. CS13UM

Used Hp·IL 7470A PloHar .................. 650.00
Product No. PLl1UM

Used HP.IL Interlace cant ................... 99.00
Product No. fL11UM

Used HP110 ..........•........•......... 595.00
Product No. POl1UC

Turbo PASCAL.

. ...... 194.95 .... 1B4.95

Product No. TP/3PP

COMBINEO ROMS
Shelp + SideWinder ........... 234.95.

..214.90

Product No. SH13PP

SuperROM ................. .474.00 .... 299.00
(5 programs on one chip):
The Editor
Format 110
Mini Printenalk
Shelp
SideWinder
Product No. SUl1PP

BUNOLES
Editor Pack with FilePlus ....... 823.00 ..... 599.00
The Editor II
Websters
Spelling Checker
Format Plus
FilePlus
Product No. FM17PP

Product No. DDl1UM

Editor Pack without FllePlus .... 658.00 ....• 499.00
The Editor II
Webster's
Spelling Checker
Format Plus

Used HP9114B Disk D~ve .................. 395.00

Product No. FM16PP

Used HPllO, ThinkJet, HP9114A ............ 1175.00
Product No. PP40PP

Used HP9114A Disk Drive .................. 350.00
Product No. DD12UM

Now you can use
HP150 disks (single or double sided)
in a 3Y2" IBM compatible
disk drive

Even though your HP Portable/HP150 and the new IBM
compatible computers both use 3lh " disks, the disks are
incompatible-HP disks can't be used in IBM machines.
ReadHP, a "device driver" program developed by
Personalized Software, solves the problem.
ReadHP installs in an IBM PC or compatible in minutes, and is a cinch to use: You simply place a 3lh " HP
disk (single or double sided) in the PC's disk drive, and
press a few keys. Voila! The PC can read and write to the
disk directly-without losing the ability to read and
write to IBM disks.
Want to share your WordPerfect, Lotus, or other files
between your HP Portable/HP150 and an IBM compatible with a 3lh" disk drive? It's simple: Order ReadHP
today.
ReadHP ............................ $79.95
Portable Paper subscriber price ......... $69.95
PRODUCT NO. RDllNS

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.

TO ORDER

CSt' ('ndnsed postage-paid unle .. form
'U' st'llci t'hl:'tk orcre-dit card information
(Ii, expo date, "ignatun") to:

Personalized Software
PJI. 80:\ H(iH. F'dilfield. IA :):!:)i)o :)15

-l7~'li;l:lo

,

, , ,.

HPll0 Portable
Portable Plus
Portable Vectra
HPl50
IBM PC and compa!.

•
•
•
•
•

ORDERING INFORMATION
III!J Acoustic Modem Adapter
Spectrum Cellular Corporation can be reached at 2710
The Modem Adapter is a small, light-weight, acoustic
Stemmons Freeway, 800 North Tower, Dallas, TX 75207, [ZI device designed to allow the use of a modem with
(800) 233-2119, Fax: 214-630-3225.
personal and laptop computers where direct telephone
Here are the costs of the items mentioned in the
access through a modular jack is not available. Examples
article: Bridge modem - $595; Span modem - $595; ~ would include communicating from pay-phones, hotels,
SpanNet: $1595 (includes Span modem, companion
and customer premises.
modem, software, and rack); DataPak: $1950 to $2315:
Using a modular telephone cord, the adapter is
depending on whether you purchase an OkiData,
connected to the computer's internal modem or to an
Motorola, or Uniden cellular phone; GoFax: $1595.
external modem via a standard RJ11C jack.
The
telephone handset then attaches to the Modem Adapter
to establisli connection between the modem and the
Car Seat For Your Portable
telephone line. Since the angle and spacing between
the adapter's microphone and speaker can be adjusted,
Ever get stuck in traffic or at a long red light and want
it accommodates virtually all types of telephone
to use your Portable? Ever have a few minutes in your
handsets, including European styles.
car when you want to do a little work? Then the AutoThe adapter allows data communications at 300 bps
Pro Workstation may be just what you need.
or 1200 bps depending on line quality. Since the
The Auto-Pro Workstation is a convenient accessory
performance is primarily limited by the characteristics of
which mounts easily and securely on the front passenger
the telephone instrument, modem, and phone line, the
car seat. It is adjustable to all types of bucket and
unit may also operate at speeds higher than 1200 bps.
bench seats, and will accommodate a wide range of
Power to the unit is provided by a readily available 6
laptop computer sizes ... up to 14" wide. It is well out of
volt, J-Type battery. Unit and battery tests may be
the driver's road vision, and when in use, adjusts to a
activated by pressing a self-test button. Current is
comfortable input position.
drawn only during the testing function or when the
The laptop computer is firmly attacheGl to the Automodem being used is off the hook. The battery life is
Pro Workstation, protecting the hardware during normal
40 hours.
driving conditions as well as in sudden stops. Just tum
The size is 3.3" x 5.75" x .7". The Modem Adapter
and face the passenger seat window, look down, and
is Bell 103/212 and CAD V21N22 compatible.
there is your laptop waiting for action.
Both the laptop computer and the Auto-Pro
ORDERING INFORMATION
Workstation are easily removed from the car when the
The Modem Adapter retails for $129 and is distributed
computer is needed at another location, or when the
by Information Machines, 20219 Chaoter Dr., Woodland
passenger seat must be used. It weighs 9 pounds and
Hills, CA 91364, (818) 884-5779.
is 12" by 14.25".

m

ORDERING INFORMATION
The Auto-Pro Laptop Workstation retails for $98.50. It
is sold by Mead-Hatcher, Inc., PO Box 861, Buffalo, NY
14240-0861, (716) 877-1185. Fax: (716) 877-7381.
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ISOPOINT: New Cursor Control Device
One of the most clever items I saw was an alternative
method for fast cursor movement. You probably won't
want to use this keyboard enhancement with your HP
Portable but future computers may incorporate this new

TIlE PORTABLE PAPER

I

~
~

technology as part of the keyboard.
Users of ALPs Electric ISOPOINT-equipped keyboards
will be able to move the cursor on the screen
horizontally, vertically, or diagonally by rotating or
sliding a thin three-inch cylinder, set horizontally in front
of the keyboard space bar. In addition, users can select
choices from pull-down menus found in Wmdows-type
operating environments.
ALPS is marketing ISOPOINT for inclusion in
keyboards. I would not be surprised to see future
ZenitMIP products including this easy to use cursor
movement device as part of their keyboard. I found it
easy to manipulate the cursor within a spreadsheet using
ISOPOINT. It is much more natural than finding and
using the four cursor keys on a laptop. It is like having
a small mouse built into the keyboard.
ALPS will be marketing a stand-alone model that can
be accessed through a serial RS-232 port. However, the
real advantage will be for those future laptops that
include ISOPOINT in their keyboard design.
The pointing device will be particularly useful in the
design of laptop keyboards where space is at a premium.
Inclusion of ISOPOINT will allow the elimination of
cursor control keys but should not require additional
space on a laptop or keyboard surface. ISOPOINT
provides the ergonomic advantage to users by allowing
them to keep their fingers on the keyboard's home row,
reducing hand-eye movement in relation to the keyboard
and screen.
The mouse still remains better suited for graphic
applications such as freehand drawing, while ISOPOINT
was designed to handle such applications as spreadsheet
and word processing programs.
ORDERING INFORMATION
ALPS Electronic is located at 3553 North First, San Jose,
CA 95134, (408) 432-6000, Fax: (408) 432-6035.

Supplemental Keys
Last issue we discussed the TouchStone numeric keypad
that will work with all four HP Portables. At Comdex
I talked with Sales Manager Frank Zeigler at the Genest
Technologies booth and saw a variety of external
keyboard options that should work with the HP Vectra
Portables.
All Genest Technologies keypads use a clever scheme
for connecting to the computer that does not require
loss of a portable's precious parallel or serial port. The
keypad cable connects to the computer's parallel port
using a unique pass through connector between the
computers's printer port and the printer cable. That
way both the printer and the keypad run off the parallel
port.
A 2K software driver program allows for
simultaneous use of the printer and keypad.
Ten keys occupy the small Keypatch II: the four
cursor keys, PageUp!Down, Home, End, Ins and Del.
Genest Technologies claims their $59.95 Keypatch II is
the least expensive way to make a standard keyboard
and enhanced keyboard without occupying additional
desk space.
NumeriKeys is a superset of the Keypatch II. It
features 33 keys including numeric and cursor controls
plus function and symbol keys.
Both keyboards are
marketed for spreadsheet users.

Highest quality
soft padded cases
for your ThinkJet
and HP9114
Field-Pro cases: safe, convenient way to
carry your portable printer, disk drive, and
computer. Rugged, lightweight, roomy,
fully padded, abrasion-resistant, washable. Stylish, soft blue-grey color.
The PrinterlDisk Drive Case holds your ThinkJet or 9114 (you may want to
buy two). The Portable Case holds your HPliO or Portable Plus (has more room
and better padding than HP's case, plus it can carry the smaller Printer/Disk
Drive Case piggyback).
PrinterlDisk Drive Case ............................. $39.95 each
$37.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.
Portable Cast! .......................................... $99.95
$89.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.

European users will appreciate Commandpatch II, a
32 key appended keyboard that provides direct access
to the IBM extended character set with the various
European characters.
A plastic template that fits
around the Commandpatch II keys color-codes similar
alpha characters with different diacritical marks for fast
easy identification.
The Commandpatch II also
includes the 10 Keypatch II keys.
Finally, Genest Technologies showed a blank 32 key
appended keypad that you can attach to your portable.
Through supplied software, you can define the 32 keys
any way that you desire.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Genest Technologies is located at 3505 Cadillac Ave.,
Building K1, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, (714) 545-5040,
Fax: (714) 545-5225. The Keypatch II retails for $59.95,
Pricil)g information for the
NumeriKeys for $129.
Commandpatch II was not published.

NEC UltraLite: Successor to the Portable
Plus?
NEC ProSpeed: Successor to the Portable
Vectra?
NEC recently announced two new products that seem
like the natural successors to the HP Portable Plus and
HP Portable Vectra.
The NEC UltraLite uses the
philosophy behind the creation of the Portable Plus.
Like the HPllO and Portable Plus, the UltraLite uses
RAM and ROM technology to produce the 4.4 pound,
1.4 inch thick UltraLite laptop.
The NEC ProSpeed adopts the thinking behind the
creation of the Portable Vectra CS: create a powerful
laptop computer than can double as a full-featured
desktop.
WHY DIDN'T HP PRODUCE THEM?
When the charter to produce Hewlett Packard portable
computers moved down the coast from Corvallis,
Oregon to Sunnyvale, California, the engineering team
that produced the HP110, Portable Plus, and Portable
Vectra did not follow. Since HP needed a strong
portable computer offering to its major customers, HP
decided to join forces with Zenith and market the
JANUARY / FEBRUARY 1989
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II!!'II PV users Please subtract $10 from subscriber price (since we don't have to send you additIOnal customized
l1li disks or extra documentation). Be sure to indicate "PORTABLE VECTRA" on your order

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY:
"If you want a database you can use immediately
(without even opening the manual) ... Condor 3 is the
DBMS to bUY:'
-Jim Morgan, Data Base Advisor

and

CONDOR,JR.

"... atextbook example of what a database management system should be."
-James Perotti, PC Magazine

Database management made easy!
If you havp customer files, sales
records, inventory, or lots of anything
that you nepd to keep track of, you need
a database management system (DBMS).
If you want a sophisticated DBMS that
pven a beginner can use, try Condor 3 or
Condor, Jr.
Condor 3 runs on the Portable Plus,
Portable Vectra, and HP150. Its smaller
cousin, Condor, Jr., runs on the HPllO
and Portable Vectra only. Both vprsions
let you set up a database in a single
step, simply by typing a picture of the input form right on your screen. Yim enter
and modify data-or even revise the
database structure-simply by typing
right on the same form.
Unlike other database systems, you
simply tell Condor what to do, not how
to do it-and you tell it using simple,
English-like statements such as LIST
CUSTOMER BY NUMBER NAME STATE

AND COMPUTE Tm SALES.TO.DATE.
As a result, it takes only one fifth the
time to compute, display, sort, search, or
report on your data using Condor as compared with other database systems such
as dBASE III. Most users find they can
create and begin to use their first
database within minutes after oppning
the package.
Condor 3 (but not Condor, Jr.) is a fully
relational DBMS. That means you can
use Condor :3 to compare, select, and
combine data from two or more files.
Condor ;3 also lets you create your own
custom report formats. (Condor, Jr. ineludes a LIST cornmand for limited re- • ;I~~IIi'ih'II~illl~II~II;.
HP110 Portable
port writing.)
Portable Plus
You can transfer
Portable Vectra
data back and forth
HP150
from Condor 3 to
IBM PC and compat
Lotus 1-2-3 print files

popular and highly acclaimed Zenith 286 SuperSport as
the Hewlett Packard Vectra LS/12.
HP has for the time-being backed off from its laptop
pioneering efforts that produced the RAM and ROMbased HP110 and Portable Plus. These machines were
ahead of their time when they were developed in 1983
and 1985 and in many ways are still ahead of their time
now. Assuming the NEC UltraLite is successful, it will be
interesting to see if HP will readopt its own technology
and once again assume its traditional role as industry
leader and innovator. Because of the high cost of RAM,
other manufacturers may still shy away from this
technology. Therefore, before RAM prices fall again, now
is the time for HP to invest the R&D effort into
producing a new HP RAM and ROM based !"ortable.
~<;'

THE NEC ULTRALITE
Back to the UltraLite. The IBM PC compatible UltraLite
uses the same 8086-compatible, 9.83 MHz NEC V30 used
in the Portable Vectra. It comes with 640K of internal
memory, an internal 2400 Baud modem, and a CGA
compatible backlit Electro Luminescent LCD screen. The
UltraLite keyboard has 78 keys (compared to 76 on the
HP110 and Portable Plus). The NEC Ultralite measures
11.75" x 8.3" x 1.4".
NEC calls its non-volatile RAM disk, a "silicon hard
disk". The UltraLite comes with either a 1 Megabyte or
2 Megabyte silicon hard disk and NEC is reportedly
working on an 8 Megabyte silicon hard disk.
26
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" .. for a straight database, I'll take Condor."
-Jerry Pournelle, InfoWorld

and other files not created by Condor.
Over 150,000 Condor programs are currently in use. We think the Condor people have done a fabulous job of packing
an enormous amount of database power
into an incredibly easy-to-use system. We
urge you to try Condor ;3 or Condor, Jr. at
our risk today.
Condor 3 ............... $495.00
$379.00 for Portable Paper subscribers
PROm!CT NO. CRllNS

Condor, Jr................ $99.00
$89.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.
PRODUCT N(). CHl:lNS

11

Condor 3
I

Condor, Jr

•

t--- I--

•
• •
•
• •

MEMORY REOUIREMENTS
Condor 3 requires only 128K of memory to run .
The entire program, including the report writer,
fits in less than 360K. Since each command is
in its own file, you can save memory space by
deleting any commands you don't need.
Condor, Jr. is even more memory-efficient:
the main program is only 25K, and you add individual 10K programs for each function you
wish to use.

DOS 3.3, (pAM-like) MicroSoft DOS manager, and
(HPLink-like) LapLink are built into the UltraLite ROM.
With LapLink UltraLite users can transfer files to and
from their UltraLite to a desktop computer using serial
cabling. There is also one slot additional RAM or ROM.
Reportedly, Lotus, WordPerfect, CrossTalk, and
MicroSoft Works will be available in a ROM card format.
Apparently the ROM card capacity is around 512K,
although no one I talked to at COMDEX was sure. The
ROM cards measure 3 3/8" x 2 1/8" x 1/8". It is simple
to insert and remove ROM or RAM cards.
The NEC comes with two RJ-11 ports for phone
connection, a serial port, and an expansion port. NEC
also offers its version of the HP9114 disk drive that
connects to the UltraLite via an expansion port. A
parallel port resides on this optional, lightweight
portable 3 1/2" floppy drive.
The laptop runs off either battery or AC power. The
battery life is estimated to be over two hours. The
floppy drive runs on AC power only.
In comparing the UltraLite to the Portable Plus, the
UltraLite weighs less, is IBM compatible, has potential
to support a larger RAM disk, and has a backlit screen.
On the other hand, the Plus has a battery life of 20
hours rather than 2 hours, can hold much more ROM
software, and is much more rugged in its construction.

THE NEC PROSPEED
The ProS peed 386 uses the docking-station concept

to
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fulml its Portable Vectra CS-like dual role as a powerful
laptop and full-featured desktop computer.
The
docking-station, which has four full-sized expansion slots
and two disk drive bays, remains on your desk and
provides full desktop computer functionality. The laptop
unit plugs in or out with one touch and eliminates the
wires and hookups that laptop expansion boxes usually
require.
To make life easier, the laptop has two config.sys
(configuration) mes, one for laptop use and one for the
configuration when docked. The system automatically
senses which one should be invoked.
Without the docking station, the ProSpeed 386 is a
full function-18-pound 386 laptop with 2 Megabytes of
memory, a 16MHz 386 processor, and either a 40 or 100
Megabyte hard drive. An optional 3-pound battery can
power the unit for three hours. The Pro-Speed 11 inch
monitor uses fluorescent backlighting. It provides 640by-400 pixel resolution and supports EGA and doublescanned CGA graphics. It sends VGA-compatible images
to an external monitor.

o

ORDEIDNGINFORMATION
The UltraLite will be sold through the dealer channel.
For the nearest dealer, call 1-800-826-2255. The 1
Megabyte version retails for $2999, the 2 Megabyte
version for $3699.
Unfortunately, NEC also imitates HP pricing for the
Pro-Speed. The 40MB Pro-Speed retails for $7699. The
docking station costs $1199 and the battery is $399. (If
you are interested in purchasing an UltraLite and want
to trade in your HP Portable, give us a call.)
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Products that make HP Portables smarter
p.o. Box 869, Fairfield, Iowa 52556 515472-6330
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WordPerfect For The Portable Plus Works
Well
We have been using WordPerfect 5.0 at Personalized

~ Software on the Portable Plus for several months and

(C)

it's great. (See the Wizardry column in last issue). Our
company has standardized on WordPerfect 5.0 for
complicated word processing tasks such as this
newsletter and marketing materials, and we have
standardized on The Editor II and Webster's Speller for
letters, memos, and simple reports.
lAVISH MEMORY REQUIREMENTS
The problem with WordPerfect 5 on the Plus is its
memory requirements. According to WordPerfect Corp.,

WordPerfect 5 needs at least 384K of internal (main)
memory to run. It also minimally requires mes wp.exe
(252K), wp.fil (303K) , wprun.exe (2K) plus temporary
mes it creates. Optional WordPerfect 5.0 mes include:
help mes, speller and thesaurus mes, printer drivers,
and macro and keyboard editor meso
Despite these lavish internal and disk memory
requirements we have discovered a way to run
WordPerfect 5.0 quite comfortably with a 896K Portable
Plus while still leaving 200K of Edisk space free for meso
(Note: An 896K Portable Plus can be created by
adding two 384K RAM drawers to a 128K-base Portable
Plus. Alternatively, a 384K RAM drawer can be added to
a 512K-base Portable Plus leaving one compartment free
for an additional RAM or ROM drawer.)
,~

it

RUNNING WORDPERFECT 5 FROM AN 896K PLUS
An HP9114 disk drive is needed to initially load
WordPerfect 5.0 onto an 896K Plus.
However, once
loaded, WordPerfect can run without using the disk
drive assuming the wp.fil (overlay) me resides on the
Portable Plus electronic disk.
To run WordPerfect 5.0 from the 896K Plus from
PAM, the A drive, pam.mnu me, must contain the
following two lines:
\lorcPerfect 5 _0
c:wprlrl c:wp Inc 1rW. Inf

As you may recall, the pam.mnu me contains the
information required so that an application shows up
on the PAM screen. (See owner's manual or Vol 2, No.
4, P. 22.)
The second line in the pam.mnu me is the DOS
command required to run WordPerfect 5.0.
This
command assumes that wprun.exe and wp.exe are on
a disk in the HP9114, C drive and wp.fil is on the A
drive. The Personalized Software wprun.exe me makes
the Plus act enough like an IBM PC so that WordPerfect
can run when using The Inc Ink Inf options.
WordPerfect takes about a minute to load from the
C drive. However, once loaded most basic WordPerfect
functions can be performed, as well as advanced
features such as keyboard macros and style sheets,
without accessing the C drive again.
In fact, users may find WordPerfect 5.0 on the Plus a
superior environment to WordPerfect on an IBM
compatible running with 640K of standard memory.
Here's why.

WORDPERFECT ON PLUS BETTER THAN ON IBM PC
WordPerfect 5.0 continually makes use of data stored in
the wp.fil me. If Plus users store this me on their
internal RAM Edisc, the disk access time is insignificant.
On the other hand, when WordPerfect 5.0 accesses the
wp.fil on the IBM PC compatible, the PC's mechanical
disk drive slows down WordPerfect's operation. For the
same reason, those Plus users with enough room to
store wprun.exe and wp.exe on the RAM disk will
find WordPerfect loads from the Plus significantly faster
than from IBM compatible systems, which must load
WordPerfect from mechanical drives.
In addition, since WordPerfect can work with text
mes that are larger than the computer's electronic
working (or internal) memory, operations tllat force
loading of new chunks of the text me (such as
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search/replace or move) may noticeably slow down the
mM Pc. However, ALL memory is electronic on the
Plus, so working with large text mes will not cause a
significant delay.
PORTABLE PLUS liMITATIONS
On the other hand, Portable Plus users who want to
make heavy use of certain WordPerfect features must
either make room on the internal Edisc or use the
feature by accessing a disk placed in the HP9114 drive.
The chart below lists the feature and the approximate
size of the needed me.
Feature

File

Speller

spell.exe
wp{wp}en.lex
wp{wp}en. ths
wphelp.fil
wphelpZ. fil
wp.mrs
keys.mrs
*.prs

Thesaurus
Help
Help
Macro editor
Keyboard editor
Printer driver

Kilobytes
38K

292K
362K
48K

53K
4K
5K
approx 4K

Note that you can define macros or modify a keyboard
without the macro and keyboard editors. However, you
need the editors to edit definitions. Also, the size of
the printer drivers varies greatly depending on how
many fonts you want to access in the printer.
WORDPERFECT INTERNAL MEMORY REQUIREMENTS
I found that I can run WordPerfect with as little as 368K
of internal memory (set from PAM's f6, System Config);
372K if I want a shell to execute DOS commands from
WordPerfect (this is highly advised).
With SHELP
installed, I needed 384K. The WordPerfect manual
advises that the lines buffers=5 and files=20 should
be in the config.sys me. In order to run at 368K I
eliminated the buffers=5 command.
However,
WordPerfect itself forced me to set the FILES=
command.
(files = 15 was the minimum setting
necessary to run WordPerfect, but since no internal
memory is saved, my setting remains at files=20).
I don't think the elimination of the buffers= should
degrade performance when just using mes on the
Portable Plus Edisc. However, when using any of the
mes listed in the above chart often from the C drive, it
is probably a good idea to set buffers= to at least 5
and maybe as high as 10 or 15.
(The buffers=
command allocates RAM memory . buffers . to hold a
copy of data written to or read from a q,islt.
So, for
example, if information is needed a second time from an
HP9114 disk, WordPerfect may find it in a RAM buffer.
Retrieving the information from the RAM buffer is much
faster than having to read that same information from
the C drive again. The penalty for using buffers is RAM
memory and the time it takes to manage the buffering
process.
WORDPERFECT ON 896K PLUS WITHOUT DISK DRIVE
An 896K Portable Plus may be all you need for
WordPerfect 5, even if you don't want to carry your

HP9114 with you. Just load WordPerfect from the C
drive as described above. Now you can disconnect the
Plus from the HP9114 and use WordPerfect as you wish.
Just be sure that you don't exit WordPerfect, because if
28
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you do you'll have to reload from a 9114 drive or
another computer.
RUNNING OTHER PROGRAMS FROM WORDPERFECT
Even though you don't want to exit WordPerfect, you
are not necessarily limited to using WordPerfect. The
WordPerfect Ctrl-fl command lets you temporarily exit
("shell") to DOS. You can then perform any DOS
command. You can even run other programs if you
have enough internal memory.
To experiment, I set my internal (main) memory to
the 512K maximum from my PAM f6 System Config
key. I then entered WordPerfect to edit the 9K me
containing this article. I shelled to DOS and called up
The Editor II and brought in the 24K "Looking Glass"
column. I then used the Esc File Command
command to shell once again to DOS. I typed "123"
and up popped my Lotus 123 version 1A that I have in
ROM. I retrieved a 5K spreadsheet.
I then proceeded to exit back to WordPerfect. I left
Lotus and typed exit to return to The Editor II. I then
quit The Editor II.
I then typed exit and was in trouble. The WordPerfect
function keys did not work properly. Therefore, I could
not save my me. I had to restart my Plus pressing CtrlShift-Break.
The problem: the Portable Plus has an "HP mode"
and an "Alternate mode". Programs explicitly designed
for the Plus, such as The Editor II and Lotus 1·2·3,
usually run in "HP mode". Other programs such as
WordPerfect and Webster's Speller that were adapted for
the Plus but designed for the mM PC usually run in
"Alternate mode".
Therefore, before reentering
WordPerfect, I should have put the Plus back in
"Alternate mode".
See Vol 2, No.5, P. 10 for the
contents of the newmode batch me required to change
modes from DOS.
I should have typed newmode a before typing exit
to return to WordPerfect. (The Webster ROM installed
in my Plus includes the newmode batch me that
switches modes.)
Important • Safety first: always save your me before
shelling out to DOS and entering another program.
CONFIGURING THE PORTABLE PLUS SCREEN
The first thing a new user should do is modify the
screen so that bold, underline, block, and normal all
have different readable Portable Plus screen
representations.
To define screen fonts within
WordPerfect issue the setup (Shift fl) Display
Colors Screen command. Set Normal as A B, Blocked
as A H, Underline as B A, and Bold as P B. (This will
make sense once you issue the command).
IN CONCLUSION
Both I and other employees of Personalized Software
have found WordPerfect 5.0 to be a powerful new tool
which brings state·of-the·art word processing capabilities
to the Portable Plus. It does take some planning to use
this software effectively, but your efforts should be well
rewarded.
AVAIlABIliTY OF WORDPERFECT 5.0 FOR THE PLUS
We are designing a special WordPerfect 5.0 Portable Plus
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template. Unless the costs are in the stratosphere, it
will be like the Lotus template and fit around the
function keys.
Cliff Looyenga, our Wizard, is still
refining the wprun program. Cliff is also looking into
improving the WordPerfect ThinkJet printer driver. In
other words we are not yet ready to put WordPerfect
5.0 on our price list.
However, for those of you who want to start using
WordPerfect 5.0 on the Plus and understand the essence
of this article, we will make wprun available in the
following way. We will ship you the wprun program
without template or documentation.
Later, when we have the final version, we'll ship you
the new disk, documentation, and Portable Plus template
at no additional charge.
Here is a chart with pricing information.
Product
Product Retail Subscriber
No.
Price
Price
5 Auxil iary
Y>15NT $99.95
package for Portable Plus
(Includes software.
template. and documentation)

Wo~erfect

5.0 For Plus
Y>14NT
(includes auxiliary package
and IBM PC vers i on of
Wo~erfect 5 on 3 1/2 inch disk.)
Wo~erfect

$595

$89.95

$395

If you buy the auxiliary package for the Plus and obtain
WordPerfect 5.0 from another source, be sure to adhere
to the WordPerfect license agreement.

New VHS Video Tape: How to use the HP
Portables
I have wanted to make a video tape on how to get the
most out of the HPllO and Portable Plus since I starting
publishing The Portable Paper three years ago. Many
readers have requested such a learning tool.
I see the need every time a new staff member joins
Personalized Software. Even an experienced computer
user looks bewildered when he or she receives an HP
Portable with a pile of manuals and three years of
Portable Papers. New computers users have no idea
where to begin.
Now that we sell used HP Portables both through the
mail and at retail locally, good training materials have
become imperative. A few weeks ago we finally took
the plunge and invested the time and money necessary
to make a professional quality learning tape.
THE CONTENTS OF THE TAPE
The tape consists of five sections. Brian Teitzman, our
director of sales, begins section 1 by introducing me. In
section one, I give a flavor of the many things you can
do with an HP Portable:
I briefly demonstrate
MemoMakerj Lotus as both a numerical spreadsheet and
a data base managerj TermPlus and logging onto
CompuServej and Time Manager.
Then, to show the ruggedness of the Portables, I drop
an HPllO onto a hard floor. (I had to drop the HPllO
three times in the taping session to capture it properly.
True to form, the HPI10 continues to function
flawlessly) .
The second section covers the all the basics necessary
for getting full use of the HP Portables. First, I give a

practical understanding of how RAM (main memory and
Edisc) and ROM are used in the HPllO and the Portable
Plus. Then Larry Baldozier, our director of operations,
shows how to insert ROMs in the Portable Plus ROM
drawer and how to insert RAM and ROM drawers into
the Portable Plus.
I continue in section 2 to discuss how to make full
use of the HP keyboard.
Then I discuss maximizing
screen readability.
We then look on the back side of the Portable to
discuss the battery, phone jack, and the Hp·IL and serial
ports. Section 2 concludes with a thorough discussion
of the PAM screen, File Manager, and the configuration
menus. Finally, it takes seven minutes to summarize the
crucial points covered in section 2. All Portable users
should understand the material contained in section 2
to get full"liSe of their HP Portable.
In section 3, I both demonstrate and teach the basics
for using the Portables' most popular ROM based
software. I spend about on hour on MemoMaker and
Lotus. In MemoMaker, I traverse most of the functions.
Even first time computer users should be off and
running doing their word processing after watching this
MemoMaker section once or twice.
Half the battle in learning a product as sophisticated
as Lotus is knowing where to begin. In my Lotus
demonstration I create a simple name and address data
base and a simple three month budget. My purpose in
the demonstration is both to give new Lotus users an
overview of what can be done in Lotus, and to teach
the most common Lotus commands and concepts.
In section 3, I also spent a few minutes discussing
DOS and talking about its most important commands
(CHKDSK, DISKCOPY, PACK) that are not included in
PAM. I also demonstrate how to call another computer
using TERM (portable Plus) and Terminal (HPllO).
Finally, I show how easy it is to use Time Manager.
In section 4, I show how to connect the Portables to
the outside world. In this section I demonstrate how
to connect the HP Portables to a ThinkJet printer, an
HP9114 disk drive, an IBM PC compatible computer,
and a serial HP DeskJet printer.
Finally, in section 5, I give a brief demonstration of
Personalized Software products: The Editor II, The
Norton Utilities, Shelp, Webster's spelling checker, and
SideWinder.
If we had more time and money to spend on the
project, the tape would be more polished. However,
the tape contains everything I think an HPllO and
Portable Plus user should know to make full use of
their computer. The information is expressed clearly
with many close·up demonstrations of how to use the
HPII0 and Portable Plus. (For those of you who see
the tape, I do smile in real life, just not when I was
making the tape).
WHO COULD BENEFIT FROM THE TAPE?
I can think of at least five categories of users who
would benefit from this video tape.
1. A computer novice who wants to learn to use an
HP Portable as quickly as possible.
2. An HP Portable user who never was able to take
the time to learn the fundamentals necessary to make
the most of his machine.
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No more cutting and pasting~~Now you can print it sideways!

SIDEWINDER

SideWinder is published by Southern Software

At last! Sideways printing
for the H P Portable,
Portable PLUS, and
ThinkJet'• MS-DOS
(And the HP150, Vectra, IBM PC,
computers, and most HP graphics printers.)
0

0
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS: Southern Software of

•
•
Portable Veclra
•
HP150
•
IBM PC and compa!
•
Available on ROM Backup

New Orleans, creators of SideWinder, have also

HP 11 0 Portabl.
Portable Plus

created two companion utilities that work only on
The HP Portables:
SideChar lets you create your own sideways characters.

Bl

lor the Portable Plus

It's called SideWinder, and it's perfect for Lotus 1-2-3 print
files, MemoMaker files, or any other text (ASCII) file that's too
wide for a normal page.
Just type in the file name, and SideWinder does the rest,
printing up to 53·rows sideways - for as long as your paper
supply lasts. You'll never need to cut and paste again!
SideWinder's high-quality graphics characters are
indistinguishable from ordinary characters, and SideWinder
prints just as fast as your ThinkJet can.
In addition, a built-in mini text editor lets you get inside your
print files and easily create double-""idth
characters and underlines.
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Simply fill in a grid on your Portable to modify SideWinder's builtin characters ..• create italics •.. Hehrew letters. _.integral signs...
whatever sideways characters you wish.

Sketch & Print lets you make line drawings on your screen
using the cursor and function keys.

£

9

It'$ a lot like those Etch/Sketch toys you played with as a child.
(Actually, it's even better because you can draw not just horizontal
and vertical lines, but also diagonals with a single key.) Sketch &
Print also lets you print - and 5a\'e - anything you draw on the screen.

o

SideWinder ............... $69.95
$59.95 for Portable Paper subscribers

$10 for both utilities when purchased with Sidewinder

For a complete graphics software program, see ad for "Sketch"
in this issue.
Order form and guarantee are on inside back cover or send
check or credit card number to Personalized Software. PO Box
PRODUCT NO. SWIlNS
869, Fairfield IA 52556 (515) 472-6330.
SideWinder 1.01 owners may upgrade to current version 2.01, which supports 8 chars/inch, by sending
'105 rows for QuieUet Printer
Personalized Software $7.50 or by mailing a self-addressed $.39 stamped envelope and the SideWinder master disk. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;.._ _ _ _ _......

©

.

Copyright 1987 Personalized Software
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3. A new owner of an HP Portable. Even an
experienced computer user will benefit since there is so
much unique to an HP Portable.
4. An individual who wants to family members to
learn how to use his or her HP Portable but never had
the time or patience to start teaching. He could answer
questions generated from the tape.
5. A company that ~vants to train its employees on
using the HPII0 or Portable Plus_
ORDERING INFORMATION

"HOW TO USE mE HP PORTABLE" consists of five hours
of instruction on three VHS video tapes. The tape
album retails for $150 and can be obtained by Portable
Paper subscribers for $119. Those who purchase a new
30
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or used HP Portable from us can purchase the tapes for
only $45-

1m
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Finally: Good Accounting Software For
The Plus
As reported in the last two issues of the Portable Paper,

the DAC-EASY 1.0 accounting package works fine and is
well-suited for the Plus. The collective DAC-EASY files
take only 240K of disk space and 128K of internal
(main) memory. This means that DAC-EASY runs quite
comfortably on a Plus with 512K of memory.
The bad news, as you may recall, is that later versions
of DAC-EASY (they are up to 3.0) won't run on the
Plus. That's not so bad in itself, since DAC-EASY 1.0 is
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a very good package which received excellent reviews
and is more memory efficient than later versions. But
the problem is to find copies for resale.
At COMDEX I spoke to the president of DAC-EASY
and explained our dilemma. They found 50 copies
which I purchased immediately. If anyone knows of
other sources, give us a call.
Frank Keresztes-Fisher, who made the original
discovery, promises a review of DAC-EASY next issue.
He tells me it works fine right out of the box in ALT
mode. (Change to ALT mode by using PAM f6 System
Config.) We will also test DAC-EASYon the HP110, and
hope to report on its compatibility.
We will not put DAC-EASY on our product list until
next issue. However, if you would like to purchase any
of the 50 copies, you may for $99.95 (the minimum
price that we will charge subscribers for the product).
Reference product number DKllNT.
We will send you the original packaging and a copy
of the product on 3 1/2 inch disk. Since we have not
yet received Frank's review or a copy of the software,
we don't yet know how much we will eventually add to
the product in the way of documentation or Portable
Plus installation IDes.
If we do any significant
modification to the product, we'll send you those
modifications when we are ready to ship the final
product.

HP Portable and HP150 disks in their 3 1/2" disk drive.
We will bundle ReadHP with each new HP Vectra LS/12
laptop we sell. The retail price for ReadHP is $79.95,
$69.95 for subscribers.

Backlit Screen And Faster Plus Processor

We were ready to release Turbo Pascal 4.0 fbr the Plus
and HP150 when Borland announced version 5.0. Ed
Keefe, who is working on the project for us, reports
that he has had to redo more than he thought.
Hopefully, we can put Turbo 5.0 on our price list by
next issue. We still have about a half a dozen copies
of Turbo Pascal 3.0 left for HPllO and Portable Plus
users.

There have been some minor modifications to the backlit
Portable Plus screen. We hope to announce details next
issue both on upgrading your screen and on speeding
up your central processor unit.

New Manzana Price Reductions

(~

You can add a Manzana 3 1/2" internal or external drive
to your IBM compatible computer and read from or
write to both HP and IBM formatted disks. An internal
drive installs directly into your IBM PC or compatible,
while an external drive sits on or near your PC,
connected with cables. The external Manzana drive
comes with a "MUX" card that fits into either a short or
standard expansion slot inside your Pc. The MUX card
serves as an interface between the drive and the
computer. If you have an IBM AT compatible, both the
internal and external Manzana drive will read 720K and
1.44M disks. If you use an IBM XT or compatible,
either drive will read nOK disks. To read 1.44 mb you
will need a high density controller card. This card is
optional with an internal Manzana drive, but is included
with an external drive when you buy one from us.
If you have a dual floppy system and want a third
internal 3 1/2" floppy then you will want to purchase
Manzana's "3rd internal".
Here is the new reduced pricing:
ITEM
Retail Subscriber Product
Price
Price No_
$200
$189 MZ11NM
Manzana internal drive
95
89 MZ13NM
High-density Controller Card
385
345 MZ12NM
Manzana External Drive
(includes high density controller)
CALL
Manzana 3rd Internal
READHP PRICE CHANGE
ReadHP allows users with IBM PC compatibles to read

Portable Paper Binders
I highly recommend the new, custom, tan, vinyl, stiffcovered, three-ring binders to hold your past issues of
The Portable Paper. Each binder holds one years issues,
comes with an inside pocket, and has The Portable
Paper's front cover graphic on the front cover. "The
Portable Paper" and the volume number (1,2,3, or 4) is
imprinted on the binder's spine.
At Personalized Software we find these binders IDled
with Portable Papers, with the 1986-1988 index, and
with the laJ;est Portable Equipment Exchange brochure
an invalua.ble, easy-to-use, HP Portable reference library.
You can order the binders for $5 each or a set of four
for $ 18. Be sure to specify which volume numbers
when you order.

Portable Paper Back Issues
You can purchase the 1986-1988 issues of The Portable
Paper with the 1987 and 1988 subscriber disks for $99.
We are beginning to run low on several of the back
issues, and we probably won't reprint them.

Turbo Pascal for the Plus and HP150

Relay Gold 2.0 for the Portable Plus
We are still waiting to receive the Portable Plus version
from the manufacturer. Hopefully, we'll have something
to report by next issue.

New HP150 Catalog
By now those of you who requested our new 1989
HP150 catalog should have received it. The Catalog
features WordPerfect 5.0, a collection of great HP150
utilities (Too1150) , CrossTalk, and much more. To our
knowledge, we are the only non-HP source in the world
for much of this HP150 software] If you would like a
HP150 catalog or know someone who would, drop us
a line or give us a call.
HP employees: Our HP150 versions of WordPerfect
4.2 and most likely WordPerfect 5.0 are HP products as
advertised in the HPDirect catalog. They can be ordered
internally.

Still Not Shipping
By the time you receive this we should be shipping the
following delayed products:
FormatPlus on disk
FilePlus on ROM
The Editor II on ROM
WordPerfect 5.0 for the HP150
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Sometime in January you should receive:
FormatPlus on ROM
Lotus 1-2-3 RAM driver
Don't know when - any day or any month:
Mobile recharger
HP9114 Empowerer
(We are looking into the possibility of building these
and the discontinued Power Cube ourselves.)
Project 8,9,10 is no longer being manufactured and is
taken off our price list.

The Editor II And FormatPlus Upgrades
There was some confusion about the FormatPlus and
The Editor II upgrades announced last issue. If you own
The Editor or Formatll0, the cost of the upgrade is $35.
If you own either ROM or the SuperROM the cost for
the combined new disk and backup ROM is $58. If you
have a SuperROM, you will want to leave it installed so
you can run Shelp, SideWinder, and PrinterTalk. There
is no conflict with The Editor or Formatll0 from the
SuperROM. When you insert the new Editor II ROM or
FormatPlus ROM, new PAM entries denoting The Editor
II or FormatPlus will show up.

GRIMMER'S
•

Portable Tales

•

The topic we will cover in this article is IBM PC
compatibility and what we can do as users (and
programmers) to minimize the problems caused by lack
of it.
First, let's examine the differences between the
Portables and the IBM family. One immediate difference
is that our version of DOS is 2.11 and most (but not
all) PC's are running 3.0 or greater. Normally, this is
not a great problem since the largest change from DOS
2.0 to 3.0+ is network support, and normally laptops
,are not used in a network environment. There are other
differences, but almost all software is written to the
"lowest common denominator" which at present is DOS
2.0. If you have looked at software ads, you will notice
that, with the exception of products requiring network
support, virtually all specify only DOS 2.0 as necessary.
MS-DOS is a system that, in addition to providing
support for disk activity, also provides memory
management, screen and keyboard I/O and rudimentary
capabilities for communicating with peripherals such as
printers and plotters. The major problem is that the
support for screen and keyboard is fairly generic since
it was designed to be run on a variety of computers
using the 8086 family of processors.
The video problem was addressed through a device
driver called ANSI.SYS which provided cursor positioning,
32
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video attribute control, screen clearing, etc. through
the use of interpreted escape sequences sent through
DOS to the screen. The Portables have this capability
"built-in" although you will never see a file called
ANSLSYS installed in the machines. If you have a
Portable, look at Table 3 in Section D of the DOS
manual and you will find a table of escape sequences
you can send to the screen to do various things, most
of which start with the escape character followed by a
left bracket "[". This same set of escape sequences is
built-in to the Portable Plus and is an enhanced version
of what you get in other MS-DOS PC's when you use
ANSI.SYS.
When you get a directory listing, notice how slowly
the text moves across the screen. This is typical of how
slowly things go through DOS. Believe it or not, this is
how the machines were originally designed to work and
IBM even went to great lengths to stress to
programmers that they should use this type of screen
I/O since it makes programs portable across different
machines, including upgrades to IBM's.
Lotus Development upset the apple cart with 1-2-3.
They did two things that in combination forever
changed the concept of compatibility. First, they broke
the rules and "went straight to the hardware" both with
the screen output and also with the keyboard (also with
printer output but this is a minor problem). In our
types of machines there is an area of RAM that is shared
by the main processor (Le., we can read and write to it
from within programs) and the video !>)'Stem, which
takes information in this area and uses it to determine
the characters and video attributes that will be displayed
onscreen. By writing directly to this area, the Lotus
engineers were able to achieve stunningly quick output.
The reason that IBM and other 8086-type
microcomputer manufacturers advised against taking this
approach was that if they changed the hardware setup,
programs written like this would not work on the new
machines. If IBM came out with a new computer in
which video RAM was at a different location in memory
or arranged differently, 1-2-3 would not run on it at all.
When programs go through DOS, they do not know or
care where video RAM is or how it is organized since
the version of DOS for that machine could deal with it.
In fact, Lotus was not the first or only company that
released a program that bypassed the operating system.
But the second item is what forever changed the nature
of micro-computers; success.
Individually, a small program with extremely quick
video output was not enough to change anything.
Keeping in mind that the original IBM PC was projected
to sell only a quarter of a million copies in its lifetime,
this new program called 1-2-3 itself did, and continues
to, sell in the millions of copies. It was one of the first
productive business applications to emerge and it
captured the market.
When corporations tried to buy PC's they wanted to
ensure that the programs that their employees would
want to run would actually run on them. Lotus 1-2-3
was rapidly becoming a household term and it suddenly
became a benchmark of "compatibility".
At this time, Lotus wanted to increase their market so
they issued customized versions of the program for
machines such as the HP Portable and 150 and the TI
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Professional. Had it been just 1-2-3, the Portables would
have remained acceptable mainstream computers because
in fact they did have many more features than their
desktop brethren.
But 1-2-3 only started the stampede. It gave the
signal to other developers that it was okay to go to the
hardware for performance reasons because as long as
users wanted 1-2-3, IBM had to ensure that their new
machines would run it (they get caught in a
compatibility trap too). As more programs flooded the
market, the video standard of the IBM PC became the
target that everyone used.
Lotus maintained versions for the "incompatibles" but
others did not. The other compatibility standard of the
time was Microsoft's Flight Simulator and no version was
ever released for anything other than true-blue IBM's.
When the clones began arriving and needing a standard
upon which to build their machines, they chose the IBM
PC since it was by far the largest market and the one
into which they might penetrate. It was confusing for
users and purchasers when there were many different
types of MS-DOS computers, none of which were the
same, but in this environment the non-standard ones
such as liP's did well since each machine had its own
set of software.
However, the arrival of the clones changed that and
purchasing quickly became much easier. Just ensure
that whatever runs on the IBM will also run on the
clone and the clone sells more. Just buy machines that
are like IBM PC's and all of the software will run on
it.. ..

I am not bemoaning the fact that the standard was
built around inferior technology compared to the
Portables.
What I am attempting to do is give a
historical perspective as to how the Portables differ from
the "normal" PC family so that, if nothing else, we can
understand why most PC software will not run on our
machines. Once we understand that, we can begin to
address the questions of getting around this
incompatibility.
Other than DOS utilities, very little software issued in
the last few years uses DOS for input/output (I/O) for
performance reasons.
The Norton utilities are an
exception and this only because Peter Norton and his
crew are pretty good hackers. Even the newer DOS
utilities use fast screen writes, function key inputs, etc.
as the techniques for doing this have filtered down to
smaller companies.
Most software publishers did not and do not have
the resources to maintain separate versions of software
for small markets such as ours. The easiest way of doing
this is to ensure that all screen, keyboard and peripheral
I/O go through DOS but, as we have discussed,
performance is poor at best compared to direct access of
the hardware. The next technique we can use is to
band together and convince some publishers that their
efforts toward producing customized versions are
economically justified. To do this, we must be able to
provide them with the details of where the differences
between our machines and the IBM PC are and how to
adjust for them. That is one of the goals of my efforts.
Also, as a small software writer, I have the same
problem as others; that is, how to justify writing
software for such a small market. One method is to

keep the overhead costs of the company down. The
other method is to make sure that what is written is not
restricted to running on only the Portables. In general,
unless I/O is to go through DOS, each program must be
rewritten for each machine (portables/150/PC) for
performance reasons and I cannot justify doing that
from a financial standpoint.
Programming libraries can help. These are not new
and almost all programmers have collections of their
favorite or most-used routines.
In fact, in some
respects, DOS is a collection of high-level routines that
spans the various configuratiOns of micro-computers.
What I want, though, is a set of routines that have
portability yet do not sacrifice performance.
The types of things we do with the Portables and 150
is the same as with the PC. Our problem is that the
method of getting the machine to do what we want is
in some cases much different than on the PC. Each task
can be broken down into basic actions. For example,
suppose I want to place a line of text onscreen starting
at column 10 of row 5 in inverse video. Physically how
that is accomplished hardware-wise is very different for
the machines we are discussing but the basic task is to
place a set of characters at a certain spot on the screen
with a specific video attribute. In Pascal, I would have
a routine called FW (for Fast Write) that only requires
four parameters: the string to be displayed, the starting
column, the row, and the video attribute.
If I have a different routine for each computer, I can
take a program that needs to do this (and other tasks)
and have the version for the Portable use the
customized routine for that machine, the PC version use
its own routine, etc. Each library is different in how it
works but the interface to it is the same. For example,
our fast write could appear in a program as this:
FW('Southern Software',lO,5,inv);
I have a string, a column, a row, and a video attribute
which is all of the basic information needed to display
that string.
One of the "tricks" is with the video
attribute "inv". I define that differently (i.e., it has a
different numeric value) in each library since the video
systems are different, but my PC library does not know
that the Portable library has a different value for the
inverse video constant so there are no conflicts. Exactly
how each of the libraries is able to take the data passed
to it in the fast write routine is markedly different, but
who cares? I know that the string will appear on the
screen where I want it in the video attribute that I
want.
Other than color, there are very few things that an
IBM PC/XT/AT/386 can do that the Portables and HP 150
can't.
In fact, because there are quite a few
monochrome PC systems out there, black and white
screen output must be allowed for in the PC library so
all this does is cause the PC version to be more
complicated (e.g., inverse is easy when you think in
black and white but just what does it mean in color?).
I am happy to report that the library concept
discussed above is now a reality for the Portable,
Portable Plus, 150, and IBM PC family. It exists for
Turbo Pascal version 3 and just recently for versions 4
and 5. In each, I have bypassed the system as much as
possible and gone to the hardware. Normally this is
poor programming practice and is frowned upon by
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IBM, HP et al. How~er, it is wonderful performancewise and I justify it based upon the facts that a) the
Portables and 150 will almost certainly never be
upgraded at the hardware level, and b) the IBM family
is stuck with its hardware system as a result of
compatibility (who would introduce any MS-DOS
machine that would not run 1-2-3 and Flight
Simulator??) .
The Pascal versions 4/5 of the library are largely in
assembly language and thus are readily portable to other
languages. I want to get this system out to all of you
who are interested in being able to produce programs
that will be immediately customized for all of these
computers, but I have to spend some time with the
documentation and that piece must wait for the
completion of the pop-up. By the way, it looks like the
pop-up will also run on the HP 150.
I am very impressed with the new Borland Turbo
series of products: Pascal, Assembler, C, and the
Debugger. These are works of art. Pascal, C, and the
Assembler produce code that will run on the Portables
and 150, although not the full screen editing
environment. I now do development work with these
tools on an AT and with the libraries I can generate a
custom Portable or 150 version after using the big
machine (it has lots of RAM, hard disks, two monitors,
etc.).
Our next article will be devoted entirely to the popup and the initial rounds of testing and rework.

[Paul Grimmer, preSident of Southern Software, writes
commercial and public domain software for the HP110
and Portable Plus. His credits include SideWinder, for
sideways printing of spreadsheets to the ThinkJet
printer; Sketch for free-jorm graphiCS on the Portables
and ThinkJet, HPrint for fully exploiting the text, font,
and graphics capabilities of the ThinkJet and Quietjet
printers; and Link, which enables the transfer of data
between all HP-IL devices.
"On the side" he is
employed as a supervising engineer for Conoco.
You can write Paul at 12501 Clippership Dr.,
Anchorage, AK 99515 or send E-mail on CompuServe to:
71370, 1303.J

by Ed Keefe

This month's column is a collection of short articles.The
articles cover a range of topiCS from new software for
the HP laptops, to a simple hardware fix for the Portable
Plus. In between, you will find a technical discussion of
how to increase MS-DOS's environment space. This
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excursion "through the looking glass" has a little bit of
something for everyone.

Software For The Portable And The Plus
A NEW WORD PROCESSOR
FOR THE PLUS AND THE HP110
Attention all WordStar users: (and this includes those
who like to use the built-in editor of Turbo Pascal.)
How would you like to be able to use a WordStar-like
text editor and word processor on the HP110 or
Portable Plus for next to nothing?
I know that not everyone likes WordStar. If you're
an infrequent and casual word-crafter, WordStar is a
pain in the fingertips. Those WS control-key commands
slip between the cracks of the brain just as easily as
your fingers slip between the cracks on the keyboard.
On the other hand, if you have been using personal
computers since the early days of CP/M, you are
probably addicted to WordStar.
Some of you already do use WordStar on your HP
laptop. But, does your version of WS "weigh" less than
35K bytes? Does it let you work on more than one file
at a time? Does it let you insert line graphics at the
touch of a couple of buttons? Does it "do windows"
(split screen editing)? Does it let you redefine the
function keys to suit your taste? Will your version of
WS let you create macros on the fly? Does your version
of WS cost less than $10 for a legal copy?
A WORDSTAR-CLONE: ALMOST FOR NOUGHT
If you would like to try a copy of such a program for
next to nothing, look for a program called "The Visual
Display Editor" (ver 1.22). I found a copy of it in the
IBMAPP forum on Compuserve. It was buried in the
Text Editor subsectiQn of that forum.
The archived file vde122.arc is about 80K bytes. It
will take about 40 minutes to download at 1200 baud.
You may also find the same program on a local
electronic bulletin board service.
Unarcing the vde122.arc file, yields a set of .exe
and .doc files. These include the vde122.exe program
itself, an installation program called vinst122.exe and
two documentation files: one each for the editor and
the installation program. There are also a couple of
sample macro and keyboard definition files.
I tried the VDE122 program on my desktop
computer. It worked like a charm. I was hooked.
Then I noticed the "fine print": VDE could be made to
work on non-IBM computers, provided ansi.sys had
been installed. Good! The HP laptops already use a
superset of ansi.sys for much of their operating
system. You never need to "install ansi.sys."
I put the VINST122 and VDE files on the Portable
Plus and installed VDE122 to run under ansi.sys.
Then I coaxed the Plus into ALT mode with a couple of
escape sequences and started VDE122. IT WORKED!
Thank goodness I'm not a speed typist. The speed
of VDE122 leaves a lot to be desired when it runs on
the Plus. If I load a file with the CTRL-KL command,
the screen fills at about the same speed as it would
with a series of DOS "ECHO" statements.
However, all the WS-like commands worked. I was
even able to load and work on files created by the real
WordStar program as well as those created with

At last! Graphics
for the Portable and Portable Plus
by Hal Goldstein
President, Personalized Software

.
d"
PauI Gnmmer
has one It agam..
He's the author of two of our best-selling programs: SideWinder (the sideways printng program
for the HP Portables) and LINK (the program that
lets you transfer data back and forth between HP hand-helds and Portables,
printers, and other peripherals).
f)
Now he's developed SKETCH, a fabulous graphics program designed for
.
both the HPllO Portable and Portable Plus.

speed in an instant.)
The pen also has an "eraser": Just press "E," and
when the cursor is down it will erase whatever it
encounters.

tlYOU

DOZENS OF HANDY FEATURES

You can also import graphics screens into SKETCH
from Lotus or any other graphics program.
SKETCH doesn't limit the size of your dreawing
area to the size of your screen. The total drawing
area is 70 % bigger than the screen on the Portable
Plus, and more than 150% bigger than the screen
on the Portable. As you move the cursor past your
screen's borders, SKETCH automatically shifts you
into the areas that were off-screen.
Now you might be expecting that all these great
features come at a high price in terms of memory
space. But they don't. The entire program takes
up only 44K! (As I said, Paul Grimmer of Southern
Software has done it again.)

But that's just the beginning. SKETCH also lets
draw diagonals, boxes, circles, and arcs-e.ach
with a single key.
(If you have a mouse, you gain even more
e convenience: Move the mouse in any way
.,
you want, and the cursor follows inStantly.
See ad on the Logitech Mouse for the PorCURSOR BECOMES DRAWING PEN
••11II1II table Plus in this. issue.)
..
SKETCH ~lso lets you fl.ll closed shape~ WIth light
Using SKETCH couldn't be simpler:
USING IS BELIEVING
Put SKETCH in draw mode, and your cursor
OJ:" dark solid-or even mvert ~he entIre sc~een
No matter how fired up you might get by reading
becomes a "pen". The pen can either be "up" or
(~ght areas become dark and vlce-versa)-wlth a
about SKETCH or looking at the few samples we've
"down." When it is "down," it draws wherever you
smg!e keystroke.
.
shown of what it can do, there is no substitute for
move it. When it is up, you can move it around the
WIth SKETCH, you can create text m any of 5
actually getting your hands on this wonderful proscreen without affecting the drawing. (You set the
different character sets and place the text anygram and trying it out for yourself.
.
cursor up or down
where in your drawing-including sideways or even
Remember, with our money-back guarantee, if
ThlS shol.•!s that YOI.l n simply by pressing
upside-down.
, , ,.
I
you are not completely satisfied with SKETCH
~ _ _ _ ~ "U" or "D." You also
SKETCH lets you save part
HP110 Portable
• within 60 days, you can return it for a full refund.
~
III can set the cursor
or all of any drawing for future
Portable Plus
• Why not order a copy today?
PortableVectra
:
~. speed, and can tog- use, or you can print directly
HPl50
;:; _
.- gle between a faster
from the screen onto your
SKETCH graphics program ............ $80.
IBM PC and comDat.
"\JO~.;:·:,;;o,"qp hue ;;o:P..JitI'" speed and a slower
ThinkJet or QuietJet pages.
$75.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.
Available on ROM Backup
L-__________________________________________________________________________________________
~@
for the Portable Plus
PRODUCT NO. SKUNS

o
MemoMaker and The Editor.
I could reformat
paragraphs at the touch of a couple of buttons.
I looked for the usual shareware registration form. I
figured that the author of VDE122 deserved to be
rewarded for his work on this program. However, there
was no such registration form: just a name and an
address.
VDE122 is a gift of Eric Meyer, the
programmer, to computer users everywhere.
I called Eric Meyer to thank him personally, and in
the process he decided to do something really special:
get VDE to work on the Portable Plus just like it does
on an IBM desktop--fast!--and with the ability to work on
up to six mes at once!
By the time you read this, Eric and I will, hopefully,
have a customized version of VDE-HP ready for
distribution. I'll keep you posted. In the meantime I
would encourage you to try VDE122. It's an amazing
program that does a lot of word processing in a small
amount of memory.
I'm hoping that someone with a ThinkJet or LaserJet
printer will try the printer installation part of the
program and let me know ifVDE can be taught to drive
these printers correctly. VDE122 includes its own
printing routines that will let you print either to a
printer or to a disk me. It will even let you specify how
many copies of a document you want printed.
By the way, VDE will also work on the HP110. That's
right; it can be installed for computers with 16 line
displays! If you don't have access to a bulletin board
service and would like a copy of the program, just send

me a blank, formatted disk with a self-addressed,
stamped disk mailer and I will send you a copy of what
I have. It will include a version of VDE 122 that has
already been installed for the Portable Plus. Please, be
sure to use the address at the end of the article not
that of Personalized Software.
MORE SHAREWARE:
NUMBER CRUNCHING PROGRAMS
If you're mathematically inclined or if you ever need to
evaluate a math formula, you might be interested in a
small shareware program called eval.exe. It works on
the HP laptops and is a no-frill number cruncher.
Here is an example of the input and output from a
run of the EVAL program:
A:\> eval sin(5) A 2*cos(5) A 2+exp(3.56) A 4
1: = (SIN(5) A (2)COS(5) A2+EXP(3.56)A4)
2: = (0.08715574275 A (2)COS(5) A 2 + EXP(3.56) A 4)
3: = (0.08715574275 A (2)(0.99619469809)A2 + EXP(3.56)A4)
4: = (0.08715574275 A (2)(0.99619469809) A2 + 35.163197145 A 4)
RESULT: 1528809.6819, 1.5288Q96819E+06

The numbered lines above are the complete solution of
the formula by the Eval program. For this example, it
took four steps for Eval to parse the formula and come
up with its final result. The result is shown in two
different formats.
The intermediate steps can be
suppressed and the output can be directed to a disk
me. Eval has only one drawback. Once you have
entered the formula and viewed the result, there is no
convenient way to modify the formula and perform
sensitivity analysis. I suppose a batch file containing a
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series of EVAL commands would overcome this
shortcoming, but just barely.
If you need a number crunching engine that can
pump out answers with up to 1075 digits of accuracy,
you might be interested in a "C" program called BigCalc.
It is a useful program to have in your library just in case
you ever need to find the factorial of 500 (500!) or the
value of PI to 1000 places (in less than 5 seconds
without the need for an 8087 math coprocessor.)
BigCalc emulates an HP-RPN calculator. It has 10
memory registers and the usual four-register stack.
However, it is not programmable. BigCalc comes as a
set of "C" source code files which you must compile
using either the Turbo C or Microsoft C compiler. By
the time you read this, I hope to have a version of
BigCalc that will run on the Portable Plus. I just need
to convert the screen writing routines from their IBM to
HP code. This task may be easier to say than to do; we'll
"C".

LOTUS 1-2-3 REL 2.01 ON THE PORTABLE PLUS
Perhaps the most widely used number crunching engine
for the Portable computers is Lotus 1-2-3. I enjoyed
having 1-2-3 instantly accessible on the HP110. When
I upgraded to a Portable Plus, I had to leave 1-2-3
behind, since I didn't want to use my memory drawer
for anything but RAM.
However, thanks to the work of Mark Horvatich, I
can now load a copy of 1-2-3 from disk and run it on
the Portable Plus. Mark has written a set of driver
routines that will let 1-2-3 behave properly on this
computer. These driver programs will even let 1-2-3
incorporate many of the "add-in" programs that are
available from third party software companies. I've only
tried the Macro Learn add-in, but it seemed to work
flawlessly.
One disadvantage to the RAM based version of 1-2-3
is that it now takes me about a minute to get the
spreadsheet up and running. Whenever I want to use
1-2-3, I need to read it in from the external disk drive.
This is a slow process. If I loaded all the 1-2-3 files
onto my Edisk, it would take about 200K bytes of Edisk
space: space which I really need for other software and
data.
Another disadvantage to this RAM based approach to
1-2-3 is the need to obtain a non-copy-protected version
of Lotus 1-2-3.
Thankfully, Lotus Development
Corporation has officially dropped all copy protection
schemes from its software. Lotus will eyeh sell you a
program that removes the copy protection.
The
CopyIIPC program will work just as well. Once the copy
protection is removed, the files can be copied onto 3.5
inch disks. Care should be taken not to have 1-2-3
running on more than one computer at a time. You
can purchase these Lotus 1-2-3 drivers from Personalized
Software for $59.95 as subscribers ($69.95 nonsubscribers) .

Turbo Pascal 5.0 Bigger And Better
But Exclusively For The Plus And 150
My copy of Borland International's flagship program,
Turbo Pascal 5.0, arrived this past month. I hurried to
install it on the Edisk of the Plus. Only two of the many
files that came on the three disks are worth keeping on
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the Plus. These files are TPC.EXE, the command line
version of the compiler and TURBO.TPL, the Turbo
Pascal Library file. Together they take up lOOk of Edisk.
That's two and a half times the memory requirement of
the old Turbo Pascal 3.01.
Personalized Software has upgraded its Turb 150
Integrator Shell program to reflect this quantum jump
in programming. The package will be available by next
issue.
In short, if you are planning to upgrade to Turbo
Pascal 5.0, be sure and include the cost of upgrading
your computer's memory to 512K or more.

Turbo C 2.0 On The Plus
And speaking of programs that hog memory on the
Portable Plus, there is Turbo C. Even the bare-bones
command line version of Turbo C will take about 250K
bytes of Edisk for all its program files. To run Turbo C
requires another 256K bytes of memory. By keeping
most of the header files and library files on an external
disk drive, Turbo C 2.0 can be made to work on a
Portable Plus with only 512K of memory, but the
external disk drive will slow down the compiling
process immensely. The moral is to buy as much
memory as possible for the Plus if you plan to use
Turbo C.
There is another serious problem with Turbo C. It
has not been customized for use on the Portable Plus
nor the HP 150. This means that you would need to
write your own library routines to perform such
common C commands as "getchO" which gets a
character from the keyboard without echoing it to the
screen. Trying to use such screen oriented commands
as getchO, wherexO, whereyO, will more than likely
hang your computer.
Even though Borland designed Turbo C to work best
with 100% IBM compatible computers, they left an
escape hatch. If the target computer is at least BIOS
compatible with the IBM PC, which the Plus is, then
you can insert a command in your C programs:
"directvideo=O". This command will disable all direct
writing to the screen and will, instead, send all screen
output through the ROM BIOS. This will let you use
such commands as "windowO", "getchO","wherexO",
"whereyO", "puttextO", "gettextO",etc. The screen does
not appear as lively as it would with direct screen
writing, but, at least, it will let you get started using
TC2.0 until you figure out how to write your own
speedy versions of these same functions.
TASM And The Plus
Although I am not an assembler programmer, I ordered
Turbo Assembler and the companion Turbo DeBugger
as part of the upgrade to the new TP5.0. One of these
rainy days I hope to learn how to program in
Assembler.
I suspect that, if the learning process
involves only rainy days, I will have to hope for another
great deluge.
At the urging of Paul Grimmer, I've at least tried
using Turbo Assembler (TASM).
I've done some
comparative runs of the program against the competing
Microsoft Assembler.
Without going into all the details, I can say that, from
a novice's point of view, TASM IS FAST. I thought
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MASM was fast, but, TASM is at least 3 times as fast as
MASM.
TASM can also be configured to emulate MASM 4.0,
5.0 and 5.1. So, if your desire is to key in MASM
assembly listings from PC Magazine, you should be able
to do this, and, then, use TASM to assemble them. Be
forewarned, however, that most of these magazine
programs are written for 100% IBM compatible
computers. They usually need to be modified before they
will work on the Portable Plus or HPII0. Most notably,
such programs often use direct screen writing and make
some modifications to function keys.
By the way, for those who are interested in any of
the Turbo language products, let me recommend The
Turbo Users Group. TUG publishes a small, meaty, bimonthly journal, TUG LINES, which is designed along
the lines of The Portable Paper (although nowhere near
as professionally done). TUG also distributes usercontributed software for personal computers. It is a
valuable resource for beginning and intermediate
programmers in any of the Borland computer languages.
TUG's address is TUG, PO Box 1510 Poulsbo, WA.
98370, USA. Annual membership, which includes six
issues of TUG LINES, is 524.00.

The Quest For Space

o

One of the pitfalls that DOS batch file programmers run
into is the error message "Out of environment space".
The DOS environment space is an area in the
computer's memory where it stores information that can
be shared by all other programs. Common values found
in environment space are:
OOMSPEC=<drive.path>
PROMPT= [your favorite prompt]
PATH=[list of subdirectories and/or drives]
For instance, the environment space on my Portable Plus
looks like this:
PATH=A:\;A:\NORT;A:\UTILS;A:\BAT;B:\BIN;B:\BIN\ETC;A:\TP;
PROMPT=Se [sSe&a60xOYSe&dBStSe [6DSdSe&diilSe [uSp$g
EDCONFIG=A:\BAT
To see what variables are contained in the environment
space of your HPII0 or Portable Plus, leave PAM and,
at the DOS prompt, type in the command SET and press
the Return key.
The words PAm, PROMPT and
EDCONFIG are the names of the variables. The string
of characters that follow the equal sign are the quantities
stored in these variables.
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The Problem: Too Many Characters,
Too Little Space
Notice that, by actual count, there are 120 characters in
my DOS Environment space. If I try to put in some
more variables, I'm almost sure to get the message "Out
of Environment Space."
DOS 2.11 limits the user to 160 bytes of environment
space. That's the same number of characters as would
fit on two lines of an 80 column display. This is barely
enough for anything more than a PROMPT and a PAm.
I've often wished for a way to get around this 160
character limitation. I finally tracked down how DOS
"knows" how much space to give itself. The magic
number (160) is located in the command.com program
located in the b:\bin directory of the HP laptops.
I considered changing 160, in command. com, to a

larger number and seeing what would happen. The
worst that could happen would be that the computer
would lock up.
On the HP laptops, the command.com file is located
on a ROM chip. Trying to change anything on a ROM
chip is on a par with trying to modify a granite
monument with a chisel and hammer. To make a long
story short, here is a way to modify command.com so
that it yields a larger DOS Environment Space and, at
the same time, remains useable by all other programs
on the HP laptops.

ml
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A Three Part Invention
The solution to the problem involves three separate
steps:
1.Make a copy of command. com in the root directory
of your ECusk. Do this with the following command,
issued at the DOS prompt or from PAM's command line:

copy b:\bin\command.com a:\
2.Get your computer to acknowledge that this copy of
command.com is the only one it will use when
running programs and performing DOS commands. The
way to do this is to create ot modify a file called
config.sys which should be in the root directory of the
Edisk. The first line of this config.sys file should be:

shell=a:\command.com A:\ /p
The /p preceded by a blank space is critical. The
config.sys file might contain some other lines such as:

FILES=15
BUFFERS=20
You may use any text editor (e.g. The Editor, or
MemoMaker in ASCII mode) to create or change the
config.sys file.
Once you have made these changes, reboot the
computer. It should start up as if it were simply
another DOS computer. If you get the PAM menu, then
something has gone wrong. Check the config.sys me
to make sure that the shell= line was entered
correctly. Also check that command. com is in the
root directory of the computer.
3. For the final part of the process you will need a
copy of debug.com, which is resident on the B drive
of the Plus, or which, for the 110, may be obtained
from any DOS 2.11 disk other than the one supplied by
HP. If you don't have access to DEBUG, but you do
have a copy of Norton's NU program, that will do just
as well. However, I will give the directions for using
DEBUG.
Transfer debug.com to the root directory of your
Edisk. Then issue the command, at the DOS prompt:

debug command.com
You should be greeted by the less than friendly DEBUG
prompt, the dash or minus sign.
Now, type in the following line of text: (In the
interest of insuring that you hit the space bar at the
appropriate spots, I will put periods in the string.
Wherever you see a period, hit the space bar. Be
careful to type 0 (zero) and not 0 (oh).)

s.100.L.I000.bb.OA.OO
Press the Return key. This command will search for
the location,
in command. com, where the
environment space is "sized." (OAO is the hex equivalent
of 160 decimal). You should see a couple of hex
numbers separated by a colon. I will represent those
JANUARY / FEBRUARY 1989
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hex numbers by XXXX:YYY¥. We're only interested in
the YYYY part of the number. It will be used in the
following comand. Type in:
e.YYYY.bb.3E.OO and press the Return key.
This will modify command.com so be careful. Do NOT
enter YYYY. Rather, enter what YYYY stands for, the
group of hex digits from before.
Now type the single letter Wand press the Return
key. Debug will say ''Writing ZZZZ bytes."
Finally, quit the DEBUG program by typing Q and
pressing return.
You're done. The me command.com will now
prepare an environment space of 992 bytes which is the
absolute maximum for DOS 2.11 (3EO hex is the same
as 992 decimal.)
If you don't need or want 992 bytes, you can size
your environment space to any other number between
160 and 992 by substituting a different hex value. For
example 512 bytes would be 200 hex. This much,
alone, would give you 352 more bytes than you
currently have with the unpatched command. com.
Just remember, the way to enter this would be as 20 00.
To test whether your "patched" version of
command.com is working, you should reboot the
computer by pressing CTRL-Shift-Break. You should
not notice anything different about the operation of the
computer. [Editor - If the computer doesn't boot, see
the note at the end of this section.]
So how do you know if you really do have 992 bytes
of environment space? My way of checking this out is
crude but effective. I wrote a batch me filled with
statements like:
SET 1 = 012345678901234567890123456789
SET 2 = 012345678901234567809123456789

I wound up with about 30 such lines. Then I ran the
batch me and got the error message "Out of
Environment Space". Next, I issued the command set
> set.fil and, when the DOS prompt reappeared, I
loaded the set.fil me into my text editor and counted
the characters. Sure enough: there were 992. Amazing.
To clean out the environment space I simply rebooted
the computer.
SO WHAT?
What can you do with all that extra environment space?
Well, for one thing, you could increase the size of your
path to include almost all your subdirectories. You
could create a very original DOS prompt. You can also
create your own environment variables with the set
variablename = command.
For exam'ple you can
use these environment variables in batch meso One part
of a batch me might contain the command set
varl = something. Later in the batch me (or even in
another batch me, for that matter) you could have a
statement if %varl % == something goto label,
where label would be a place to branch to in the batch
me. Environment variables can be read by a batch
program by enclosing the variable name in percent signs.
[Editor - If the computer won't boot, it can be booted
from the B drive as follows: Hold down the CONTRAST
key until the screen blinks off (about 15 seconds). Now
hold down the CTRL, SHIFf', and EXI'END CHAR keys
together.
Turn your system on by touching the
CONTRAST key again still holding down CTRL, SHIFI',
and EXI'END CHAR keys. Keep the CTRL, SHIFf', and
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EXI'END CHAR keys down until you see the PAM screen.

II!!l
III

Batteries Included
I read with interest Paul Grimmer's letter in the last
issue of The Portable Paper in which he talked about
problems with the battery in the Portable Plus. My
Portable Plus had suffered similar symptoms. In my case
the low battery message appeared on the screen after
using the
computer for only two hours. The fuel guage indicated
that there was 80% of a charge remaining in the
batteries. That didn't seem to matter. The computer
would shut down, completely, a few seconds later.
I contemplated sending the computer to HP for a
new battery replacement, until Hal Goldstein told me
what that would cost. Instead of parting with my
computer for a couple of weeks, I ordered a
replacement battery from Personalized Software. It
arrived in less than a week. The package was small and
weighty.

How To Replace A Battery On The
Portable Plus
I began the battery replacement process by sliding the
back panel from the Portable Plus. Then I ran into
another problem. Beneath the ivory panel is a
protective, black plastic panel. That panel is held
securely in place by a couple of Torx screws.
I had a set of Torx drivers in my tool box, but none
of them fit the screws. My Torx driver set bottomed
out at a #10 size. HP uses #8 Torx screws in the Plus.
Surprisingly, none of the local hardware stores carried
a #8 Torx driver. I finally located one at a NAPA auto
supply store. This particular Torx driver looked like a
miniature tire-iron: a metal rod with a right angle bend
in it. It was slightly larger than a round tooth-pick and
cost $4.50! If you run into the same problem, don't try
using a hex nut driver. It won't work and may strip the
head of the Torx screw. If you go shopping for a #8
Torx driver, you may find that it comes as a replacement
tip for a regular Torx driver, which looks like a screw
driver.
If and when you need to change your computer's
battery, be sure to back up everything on your Edisk.
All information will be lost when you remove the
battery.
Use the Torx tool to remove the black plastic cover
plate. Make note of which side of the battery is the
positive electrical contact. (You don't want to put the
new battery in backwards.)
Now ease the old battery out of the computer. It
may resist and you'll have to wiggle it out of its
compartment by using a pliers to grip one and then the
other electrical contact screws and pulling firmly. Once
the battery is removed, there is a vinyl plastic sheath
that should be removed and placed around the new
battery. Don't be too surpised if the original battery
does not look like the replacement battery. Insert the
new battery, and make sure that the wires are
connected to the electrical posts on the battery.
Replace the cover(s). Plug in a battery re-charger. Let
the computer get charged for about 15 minutes, and
then reformat the A: drive and reset the time and
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system configurations. Finally, reload your Edisk from
the external disk drive. You should now have an almostlike-new Portable Plus.
Hopefully,
this
detailed
description of how to replace a Portable Plus battery will
come in handy somewhere down the road. At least it
will document what to expect when you attempt this
minor repair.

[Those who have followed The Portable Paper these past
three years, will no doubt agree that "The Savvy User"
is an apt title for frequent contributer, Tom Page and
his new column. As you follow Tom's columns this
year, you'll see how one user exploits the advantages of
the HP Portables to the limit.
In this first column I have taken the liberty of
editing a number of comments Tom submitted including
informative responses to Vol 3, No 4 of The Portable
Paper. - Hal]

Portable Users Think Differently
David Hadley (Vol 3, No 4, P 24) hit the nail on the
head with his assertion that Portable users are oriented
differently than non-portable PC users. This is akin to
the riff that existed between micro computer users and
main frame MIS (Management Information System) types
in the early days of micro computing. My first micro
computing experience was with VisiCalc on an Apple III,
in a computer store. However, the first micro computer
that I used extensively was a 64K Z-80; an HP-125. After
seeing how fast these machine were and how easily they
could solve my problems, I had no use for a main frame
except as a data source. Try running a spreadsheet at
1200 baud and add a dozen or so others on a time
sharing system. Impossible, even if it offered many more
functions than VisiCalc.
Some people just can't imagine doing work on a small
box (portable computer). I think desktop computers are
currently going through a phase similar to automobiles
in the 50s and 60s. They keep getting bigger without
much improvement in utility. The real problem is that
most users of desktop machines are not good at data
discipline. They don't have to be when they have 640K
RAM, 2Meg expanded memory, and a 30Meg or larger
fixed disk.
I don't consider the Portable Vectra CS and other
so-called portable computers to be truly portable
computers. They are really desk top cmnputers packed
in a. smaller box. The key difference is that a true
portable such as the HP110 and Portable Plus is on all

the time. Boot up is not required every time it is
removed from its case.
It is unfortunate that most computer users Simply do
not understand the HP110 and Portable Plus since they
are truly the most personal of all PCs.

Termll0 And TermPlus
Term 11 0 and TermPlus exemplil)r the best of computer
programs. Terml10 written by Portable Paper Wizard,
Cliff Looyenga, and TermPlus written by contributing
editor David Hughes, are easy to use communications
packages designed for the HP110 and Portable Plus
respectively. These programs were written for the
Portables by people who use these machines and really
understand their power.
Both programs reflect those
compromises that please Portable users; they are small
programs that have just the functions to do the job, but
have almost no unused functions. They are easy to use
because each makes good use of the HP function keys.
Since each program has only a few optiOns, one does
not get lost in layers of mem~s.
But since the
most-needed functions are implemented, there is no
sense of limitations with each program. If you own a
Portable, these are "must-try" programs.
TERM 110
Term110 is what we all wished for in the built-in HP110
Terminal program. It is logical and easy to use. Best of
all it makes downloading fast because the logic in the
XModem protocol is improved over Terminal.
If you want to automate complex data transfers, use
Term110's command language. A sample command file
included on the master Term 11 0 disk instructs the
HP110 to download movie reviews from CompuServe to
demonstrate its power. However, Term110 is so easy
to use that you may not want to bother the command
language.
TERMPLUS
TermPlus does not have a command language. Rather,
TermPlus implements a phone list system that makes it
simple to log on to almost any host computer.
One time you need to take a few minutes to use the
"Add Number" function key selection. Enter the phone
number and any logon information such as user ID and
password. Once the host computers numbers and
logon strings have been entered, you just need select
the host computer from the list displayed and
strike the f1 key and select the computer you want to
call.
If you are inclined to use a command language for
programming communications sessions, Reflection from
Walker Richer and Quinn, the traditional terminal choice
for the Portable Plus, has a most effective command
language. If you are confused by Reflection, you will
like TermPlus. If you have tamed Reflection you should
still try TermPlus; you may even like TermPlus better.
TermPlus is a much Simpler solution to logging onto
computers and transfering files back and forth.
One of the nicest features about dealing with
Personalized Software is that Portable software users can
identil)r the author of the program. Examples include:
The Editor - Ed Gilbert, SideWinder and Sketch - Paul
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High Quality 3Y2"

Disks at a Discount
Why pay high prices for 10 disks in a
fancy shrink-wrapped box with lots of
artwork? We'll sell you quality namebrand disks without the manufacturer's
labels, packaged in an ergonomically
designed library case at no extra
charge ($4.95 value).
Lifetime Warranty:
If a disk ever proves defective, return
it to Personalized Software and we'll
send you two good ones.

Disks for HPllO, Portable Plus, and HP150:
10 unlabelled disks plus case ........................ $64.90
Subscriber price .................. . . .. - .
PRODUCT NO. DSllNM

1.44 megabyte high-density disks for HP Portable Vectra:
lO unlabelled disks plus case ........................ $99.95
Subscriber price ...................... $79.95

Phil Katz Fast Archive Utilities, PKARC And
PKXARC
Combining groups of related files into one file and then
shrinking (compressing) the resultant file is called
archiving. By archiving files and using batch files to
unarchive them as needed I increase the capacity and
usefulness of my HP Portable. See my article on getting
organized, Vol 3, No 2, P 23, and watch for future "The
Savvy User" columns.
.
Version 3.6 of Phil Katz's Fast Archive Utilities are
available on the 1989 Portable Paper subscriber's disk.
These utilities are far superior to System Enhancement
Associates' Archive Utility, ARC. The Phil Katz utilities
are two programs, one for creating archives, PKARC, and
another, PKXARC, for extracting files. Together these
two programs are smaller than ARC. They also offer
additional compression algOrithms that provide greater
squeezing in some instances. But most of all, they are
MUCH faster and return DOS error levels, which makes
them much better for use in batch files.
I have replaced the ARC program with the PK
programs in my archiving batch files. I don't yet have
the PK programs in ROM but it is definitely planned.
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PRODUCT NO. DS12NM

To order:
Use postage-paid order form inside back cover or send check or
credit card information (#, expo date, signature) to: Personalized
Software, P.O. Box 869, Fairfield, IA 52556 (515/472-6330) HP150
users: Be sure to indicate "single-sided disks" on your order form
if necessary.

Grimmer, and now Term110 - Cliff Looyenga, and
TermPlus - David Hughes. These people are your and
my friends. Think about it. They write their software
because they enjoy doing so, because they like the
HP110 and Portable Plus, and because they want to
share their experience and ideas. They do other work
for a living but contribute their articles to The Portable
Paper gratis and their software on a royalty basis in a
small market.
I feel especially fortunate with TermPlus and Term110
since I was asked to beta test each of these programs.
The beta versions were good, but they are even better
now. Those of us in the beta test group, like you and
all other Portable users, expect top performance, and
we encouraged Cliff and David to make these programs
stand up and speak. Try them, and I am sure you will
be pleased.
If you don't like them, Personalized
Software offers a 60 day money-back guarantee.
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On Losing A Computer
My computer was lost for over a week, a possible victim
of theft. Fortunately, it was returned. This set my work
back a week, but it give me something else to write
about. The following suggestions are partially based
upon my own experience and partially advice from
security consultants:
1. Tum your Portable over and write name and phone
numbers in indelible ink on the bottom.
2. Be sure your name tag is on the case.
3. Put a card with name and phone numbers inside the
carrying case, firmly attached if possible.
4. Put name and phone number file in RAM or on any
custom ROM you have made.
5. Use a secure utility. I did not set the Portable Plus
Secure utility since it tends to crash the Portable Plus.
(The thief did crash the E-disk.)
6. If traveling with another bag, use a carrying strap on
the computer carrying case to tie bags together when
stored in overhead compartments. Loop the strap
through the compartment structure if possible.
7. Don't carry backup data in the case with the
computer. I made this mistake. My primary check
register is on my E-disk but I keep a partial register on
copies of my checks. My check book was in the case
with the computer. Fortunately, I had a disk backup at
home.
8.
Be nice to people, flight attendants, baggage
handlers, ticket agents, bus drivers, fellow travelers, etc.
A computer, even one as small as a Portable, is
conspicuous. A positive recognition factor can be
useful.
9. When traveling on subways, city buses, and taxicabs
be sure that the computer is securely strapped to your
body. It is best to stick your head through the strap
and sling it from the opposite shoulder. This advice is
also relevant when waiting in airport terminals if you
are not using the machine.

Thinkjet Solutions
SMUDGES
In Vol. 3, No.4, P. 44 of The Portable Paper, C. J.
Duncan told of a problem with the ThinkJet printer

At last!

Both programs have on-line help, and use around
25K of electronic disk space.
Most importantly, both programs make efficient,
logical use of function keys and menus to make the
job of transferring files and programs easy.
You won't appreciate how easy until you try
TermllO or ThrmPlus for yourself. We invite you to
do so today at our risk.

I
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COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
for the HP110 and Portable Plus
HPllO users: Tired of struggling with the
built-in Terminal program?
Portable Plus users: Is PC2622 or Reflection
too complex for your needs?
In either case we have good news: two of the
easiest-to-use communications programs we've
ever seen.
TermllO was developed by Cliff Looyenga,
who writes the "Wizardry" column for The
Portable Paper. It runs on the HPllO.
TermPlus was developed by Portable Paper
contributer David Hughes from an earlier

prototype. It runs on the Portable Plus.
Both programs allow you to:
• Send and capture ASCII information;
• Quickly send programs, Lotus
worksheets, and archive files via the
XMODEM protocol;
• Log onto electronic bulletin boards
and remote computers automatically;
• Store and access directories of
phone numbers;
• Run other programs without
severing the phone connection.

producing a smudge of ink when it starts printing. He
probably has not installed the little paper blotter (found
at the bottom of the cartridge's "coffee creamer"
container, under the clear plastic). It should be installed
in the clip at the left side of the carriage, in front of the
ink cartridge's home position. When the ThinkJet starts
printing, it blasts a droplet of ink to clear the ports.
A some risk of setting off a bunch of liability lawyers,
the best way to clear a ThinkJet cartridge is to put the
back end of it between your lips and blow.
The
ThinkJet ink is poisonous and the paper clip method is
suggested by HP to keep people from sticking the
cartridge in their mouths.
It is also quite possible that you have got a batch of
bad cartridges. I would suggest ordering a new box from
a different source. Also, check the expiration date on the
cartridge.
I know that they will work beyond the expiration date
but like milk they probably will spoil. My experience
indicates that some cartridges work better than others.
You may need to try several different suppliers to find
one that suits you.

Controlling Printer From LOTUS 1-2-3
Re: Richard Alvidrez (Vo1.3, No.4, P.3) on how to control
the ThinkJet fonts from Lotus. It appears that Richard
may have overlooked the Setup option under 123's print
command to control the ThinkJet printer. A new setup
sting may be sent to the printer from 123 using /pps.
Check out my printing macro that you discussed
sometime back (Vol 1, No 5, P 12). Anyway don't forget
that \027 is the escape character in 123 setup strings.
Another way to send setup strings to the printer is to
imbed them in the range being printed. I do not know
of a way to type the escape character in 123, but it can
be easily imported with the file import command (lfit).
I use Ed Gilbert's The Editor II for all of my text
editing. Escape sequences are very easily typed using this
program. (To type the ESC character, type CTRL [.

Term110 (for HP110) or
TermPlus (for Portable Plus) .............. $99.95
(Specify which program when you order)
Portable Paper subscriber price ........... $79.95
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The ESC character can also be created using copy con
or edlin. (See Vol 1, No 2, P 3)
I keep a file named SETUP on my disk, which
contains most of the printer setup strings that I use.
When I need a setup string I Simply merge this file into
my document and delete the string that I don't need.
(See the Vol 3, No 1, P 15 Foundations column for a
good explanation of ThinkJet setup strings.)
Actually changing the 123.CNF configuration file is
one of the most effective ways of controlling 123's
printing options and default directory. I have a batch
file that copies in the configuration file containing the
printer options and default directory information that I
require before starting 123.
[The 123. CNF configuration file gets created when
saving Lotus configuration using the /wgd command.
For example, 123. CNF can contain the printer setup
string that puts the ThinkJet in compressed mode.
After creating such a 123. CNF file using the /wgd
command, it is a Simple matter from PAM or DOS to
rename the 123. CNF to say COMPRESS. CNp, thus
perserving the information.
When Lotus starts up, it looks for the 123. CNF file.
Printer and directory information can be controlled
from a batch file that copies one of these renamed
configuration files to 123. CNF before starting Lotus.
Here is an example of the simplist version of such a
batch file.
echo off

if /%1==/c copy compress.cnf 123.cnf
if /%1==/b copy bold.cnf 123.cnf
if /%1==/e copy expand.cnf 123.cnf
123

Let us suppose the setup string for compressed print
were saved to COMPRESS. CNp, bold to BOW. CNp, and
expanded to EXPAND. CNP. If the above batch file were
named 1. bat, the command 1 c would setup the printer
for compressed mode, the command 1 b for bold, and
1 e for expanded print. - Hal]
Also, the 1JETA printer setup utility on the Personalized
Software DOS Tools disk and ROM controls the ThinkJet
JANUARY / FEBRUARY 1989
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for any HP Portable user quite nicely. Portable owners
using Lotus 123, Version 2, can use 1}ETA within Lotus
by using the /s to temporarily go to DOS.
Finally, the RAM resident Portable Plus popup
program, 1}CTRL from Paul Grimmer found on version
2 of the 1988 Portable Paper subscribers disk as well as
on The Editor II disk and ROM controls the ThinkJet
from within any program.

IZI

The Portable Plus Internal Modem
I would like an accurate 2400 baud modem for my Plus.
However, I don't know if I can part with my Plus long
enough to allow someone that knows what they are
doing to make this installation, but I don't intend to do
it myself.
I am not happy with the Portable's internal 1200
baud modem. For a 2400 baud modem to be successful
it will have to be much more accurate at 2400 baud
than the existing internal modem is at 1200 baud.
Here's an example of my dispeasure: I used the internal
modem and Reflection to XModem download a file from
Compuserve. The error rate was almost 25%, meaning
that 25 out of every 100 blocks transmitted had to be
retransmitted.

Backlit Display
I don't want it. Maybe somebody needs it but I can
read the display of my Plus just fine. I think it is better
than the highly touted backlit display of some of the
Zenith machines. I set them side by side and worked
with both. It is possible that the Zenith display was not
adjusted for best performance but it was unimpressive.
Also, a backlit display is a real battery hog.

(letters continued from pA)
progress on this matter?
2) Low Cost Hard Disk. A relativelylow
cost, bigh-capacity hard disk is
mandatory for
continued
competitiveness of the HP. Softword's
larger capacity drawers were moving in
the right direction, but the cost is
prohibitive for all but a few users.
Hal, how can we users of the Plus
and readers of the Portable Paper work
together to achieve these vital
improvements to our computers so that
we can continue to enjoy the
advancements in software during the
next decade? How about some serious
dialogue in the Paper in 1989 on this
issue?
James Ballard, Annandale, VA
[In early 1988 we were excited to learn
''from a reliable source" that there are
"hooks" in the Portable Plus system
ROM that could be used to reprogram
the ROM to make the Portable Plus
more IBM PC compatible. In particular
the "hook" supposedly would allow the
ROM software programmer to choose
the IBM screen addressing scheme
rather than the lIP screen addressing
scheme. That fix plus some minor BIOS
42
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Small Trick HP-IL Cables

I'W
!Ail

Many users tie their HP-IL cables together using little . .
plastic wire ties. If you do, finish the job. Use an . .
emery board to smooth the sharp edge left when the
excess tie is cut away. The difference is noticeable.
(LS/12 continued from p. 12)
The Portable Plus is able to read and write HP Vectra
LS/12 (MS-DOS 3.21) disks, and with ReadHP from
Personalized Software the HP Vectra LS/12 can read my
HP110 and Portable Plus formatted disks. So the
Portable Plus and HP Vectra LS/12 share information
quite easily.

SUMMARY
As with any product, the HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC

represents a compromise. Although it is an awesome
performer with tremendous power, it has been designed
for travellers who need AT-class power in a small
package. The HP Vectra LS/12 represents the first battery
powered 80L286 design. If you're an HPllO or Portable
Plus owner, you may wish to consider living with both
machines.
The Portable Plus has the advantages of being 5 lbs.
lighter, having a battery that lasts 5 times longer, fitting
onto one's lap, and being virtually indestructible. The
HP Vectra LS/12 Laptop PC has the advantages of being
5 times faster, holding many times more data, and being
fully IBM compatible.
It's nice to have a choice between two such fine
machines.'

fixes would make the Plus much more
IBM compatible --maybe 80%.
However, we kept running into
dead ends in our exploration. The
people we talked to on the Portable
plus development team did not know
about such a hook.
However, if
anyone at lIP knows anything, please
give me a call.
Cliff Looyenga, our Wizard, who
wrote the PC emulation program that
allows WordPeifect 5.0 to run on the
Pl"s, has talked to me about
§igniftcantly enhancing his software so
that more IBM PC software will run. I
encourage him (or Paul Grimmer,
David Hughes, Ed Keefe, or any of the
other lIP Portable programming
experts) to proceed with such a project.
I am all ears as to a way to
increase the Portable's storage capacity.
There must be a solution somewhere,
one that probably makes use of the
serial port.
The Portable Paper letters section
will continue to be an open forum to
address these important issues that will
increase the longevity of the lIP110 and
Portable plus.
I know that at least some of the

0:

decision makers at lIP read The
Portable Paper and are aware of users'
enthusiasm for the lIPllO and Portable
Plus. - Hal]
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Comments From Argentina

IZI

Greetings to you and your staff. Several
independent issues inspire me to write
to you again.
I enjoyed your (Hal Goldstein's)
paper in the collected works from the
HP3000 INTEREX conference on the HP
Portables. If we keep the HPllO and
Portable Plus before the public eye
long enough they may notice the value
these machines offer.
I sypathize and agree with your
endorsement of the HP approach to
Portable computing and how it is not
understood by the popular computer
media (Vol 3, No 5, P 42). I'm sure
that most of us have had to explain
more than once that we bought the
HPllO or Portable Plus (and not the
Toshiba) because it was light, small,
sturdy, dependable and fast. At the time
I bought my Portable Plus (1986) it was .
the best fit to my needs. It still is. It
hurts that this machine is not IBM
compatible, but that's not a major
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concern: portability is.
I've had no problems crossing
borders with my portable, ThinkJet &
9114 disk drive. I always carry a letter
from the u.s. Customs stating the date
of purchase, cost and description (with
serial and model numbers)-but that's
mostly for the return into the u.s.
Whenever a non-U.S.customs inspector
asks about it I tell him that it's my toy
or that I'm a writer; and the moment
they hear me speak American English
they wave me through. But, then, I've
only carried equipment into Australia,
Brazil & Argentina-since Europe may be
different I will take what precautions I
can when I return there.
Question: In order to save myself the
hassle of looking up the appropriate
syntax for invoking the Norton Utilities
(during those rare moments when I may
need to use them) I tried to build a
pam.mnu file on my utilities disk to
execute the following batch file:

c:

NEWMOOE A

NIID1

NE\ID)E H
A:

I discovered that the batch file never
gets past NEWMODE A. Can you explain
what's going on?
Michael A Jackson, Buenos Aires,
Argentina
[Most of my Interex talk came from an
article I wrote Vol 3, No 1, P 26
comparing the HPIIO, Portable Plus,
and Portable Vectra.
However, if
anyone wants a copy of the article,
please send us $5 and I'll print off a
copy.
The NEWMODE file refered to in
your letter is a batch file described in
Vol 2, No 5, P 10 and found on the
Personalized Software Webster ROM. It
lets you change from HP mode to ALT
mode. The problem I see with your
batch file is that it calls another batch
file. Whenever you start a batch file
from within a batch file (unless you
use a trick that invokes another copy of
DOS), control is turned over to the
second batch file. Therefore, in your
example, when you called NEWMODE,
NEWMODE executed but never returned
control back over to the original batch
file. - Hal]
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Multiple Time Manager
To Do Lists
Thanks for the great newsletter. The
information contained within its pages is
an invaluable resource. Keep up the
good work.
I particularily like the
sections "110%" and A Drive. They
often contain information such as batch
files which make life much easier.
The batch file to "switch" address
files for Time Manager (Vol 2, No 1, P
9) was one which especially appealed to

me. I have recently learned to increase
my productivity both at home and at
work by using Time Manager to keep
my TO DO lists. It not only maintains
a prioritized list of tasks that need to be
done, flagging partially completed tasks,
but also maintains a record of when
~ks .were co£?pleted.
It has greatly
Simplified my time accounting at work.
Having just moved into a new home
I have many tasks to be completed
there as well. In fact I maintain three
''TO DO" lists, one for work, one for
home, and one for personal projects. I
keep the following batch file named
tasks.bat, on my A drive to enable me
to ~tch between them by simply
entenng tasks x:xxx wherever I have
the DOS prompt (even from Time
Manager). x:xxx is either work, home
or personal.
echo off
if not aist wodc..trlo ren tm..trlo worlt.trlo
if not aist home.trlo ren tm..trlo home.trlo
if not aist persooal..trlo ren tm..trlo persooal..trlo
ren %1.trlo tm..trlo

mil
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Thoughts On The Future Of
HP
~er

reading your "Publisher's Message"
the JuVAug 1988 issue of The
Portable Paper where you discussed
David Packard, the rumors about
products for the Portable Plus, and the
announcement that HP will OEM the
Zenith SuperS port, I feel as if I am
witnessing the death of a philosophy.
For me, HP products have always been
characterized by something else besides
quality: they fulfill a real need and
aren't just "me too" products. Until
recently, that is.
The HP150, the
Portables, and the HP Integral fell into
this category - and were apparently
fatally injured in the fall! I wonder
whether HP shouldn't get out of the PC
hardware business altogether and go for
the lion's share of the software/add-on
business instead?
Richard Liu, Basel, Switzerland

m
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It doesn't matter whether upper or
lower case letters are used. Also, note r.'R
that it is a simple matter to add more !AI
files. Just include another if statement
as needed for each additional file. This
technique is much simpler and much
easier to expand upon than the goto
logic used in switch.
I have a question about the use of
PACK. I have a new version (896 bytes,
dated 11-05-86) which does pack files so
that the RAM/EMS boundary may be
reconfigured, but there doesn't appear
to be much help in making files
contiguous if they are already present
on the disk. In fact, if PACK is run,
then a file is deleted, then PACK is
rerun, very often files get broken up
even worse! If you add a new file to a
packed disk it will be contiguous.
However, the only way to make
previous files contiguous is to copy
them to the C drive and back. Is this
the way the program is supposed to
function?
Bill Pinnick, Greenville NC
[The PACK program is built into the
Plus
and
is
available from
Personalized Software for the HPllO on
the HPIIO Time Manager disk for 19.50.
PACK does move all the files together
into one contiguous block. However,
as you say, parts of any particular file
may be scattered within the one large
block of data.
The DISKPACK program found on
the 1987 Portable Paper Subscribers
Disk and on the Webster's Spelling
Checker ROM packs the disk the way
you would ltke. Each file becomes a
contiguous entity. See Vol 2, No 6, P
42 for a comparison of PACK and
DISKPACK - Hal]

More On HP
"... for an HP enthusiast like me it is a

painful irony that with all its
homegrown talent, and as pioneers in
the portable computer arena, HP must
tum to a competitor to find a state-ofthe-art portable computer for resale." Hal Goldstein, Vol 3, No.5, P.44.
I agree about the irony, but disagree
about the "state-of-the-art". The design
considerations of the Portables remain
sound.!t remains to be seen if those
who have chosen other laptops will
later suffer problems with their
mechanical disc drive or short battery
life. And will they admit it?
The state-of-the-art portable power
supply hasn't kept up with the needs of
the mainstream (non-HP) portable
computer. In this very pragmatic sense,
the HP Portables are still state-of-the-art.
I have stumbled upon a couple of
things which may prove useful to
Portable users.
In DOS, the extend char functions
work. I find this useful when comparing
~rsions of a file, e.g. [extend char][Line J between directory listings. The one
adverse effect I have found is [BJ in
DOS types garbage. Returning to PAM
seems to clear it up. Otherwise, there
are no problems. Perhaps someone else
can check this out systematically.
Also, in 123, 1A, one can access files
in subdirectories. Type Ifd then enter
<drivename>: <subdirectoryname
> [Return]. 123 will beep and display
"Directory does not exist." Press [Esc]
then Ifr. The filenames of the
subdirectory will appear and can be
retrieved, edited, and saved.
Lotus 123 saves files to the new
subdirectory. However, unless you use
the Iwgd command to save the new
directory, the A drive root directory will
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still be the default subdirectory next
time you enter Lotus.
Brian Kim, Honolulu, Hawaii
[If your HPllO or Portable Plus is set
to HP mode in PAM's J6 System Config,
then pressing f3 from DOS will repeat
the last DOS command. If it is set to
ALT mode, f3 will print garbage.-Hal]

information on if anyone is interested,
but bear in mind that it is quite a
substantial modification, and some skill
in using DEBUG is required to do the
patches.
But probably, if the
instructions were clear, it wouldn't be a
major problem.
A gentleman whose name escapes
me wrote to The Portable Paper
requesting
information
on
Forth
versions for the Plus.
I have four
versions that work remarkably well,
including the defacto standard amongst
hobbyists, the Laxen & Perry public
domain F83, and the MVP version which
was written specifically for the HPllO
and Plus.
I will be happy to correspond with
any of your readers reo either
TurboPascal or FORTH, as they have
been my prime interest for several
years, and I believe I know as much as
anyone about these languages on the
Plus. (Upon reading that last sentence
I blushed considerably.
Forgive my
immodesty, but I'm sure I can back up
my words with deeds!)
My work address is: Hewlett
Packard, 10 Payne Rd., The Gap, Qld.,
4060, Australia.
John Hancott
[I forwarded this letter onto Ed Keefe
who is working on the Personalized
Software version of Turbo 5. - Hal]

!D, Success With Turbo 4, Forth
I

I am an avid reader of "The Portable
Paper", and have gleaned a lot of very
useful information from its pages. I
work for Hewlett Packard in Australia,
and decided to buy a Portable Plus
when they first came out. Needless to
say, I have not been disappointed! I
have also been a fan of Turbo Pascal
since version 2.0, which I used with
considerable success for quite a long
time.
I subsequently upgraded to
version 3.02, and recently to version 4.0,
which brings me to the main point of
this letter.
I noticed in several recent issues of
"The Portable Paper" that nobody seems
to have successfully modified V 4.0 to
run to its full capabilities on the
Portable Plus. I have some good news!
I have managed to modify turbo.tpl,
(the turbo library) or more specifically
CRT.TPU in turbo.tpl to work correctly
on the Plus, including windows, direct
screen access, and all of the other socalled IBM specific functions. I have
also written (in Turbo V 4.0) a shell to
integrate my editor, the command line
version of Turbo, DOS, and various
utilities such as SYDEB from Microsoft.
I now have the functional equivalent of
what the IBM users have been enjoying
for such a long time!
I would be happy to pass this

!D

MS Quick C On Plus
I have interesting news for you:
"QuickC" from Microsoft is now also
adapted to the HP Portable Plus
QuickC consists of an EDITOR, a C
COMPILER and a SOURCE CODE
DEBUGGER. The Quick-C Editor is very
comfortable and fast. It features many

"Direct-Keys"
for
frequently
used
Commands. QuickC also uses the
Windows and works with Pull Down
Menus and Dialog Boxes.
This is, for the HP Portable Plus,
exceptional. Working with QuickC is
comparable to TURBO PASCAL. The HP
Portable Plus must be equipped with at
least 512kb RAM. (QuickC needs at least
448kb). With 512KB, QuickC works well
because it is possible to return to the
DOS command level at any time. For
large C Programs, however, an
additional 1MB of RAM Disk is
recommended.
Hewlett Packard does not offer a C
Compiler for the HP Portable Plus. I
made this QuickC adaptation for my
private use. Therefore, I can offer to
you the rights to sell this software
adaptation.
It does not include any
rights to sell Microsoft's QuickC. For
the latter, you will have to reach a
agreement with Microsoft yourself. This
software adaptation has been made very
carefully and the result is an "HP worthy
product".
II. Knecht Zurich, Switzerland
[Ed Keefe has the command line
version of Turbo C working on the PittS
and
David
Hughes
has
been
experimenting with several versions of
C and c++. However, yours may be
the most complete implementation
(we'll see what David says).
When we distribute a readersubmitted product, we usually do so on
a royalty basis. This assumes that the
software
is
bug:free
and
the
documentation is clear and we feel we
will be able to sell enough copies to
justify the effort. Readers interested in
Quick C can drop us a note or attempt
to contact Mr. Knecht directly.]

Thanks to so many of you who are willing to help organize local users groups. Users groups
give an opportunity to share tips, answer questions, discuss other products, trade free software and
Lotus templates, and meet other professionals. As you will notice some areas have more than one
contact person and some major areas have none. If you are in a "missing" area and would like to
organize a group, contact us. If your groups combine also tell us. We will publish this column each
issue, keeping it up to date. Write Local Users Groups, Box 869, Fairfield, lA, 515-472-6330.
California, Southern California We meet 2nd Thur 7-9 at HP sales office, 5161 Lankershim Blvd,
Nor'th Hollywood. Request PORTOVEC Notes Newsletter, Dave Mark, 818-794-'1969. San Diego,
Stephen L. Eyre. 619-452-8'5:30, Dan Butterfield, 619-470-:3551. San Mateo, Santa Clara Counties,
Scm Francisco Bay Area, BAYCHHU, HP Laptops & Handhelds, meet 2nd Sat of the month, Contact Jim Horn, 70 7 -523-4890 eve., or Michael Felsenstein, 415-'564-8279, eve. Sunnyvale, Interex,
International Hewlettt Packard Users Group, 640 Almanor Ave., 408-7:38-4848 Colorado, Colorado
Springs, Dan Ritt, :303-528-8080. Denvel; Call Bob Pressey, 303- 7 77-0326 Hawaii, Honolulu, Rodney Y. Fukuya if interested, 808-945-:3111. Indiana,
IndianapOlis, Bob Glass, 317-6:38-2:326. Iowa, Mid Iowa, Ed Keefe D: 515-964-6644 E: 515-964-7064. Southeast Iowa, Hal Goldstein, 515-472-6330
Minnesota Minneapolis/St. Paul, John Ferman (612) 822-1372 Maine, Yarmouth, Every last Tue 6: 30, {IS Route (,ne, Yarmouth, ME 04096, 846-5497
North Carolina, Cbarlotte and surrounding area, John Jacob, 704-:3:34-3468. Texas, Houston, Thomas R. Page, D: 71:3-759-4259, E: 71:3-528-7138.
Utah, Utah County, Donna Hoover, D: :378-4421, E: 375-4812. Washington, Eastern Washingtoll, Northern Idaho, Western Montana, and possibly
Western Washington, Bob Sandberg. 509-466-4999. Eastern Washington, Stephen S. Warner. D: 509-534-1588, E: 509-5:35-3:322. Western Washington,
Portable, Plus, 150, Vectra users meet first Thursday 7-9 p., HP sales office, Bellevue. Pete Ross, 206-:342-8875. Portable, 40 & 50 series: 7-9 p. second
Wed., UWash. computer center, Seattle. Bob Moore, 206-543- 7 8 7 9. Washington D.C., Greater Washington D. C. Area, 8:00 PM, Third Monday of Eaeh
Month, Ballston Tower #1,800 N. Quincy St., Room '519. Call to confirm and to say, Hi. William F. Cross. D:202-696-4112, E:70:3-845-9508. Australia,
8 Avoca St, S. Yarra, Victoria, Australia. Nigel S. Ball. 0:3-267-8344. Central America, I would be happy to form a users group, either Spanish or English,
Apartado Postal 1587, Tegucigalpa, Honduras. England, Trafalgar House, Grenville Place, Mill Hill, London, NW7 3SA England. Tim Cull is. (O!) 9'59
4359. HP Computer Users Association, The Twenty-One Building, 21 Pinner Road, Harrow, Middlesex, England HAl 4LH 01-4275200, FAX:
01-4278252. Netherlands, Mr. R.M. Franquiner, Menthenbergseweg 1:3, NL-6816 PR, Arnhem, The Netherlands Spain, Club de usarios HI' 110, Pont
Reyes S:A., A la atencion de D. Enrique Serra, Ronda Universidad, 15,08007, Espana. Sweden, Stockholm, first Thursday each month 6:30 p.m., call
to confIrm. Jens Pettersson 08-713-1710. Telex 14970 gentel S.
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Wo rd Perlect
lor the Portable Plus and HP150
WordPerfect. It's the best-selling word
processor for the IBM PC. According to
many reviewers, it's the best word processor
on the market.
WordPerfect is a word-processing powerhouse. Its advanced features include creation of text in columns, automatic footnote
formatting and numbering, mail merging,
and text sorting.
Now there are versions of WordPerfect
for the HP Portable Plus and the HP150
touchscreen. In either case, it's the fullblown Version 4.2, complete with comprehensive thesaurus and 115,000-word spelling checker.
Not only can you use WordPerfect on your
HP computer, but if you already have WordNote to Portable Plus users: As always, you
have to plan memory space in the Portable Plus.
You'll need 512K of RAM to allow space for the
basic WordPerfect program and still leave room
for other files on your electronic disk. Th fit
everything on your A drive, you'll need an addi·
tional 340K for the spelling checker, and 360K
for the thesaurus. (The speller and thesaurus
can be run from your HP9114 if you wish.)
Our version of WordPerfect includes an
8·page supplement to the manual that tells you
how to run WordPerfect on the Portable Plus.

Perfect for your PC,
you now can transfer
files back and forth
between your PC and
your Portable Plus or
HP150. The same
WordPerfect features
and commands work
on all three machines. (The function
key layout is different on the HP machines, but this is a simple
matter for most PC users to adjust to.)
WordPerfect's powerful yet easy-to-use
features have made it a best-seller. It's perfect for the Portable Plus or the HP150 ...
and it just may be perfect for you. Order a
Note to HP150 users: By special arrangement with
WordPerfect Corporation, our version of WordPerfect
includes the standard 51/.! " disk plus our supplementary
double-sided 3 1/2 " disk that Customizes the program for
HP150 users. The disk includes a special utility that
allows WordPerfect to run on the 150. (If your HP150
requires single-sided disks and also has a hard disk
drive, a version of WordPerfect is available that will run
on your machine. Specify "single-sided on your orders.)

II to~b~~~i~~rP6~~~e(~rnb~~a~~
$d1gn!;~~ve
send you additional customized
disks or extra documentation). Be sure
to indicate ··PORTABLE VECTRA" on
your order.

copy today and use it at our risk. If, within
60 days, you are dissatisfied for any reason,
simply return it for a full refund.
WordPerfect 4.2 for the Portable Plus ..... $435.
Portable Paper subscriber price .......... $299.
PRODUCT NO. WDl3Nl

WordPerfect 5.0 for HP150 .............. $495.
Portable Paper subscriber price .......... $395.
PRODUCT NO. WDV3NS

WordPerfect 4.2 for HP150
on double-sided disks ................ $339.
PRODUCT NO. WDllNS

WordPerfect 4.2 for HP150 squeezed onto single-sided disks for hard-disk system ...... $435.
Portable Paper subscriber price .......... $339.
PRODUCT NO. WDl2NS

When ordering HP150 WordPerfect 4.2, be sure to
specify single-sided or double sided disks. Note:
WordPerfect will not run on a dual-floppy singlesided disk system.
WordPerfect Upgrade Kit (Upgrades
Personalized Software HP150 version 4.2 to 5.0) call
us for pricing and other details.
IMPORTANT: Be sure to specify whether you want
the Portable Plus version or the HP150 version.

60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.

NEW: WordPerfect 5.0 for HP150!

Double-sided disk only. 512K internal memory required.

TO ORDER

RECOMMEN EO FOR
HP110 Portable
Portable Plus

•
•

Portable Vectra

•

HP150
IBM PC and com at.

•
•

l'st> pndose-ci postage-paid order form
or -;Plld chet'k or credit {'ani information
(#, expo dah" signature) to:

Personalized Software
P,o. Box 8til), Fairfield. IA ;:;2;:;.')1) 51;:; 47:2-!1:3:30

USED HP PORTABLES AND PERIPHERALS
We buy them. We sell them. We guarantee them.
No longer using your HP
Portable or peripherals?
Turn them into cash
through The Portable
Equipment Exchange.
Prices fluctuate, so
call us for current
figures.

Buying used HP
equipment makes sense.
You know HP quality!
Even used HP machines
can serve you well for
years. Call for current
prices.

For good buys on used-and new-HP
eqUipment, see our 4-page brochure
enclosed with this issue.

Any used item you buy from us can
be returned within 30 days for a full
refund. In addition 1

I

ONE·YEAR GUARANTEE
(parts and labor)
on all used equipment!

(SIS) 472·6330

The Portable Equipment Exchange
-a division of Personalized Software
P.O. Box 869 Fairfield, IA 52556
@ Copyright 1987 Personalized Software

Portable Plus users:
At last! Agreat spelling checker
available on ROM!

o

Webster's

(web/stars) n. The spelling checker
rated Editor's Choice by PC Magaline (Dec. 24, 1985), and now
available from Personalized Software for the Portable Plus and HP150.
-Customized on 31/2" disk by special arrangement with Simon & Schuster, Inc.

PC Magazine rated eight leading spelling checkers for ease of use, flexibility,
speed, overall program size, thoroughness,
and accuracy. WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD
SPELLING CHECKER came out on topfor a number of good reasons:
First, there's sheer size. WEBSTER'S
contains over 110,000 words in its
dictionary-five times the number in
Hayden's Speller, 21/2 times as many as in
The Word Plus-yet WEBSTER'S dictionary and main program take up only
207K of disk memory.
Second, WEBSTER'S isn't just easy to
use-it's positively a pleasure. It reads your
files at high speed, then displays every
questionable word in context, highlighted.
At the same time, in a "window" off to the
side, it gives you a list of possible correct
spellings. A simple menu gives you the
following options:
• Accept the word as is
• Replace the word with one of the suggested spellings
• Enter the correct spelling manually
.:t~Mlh'Ih"I~ml~I.~1

•

HP110 Portable
I I Portable Vectra IPortable Plus
I - I HP150
IIBM PC and comoatibles
IAvailable on ROM Backup for the Portable Plus

• Add the word to an auxiliary dictionary of frequently used words
• Replace all other occurrences of the
word
• Look up the spelling of any other
word at any time
WEBSTER'S also lets you mark in your
text any spelling corrections that change
length of a word; this lets you quickly
locate portions of text that may need reformatting.
WEBSTER'S will automatically locate
double repetitions (like "and and"). It can
correct transpositions ("itme" becomes
"item"), missing apostrophes ("dont"
becomes "don't"), and typos of all kinds
("spellling" becomes "spelling," etc.).
If you're not sure of a word, you can
even spell it the way sounds, and chances
are WEBSTER'S will supply the correct
spelling. ("Fenomenon" gets corrected to
"phenomenon," for example.)
In addition, WEBSTER'S will let you
preview a list of all questionable words
before displaying them in context; this
saves you time because it lets you
eliminate words from the questionable list
(or add them to your auxiliary dictionary)
before you begin the editing pass.
John Dvorak, writing in the San Francisco Examiner, called WEBSTER'S "the

PV users: Please subtract $10 from subscriber price (since we don't have to send you additional customized
II disks
or extra documentation). Be sure to indicate "PORTABLE VECTRA" on your order.
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best spell-checker we've seen in a long
spell." Henry Kisor of the Chicago Sun
Times has called WEBSTER'S "the best
proofreading software on the market." We
agree with them both-and we think you
will too. Order your copy at no risk today.
Webster's Spelling Checker on 31f2" disk
customized for the Portable Plus aud
HP150 .................... $79.95
$69.95 for Portable Paper subscribers.

PRODUCT NO. WBliNS

.f,",)
\

Webster's is available on ROM backup
for an additional $179. See ROM ad ~
in this issue for important details. """1l11r'
WEBSTER'S SPELLING CHECKER works with
any file produced by the Editor, WordStar, and
MemoMaker. It also works with ASCII files
produced by MS Word and Word Perfect.
Our version of WEBSTER'S includes a customized 3.5" disk and simple instructions for running the program on the Portable Plus and
HP150. A special utility allowing WEBSTER'S
to run on the HP150 is included on the disk.

60·DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
See order form for details.

TO ORDER
Use enclosed postage-paid order form
or send check or credit card information
(#. expo date. signature) to:

Personalized Software
P.(). Box Hti9, Faitfield. IA 525:;() 515 .t72-li:):)O

